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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Atatin Atiqotul Maula Al Farihah. 2019. Communication Strategies: Second 
Language Acquisition of Science Female Students at MA Ta‟mirul Islam 
Boarding School Surakarta. Thesis. English Education, Cultures and Languages 
Faculty. 
Advisors : Dr. Imroatus Solikhah, M.Pd. 
Key words : Communication Strategy, Second Language Acquisition, Oral 
Conversation. 
This research study about the communication strategies used by science 
female students of elevent grade at MA Ta‟mirul Islam Boarding School 
Surakarta toward the second language acquisition. This research aims to observe 
more about the use of communication strategies by the science female students in 
oral communication with informal situation during the break time of teaching and 
learning process toward the second language acquisition. 
This research used descriptive qualitative. The subjects of this research 
were 8 students from 24 students at the class and chose by purposive sampling to 
know the students‟ capabality from each number of speaking score. The data were 
analyzed by using Miles and Huberman in Sugiyono (2009), they were data 
reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing/verification. The data were 
classify based on the theory from Dornyei (1995). This research used source or 
data triangulation to get the valid data. 
The research findings showed that the students performed 9 types of 
communication strategy from 12 total number of Dornyei‟s theory, namely 
message abandonment, approximation, use of all-purpose words, word coinage, 
use of non-linguistic means, literal translation, code switching, appeal for help, 
and use of fillers/hesitation devices. The total number of students‟ utterances 
classified into communication strategy were 282 data, they were 6 utterances for 
message abandonment, 2 utterances for approximation, 3 utterances for use of all-
purpose words, 1 utterance for word coinage, 18 utterances for use of non-
linguistic means, 190 utterances for literal translation, 34 utterances for code 
switching, 5 utterances for appeal for help, and 23 utterances for use of 
fillers/hesitation devices. The communication strategy were most frequently used 
was literal translation which uttered 190 times from all the students, while the 
most rarely used was word coinage which uttered 1 time. The implication of this 
study that the students lacked in grammatical aspect or English structure. The 
communication strategy used indicated that the students had less in paying 
attention for the second language acquisition, as the second language learners.
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of the Study 
Communication is the exchange of ideas, information, etc, 
between two or more persons. In an act of communication, there is 
usually at least one speaker or sender, a communication message which 
is transmitted, and a person or persons for whom this message is intended 
(the receiver) (Richard and Schmidth, 2002: 89). Sometimes in 
communication people do not use the structure of language. People do 
not use the correct grammatical structure in their speeches, because the 
most important thing is their speech can be accepted and understood by 
others. In communication, people use utterances with the implied 
meanings. Therefore, people should have the ability to interpret the  
meaning  of utterances so that is expected from  that communication can 
be achieved. 
Some students have better communication abilities but some 
students have not. Dealing with the reality above, learning how to be a 
better communicator is important for all of people. Better communication 
means better understanding of people in the world. Moreover, it is 
important that people should understand what they are trying to say. 
Practically, sometimes they face difficulty in conveying their messages, 
especially in a second language. This phenomenon also appears with 
English Foreign Language (EFL), who are often confronted with 
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communication EFL learners generally manage two overcome the 
problems by employing what is known as communication strategy (CS). 
Kárpáti (2015), states that speaking a foreign language can be 
troublesome, it is because speaking a foreign language is different with 
our own mother tongue and also it is like taking risks while we do not 
like for taking risks. Kárpáti also said that there are certain techniques 
that can be used to improve the fluency of a non-native speaker‟s speech. 
So that every difficulty faced by the students, teachers have the way to 
make it easy too.  
In addition, communication strategy is defined as a “systematic 
technique employed by a speaker to express his/her meaning when faced 
with difficulty” (Corder in Sato, 2005: 1). The word “difficulty” means 
less of vocabulary and the basic grammar of the target language. 
Furthermore, there are some factors which affect the 
communication, in this content is about gender, and majority in causing 
different intelligence. In Sociolinguistics, gender has an impact on the 
way of somebody talks. Some researches inform that female has a better 
vocabulary than male. Yet, a female has more gracious vocabulary. 
Nyikos and Ehrman in Yuliani (2013: 47) say that women encourage 
conversational to talk, remember more details, are more polite, and more 
likely to try to reach consensus. Legato in Yuliani (2013: 47) in his 
Biology research states that there is a difference hormones between male 
and female intelligence. Female has more neural cell in the left 
hemisphere where the central language controller is there and there is 
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more neural connector between left and right hemisphere. As a result of 
the research, women are better in communication than men. 
According to Trudgill in Talbot (2010: 15), women use the 
prestige variants more often than men because they are more status 
consciousness. This is because they are less secure socially and more 
likely to be judged on appearance than men. Men, on the other hand, are 
refereed by what they do so that they are not under pressure to use the 
prestige variants. 
An American feminist, Deborah Jones identifies four distinct 
kinds of conversation among women, which she views as different 
varieties of gossip. These are „house-talk‟, occupational talk which is the 
housewife‟s equivalent of „talking shop‟; „scandal‟, which involves the 
verbal policing of other women‟s behavior; „bitching‟, a form of 
troubles-talk involving complaints about men to other women; and 
finally „chatting‟, which is purely phatic (Jones in Talbot, 2010: 76). 
Differences between women and men have always been a topic of 
relevance to the human species and presumed linguistic differences are 
often treasured in proverbs. Coates (2013: 9) gives some examples of the 
topic as follow: 
A woman‟s tongue wags like a lamb‟s tail. (England) 
Foxes are all tail and women are all tongue. (England – Cheshire) 
Où femme y a, silence n‟y a (where there‟s a woman, there‟s no 
silence). (France) 
The North Sea will sooner be found wanting in water than a 
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woman at a loss for a word. (Jutland) 
The idea of distinct male and female swear words is still widely held. 
Lakoff makes exactly the same observation as Murphy (Coates, 2013: 
15): 
Consider (a) „Oh dear, you‟ve put the peanut butter in the 
refrigerator again.‟ 
(b) „Shit, you‟ve put the peanut butter in the refrigerator 
again.‟ 
It is safe to forecast that people would classify the first sentence as part 
of „women‟s language‟, the second as „men‟s language‟. (Lakoff, 1975 in 
Coates, 2013: 9-15). Lakoff summarizes her position later by saying 
„women don‟t use off-color or indelicate expressions; women are the 
experts at euphemism‟ (Coates, 2013: 15). From the examples above, it 
can be seen that gender differences are giving affections for using 
language in communication. 
Another factor affecting the communication is the level of the 
students‟ majority in causing different intelligence. Stern in Mittal (2017: 
775) defined intelligence as a unspecific capacity of an individual 
consciously to adjust his thinking to new requirements. It is general 
mental compliance to new problems and conditions of life. Mangal, 2007 
that was cited in Mittal (2017: 775) also defined intelligence as a 
category of mental or cognitive abilities, available with an individual 
which assist him to handle his environments in terms of adaptation to 
face novel situations as effectively as possible.  
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Decades of research on human mental abilities have established 
that the scores of intelligence tests are positively connected with several 
desirable outcomes and negatively correlated with several undesirable 
outcomes. Today, in all over the world, students with different major of 
study, here is science and social, have different level of intelligence. 
Sinha‟s study in Mittal (2017: 776) showed that arts and science groups 
significantly classified (beyond 0.01 level) on the variable of 
intelligence, science students scored significantly higher on intelligence 
test than the students of arts. Singh‟s and also Chatterji‟s study in Mittal 
(2017: 776) found the mean intelligence score of science students was 
considerably higher than the arts students. 
According to Kususanto and Fui (2012),  streaming practice in 
Malaysia allocated students to different classrooms based on their 
previous academic reports, academicaly strong students are assigned to 
the science stream, while academically week students dispersed to the 
arts (social science) stream. Furthermore, Adnan & Chew (1998); Chew 
(2006); Othman (1995) which were cited in Kususanto and Fui (2012 : 
109) also studied about science stream students. The finding of their 
research are also implemented that science stream students are perceived 
as good academic performers whereas art stream students are perceived 
as weak academic performers. 
In another research, the level of depression, anxiety and stress 
were also presented significantly higher among the students of aret and 
commerce as compared to that of science students (Baviskar et al.: 2013). 
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In other words, the students of arts are stressed-out and causing the 
students could not study well. 
Learning at Ta‟mirul Islam Surakarta forces the learners to master 
not only their L2 but also their foreign language. It is because Ta‟mirul 
Islam is a Bilingual School program. This school uses English and 
Arabic as their daily communication, but for transferring or delivering 
the teaching materials, the teachers use Indonesia as the first language, 
English and Arabic used for its material only. It is because the teachers 
there do not come from Ta‟mirul Islam only, but also from the outside. In 
order to support the implementation of Bilingual program, students of 
Ta‟mirul Islam Boarding School (TIBS) Surakarta also used English and 
Arabic when they are outside the classroom, if they do not use the two 
languages exactly, they will get a punishment from the language 
department. 
The difficulty appears not only to EFL learners but also, L2 
learners. In reality, both of them face the same problem. Observing 
people‟s way to communicate with others using their chosen language 
(English) that they do not master yet is interesting because each learner 
has their own way to overcome their problem. Even sometimes they do 
not realize that they apply certain CS in their conversation, for example: 
X: “Hey, Ustadzah Izzah is not datang?” 
Y: “Ustadzah Izzah is coming into our classroom now” 
X: “Eh you are bercanda?” 
Y: “No, shee is already coming now. There she is” 
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From the example above, The two both were communicating 
outside through the break time. X was asking about Ustadzah izzah, the 
teacher who will teach them that time. Y answered that Ustadzah Izzah 
was already coming their class, but Xwas not believing. It can be seen 
that Xdid not know the italic words in English. Then, X was 
unconsciously she had applied a CS called Code Mixing. There are 
another strategies used in “Eh you are bercanda?”. The word “eh” is 
called Fillers/Hesitation Devices, and “bercanda” which is called as Code 
Switching. Moreover, those words are also used Literal Translation.  
From the example above, it also can be known that the students 
are also lack of the acquisition of L2 (SLA) because they only use their 
knowledge to make a sentence. Thus, the researcher decides to observe 
the  CS used by the learners of Science female students of Ta‟mirul Islam 
which will be related on mastering the second language acquisition. 
Second language acquisition (SLA) refers to the study of how 
students learn a L2 additionally to their L1. Although it is referred as 
SLA, it is the process of absorbing languages after the first language 
whether it is the second third or fourth language. There are different 
ways to obtain a second or foreign languages. It can be in a formal way 
as in a classroom environment or informal waysuch as when the learner 
picks up the language by being culturally active participant of the 
society. (Profs and Stefansson, 2013: 2). 
Previously,itwasalsoexaminedabout the Communication Strategy 
Used By The Students of Sragen Bilingual Boarding School by Begench 
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Soyunov 2014/2015, student of Sebelas Maret University of Indonesia. 
The previous was conducted in Bilingual School Program which is using 
English and Indonesia, while this research conducts in bilingual boarding 
school which is using English and Arabic as its daily communication 
tools. Besides, Soyunov found that students of Sragen Bilingual Boarding 
School mostly use fillers because they were nervous in talking English 
(Soyunov, 2014: 2). 
Ta‟mirul Islam Boarding School is an Islamic Boarding School 
Institution located in Surakarta which uses Gontor‟s Curriculum as its 
standard curriculum. The Curriculum is kindly focused on developing the 
students‟ mentality which is related to integrity, widespread, and self-
sufficient. Gontor Curriculum was named Kulliyatul Muallimat Al-
Islamiyyah (KMI) integrates three kinds of the curriculum; 
Intracurricular, Co-curricular, and Extracurricular. This type of 
curriculum is not only taught about religion but science also, and 
common of the two both get the same consideration. 
The researcher would analyze the students‟ communication in 
order to know how they communicate with the other by using CS 
although they do not know about what CS exactly are. Besides, the 
researcher would know about their sentence used in Speaking English 
with their friends for both of high and low English speaking ability.  
There are two classes, one for Science and another one for Social.  
Most learners at TIBS have the same reason to master a foreign 
language. They have to communicate in English and Arabic with their 
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friends inside and outside of the class (depends on the language used in 
time). Concerning this reality, the researcher identifies the 
COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES: SECOND LANGUAGE 
ACQUISITION OF SCIENCE FEMALE STUDENTS AT 
TA’MIRUL ISLAM BOARDING SCHOOL SURAKARTA. 
 
B. Limitation of the Problem 
Inthisresearch,theresearcherlimitedtheresearchonfind out thetypes 
ofcommunication strategy usedandthemostfrequently communication 
strategy used fromthe students‟utterancesatthe female studentsof MA 
Ta‟mirul Islam Surakarta in the academic year 2019/2020.The researcher 
analyzedtheutterances of all student members in science class, and in 
informal situation, this research was done during the break 
time.Theresearcher collected thedata from some topics for each meeting. 
Thetheoryof communication strategy proposed byDornyei‟s 
theory.Therearetwelve typesofcommunication strategysuchas;Message 
Abandonment, Topic Avoidance, Circumlocution, Approximation Use of 
All-Purpose Words, Word Coinage, Use of Non-Linguistic Means, Literal 
Translation, Foreignizing, Code Switching, Appeal for Help, and Use of 
Filler/Hesitation Devices. 
 
C. Statement of the Problem 
The study is concerned with the use of CS done by the learners of 
TIBS in eleventh grade. Based on the research problems, the researcher 
will formulate the research questions as follows: 
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1. How are CS used by science female students with different level of 
intelligence toward the second language acquisition? 
2. What are the most frequent types of CS used by sciencefemale 
students with different level of intelligence?  
 
D. Objectivesof the Study 
The objectives of the study are stated as follows: 
1. To find out the way of CS used by science female students with 
different level of intelligence of TIBS in communicating with friends 
toward the second language acquisition. 
2. To find out the most frequent types of CS used by science female 
students with different level of intelligence of TIBS in communicating 
with friends. 
 
E. Benefit of the study 
There are some benefits from the research as follow:  
1. Theoretically: 
The findings will enrich: 
The way of communication by the students between one to another 
with different level of intelligence. 
2. Practically: 
a. For the researcher 
The English language theories especially the communication 
strategies are being a reference to another researcher in order to 
conduct further research. 
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b. For the students 
Students can improve their ssecond language acquisitionpeaking 
ability.  
c. For the Ustadzah 
The finding of this research can give the alternative technique to 
improve the second language ability of the students. 
d. For the school 
It can be beneficial regarding to improve the second language 
acquisition in MA. Ta‟mirul Islam Boarding School Surakarta, 
also it can be used to survive how the female students 
communicate. 
e. For other researchers 
It can be a methodological reference to conduct future research 
about communication strategies.  
 
F. Definition of Key Terms 
1. Communication Strategy 
A communication strategy is defined as “a systematic technique 
employed by a speaker to express his or her meaning when faced with 
some difficulty” (Corder in Ferilia, 2017: 9). 
2. Second Language Acquisition 
Second language acquisition is related with the nature of the 
hypotheses (whether conscious or unconscious) that learners come up 
with regarding the rules of the second language (Gass and Selinker, 
2008: 1) 
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3. Speaking for Conversation 
Davies & Pearse (2002) state that, Real success in English teaching-
learning is when the learner can actually communicate in English 
inside and outside the classroom.  
4. Gender in Sociolinguistics Perception 
Hirschman in Hancock et al. (2014: 2) presented her preliminary 
evidence of gender differences in language behavior, and reported that 
women used more fillers (e.g., um, you know) and personal references 
(e.g., we, you, I) than men used (cited in Hancock, 2014). Coates 
(2008:194) states that “Women make greater use of minimal responses 
to indicate support for the speaker”. 
5. Bilingual Program 
In Sociolinguistics, bilingual is known as the use of two languages by 
a speaker in his/her talks with the others alternately (Mackey and 
Fishman in Chaer and Leonie, 2014: 84).  
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW ON LITERATURE 
 
A. Communication Strategy 
1. Definition of Communication Strategy 
Rubin & Thompson that was cited in Hua and Nor, (2012: 832) 
communication assists people to send and receive messages effectively 
and negotiate meaning. Communication is simply defined as a process in 
which a message is sent from senders to receiverstechnically, it is said 
that the sender encodes a message and the receiverdecodes it (Thao in 
Hua and Nor, 2012: 833).  
Communication strategy is defined as “a systematic technique 
employed by a speaker to express his or her meaning when faced with 
some difficulty” (Corder in Dornyei, 1995: 56). Communication 
strategies can help learners keep stay in their own language used, here is 
English, in communicating with others. 
Another definition is presented by Stern in Sato (2005: 1). 
According to him, communication strategies are techniques of coping 
with difficulties in communicating in an imperfectly known second 
language. However, CS are ways to share students‟ thought and 
expressing students meaning with their L2.  
Some linguists define communicative strategy in different ways. 
Tarone (1989) studies CS from the interactional perspective, Brown 
(1994) looks at CS from the perspective of error resources while Færch 
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and Kasper (1983) perceive CS from psychological approach. According 
to the interactional approach, CS are shared into some criteria, those are: 
a. A speaker desires to communicate a meaning X to a listener. 
b. The speaker believes the linguistic or sociolinguistic structure desire 
to communicate X is unavailable or is not shared with the listener. 
c. The speaker chooses to avoid-not attempt to communicate meaning X 
or attempt alternate means to communicate meaning X. The speaker 
stops trying alternatives when it seems clear to the speaker that there 
is shared meaning. 
(Adopted from Wei, 2011) 
From the perspective of error resources, Brown suggests that 
communicative strategy is actually the process of interlingual transfer 
and the context of learning as a learner tries to get a message through to a 
listener or reader (Brown in Wei, 2011: 12). To some ranges, it 
determines some linguistic forms not available to the learner at that point 
of communication. Then communicative strategies can act as the 
conscious employment of verbal or nonverbal mechanism for 
communicating an idea. Brown‟s definition of communicative strategy 
can help to reflect what strategies have been used by a speaker through 
the analysis of errors. 
From the psychological perspective, Faerch and Kasper (1983) 
were cited in Wei (2011: 12) define “communicative strategy as potential 
conscious plans for solving what to an individual presents itself as a 
problem in reaching a particular communicative goal.” Faerch and 
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Kasper preserve similar data in terms of an individual‟s mental response 
to a problem rather than as a joint response by two people. (Wei, 2011: 
12) 
2. Context of Communication Strategy 
a. General Concept of Communication 
Communication is sending and is receiving information 
between two people or more. Communication used to express the 
speaker‟s meaning in order to make the listener understand. It can be 
practiced daily, such as with family at home, teamwork in the 
workplace, friends when people are getting hang out, our computers 
when we answer and send an email, and so many else more. 
b. Definition of Communication 
Communication is one of the human activities that everyone 
recognizes. Communication is about giving information or expressing 
ideas to one another. According to Keyton (2011) in Luneburg, 
(2011), communication is the process of transmitting information and 
common understanding from one person to another. 
Fiske in Soyunov (2014: 10) communication involves signs 
and codes, in which signs are artifacts and acts that mention to 
something other than themselves; that is, they are signifying construct. 
Codes are the systems into which signs are organized and which 
determine how signs may be related to each other. Communication 
can occur via various processes and methods, and depending on the 
channel used and the style, there can be various types. Communication 
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is the process of casual information & message from one person to 
another. 
From those statements above, it can be concluded that 
communication is transferring information to one another which use 
the combination between signs and codes. In communication, signs 
represent the way someone denotes something, while codes show the 
form of the system which determines how those signs relate to each 
other. 
3. Types of Communication 
According to Jerry. C et al in Ferilia (2017: 31) there are two 
main types of communication in every organization based on the purpose 
and the style; there is formal & informal communication. 
a. Formal Communication 
Formal communication is described as communication which 
follows through the official organizational channels or is undertaken 
by an employee to do their job. Formal communication appears in a 
formal and official style. Usually, professional settings, corporate 
meetings, conference undergoes a formal pattern. 
In a formal communication, slang and foul language are 
avoided and using correct pronunciation is required. Formal 
communication follows a proper predefined channel of 
communication and is deliberately controlled. Authority lines are 
desired to be followed in formal communication. 
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b. Informal Communication 
There is also a great deal of informal communication in an 
organization. Informal communication is a casual form of 
information sharing typically used in personal conversations with a 
friend or family members. It is just a casual talk. This 
communication flows through informal channels and may or may not 
be work related. It is established for societal affiliation of members 
in an organization and face-to-face discussions. In informal 
communication is using slang words, and foul language is not 
restricted.  
Informal communication does not use authority lines. In an 
organization, it helps in finding out staff grievances as people 
express more when talking informally. This kind of communication 
does help people to build a relationship.  
Based on the definition above, it could be concluded that 
formal and informal communication have different situation in 
conducting or in constructing communication. Formal 
communication is about presentation, interview, conference, and 
many more situations which occur in a formal and official style. The 
informal situation is about casual talk, family gathering, joking, and 
another more which relate in personal conversation without formal 
setting. 
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4. Classification of Communication Strategy 
According to Dornyei (1995), there are twelve (12) types of 
Communication Strategies. In this research, the researcher used the CS 
theory proposed by Dornyei (1995: 58). The taxonomy of CS based on 
Dornyei (1995: 58): 
a. Message Abandonment 
This is a strategy of leaving message unfinished because of the 
language difficulties. So, a learner does not continue his/her 
utterance such as the lack of grammar or vocabulary, forgot what to 
say, etc. for example; a learner says “he took the wrong way in 
mm...” (He/she does not continue his/her utterance).  
b. Topic Avoidance 
This is a strategy where learners try not to talk about concepts which 
they find it difficult to express, for example; a learner avoids saying 
certain words or sentence because he/she does not know the 
equivalence in English. 
c. Circumlocution 
This strategy is used by the learners which they describe or 
paraphrase the target object or action. Most of the learners use 
Circumlocution strategy when they did not know some terms in 
English, so they do paraphrase the object to share their meaning to 
the listener, for example; if a learner does not know the word 
corkscrew, he/she replaces it by saying „the thing that you use to 
open the bottle‟. 
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d. Approximation 
This is the strategy in which a learner uses an alternative term to 
express the meaning of the target lexical item as closely as possible, 
for example; ship for sailboat; pipe for water pipe. 
e. Use of All-purpose Words 
This strategy is kind of expanding general an empty lexical item to 
the context where specific words are lacking. For example; the 
overuse of the words thing, stuff, make do, what-do-you-call-it, 
what-is-it. 
f. Word Coinage 
This is the strategy used when a learner creates an L2 word based on 
his/her knowledge of morphological rules. For example; 
vegetarianist for vegetarian. (vegetarianist is not created in the 
dictionary). 
g. Use of Non-linguistic Means 
This is a strategy when a learner uses non-linguistic resources such 
as mine, gesture, facial expression, and sound imitation to help 
him/her in expressing the meaning. For example; a learner uses 
his/her hands and acts like flying refer to birds. 
h. Literal Translation 
This is a strategy in which learners translate a lexical item, an idiom, 
or a structure from their L1 to L2. So, the lexical item, idiom, or 
structure of a speakers‟ L1 to translate directly into L2. For example; 
do not enter sign for no entry sign. 
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i. Foreignizing 
This is a strategy when learner use L1 word by adjusting it to L2 
phonologically, for example; a learner does not know word tap, but 
he/she use the L1 word that is kran, but with L2 pronunciation, 
he/she says kren. 
j. Code Switching 
This is the strategy when learners use their L1 with L2 
pronunciation. They may use the L1 word whether the listener 
knows the word or not. For example; if a learner does not know the 
English word for baki, he/she will say baki with the pronunciation of 
L2.  
k. Appeal for Help 
This is the strategy when the learners ask their friends or teacher for 
help because they do not know or forget some words, structures, and 
idioms. The way of asking help can be directed, for example; what 
do you call.....? or indirectly (e.g., rising intonation, pause, eye 
contact, puzzled, expression). 
l.  Use of Fillers/Hesitation Devices 
In this strategy, a learner may use filling words to fill pauses or and 
to gain to think, for example; well, let me see then, as a matter of 
fact. Fillersareamomentwhensomeone pausestheirspeakingtothink 
aboutwhatthey wanttosay withoutgivingtheimpressionif 
wefinishourspeaking.Indailyconversation,peopleoftenuseuh,er,um,ah
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, ehm,well,Imean,youknow,orsimilarexpressions.According toBaalen 
in kharismawan(2017: 112), thesekindsofutterancesarecalledfillers. 
 
B. Second Language Acquisition 
The need of second language is required in the world of 
globalization. It helps people to communicate with other language people 
in second language and create a relationship with them. But, however, the 
use of mother tongue is also high because it is the most favorite language 
to use for any people. 
Some learners learn more than one second language. It might make 
sense therefore to also talk about „third‟ „fourth‟, or fifth‟ language 
acquisition. Second language acquisition raises to the learning of another 
language in a context in which the language is used as a means of wider 
communication. The assumption is that learners will „pick up‟ the 
language as a result of the everyday communicative situations they 
experience. (Ellis, 2015: Chap I2). 
Ortega (2009: 1) defines second language acquisition (SLA) is the 
scholarly topic of inquiry that investigates the human capacity to learn 
languages other than the first, during the childhood, adolescence or 
adulthood, and once the first langauge or languages have been acquired. It 
is about the human capacity in learning languages once the first language – 
in the case of monolingual children - have been learned and are 
established. (2009: 4) 
Hossain (2015: 88) states that second language acquisition or SLA 
denotes to learning languages in addition to the native tongue. The term is 
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used to designate any language whose acquisition starts after early 
childhood.Ellis in Eisenchlas (2009: 1) outlined second language 
acquisition as the study of the way in which people secure a language 
other than their mother tongue. 
Corder; 1973, and Kramsch, 2003 in Eisenchlas defined second 
language acquisition is seen as “a phenomenon of the individual”, 
internally obsessed and “largerly independent of the context in which it 
takes place”. In addition, Corder states that the primary aim of SLA is to 
construct a theory of how mental representations of second language 
linguistic system, or interlanguages, develop within individual minds or 
brains, to pronounce how changes in linguistic competence are achieved, 
to explain why acquisition sometimes seem to cease, and to examine 
aspects that may influence the process (2009: 2). 
Furthermore, there is a question about the differences between 
bilingualism and SLA. Bilingualism favours the study of people who had a 
very early start with their language, whereas SLA often favours the study 
of late-starting acquirers. Additionally, one can say that bilingualism 
researchers mind to focus on the products of bilingualism as deployed in 
already mature bilingual capabilities of children or adults while SLA 
researchers mind to focus on the pathways towards becoming competent in 
more languages than one. Another difference is that bilingual research 
typically keeps a focus on all the languages of an individual, whereas SLA 
traditionally places strongly towards the second language. (Ortega, 2009: 
4) 
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Ortega (2009: 58) says that there is a young Japanese artist who 
learnt English without instruction in Honolulu, his name is Wes. Wes 
showed his progress increasingly in learning L2 by changing his 
environment, he chose L2 environment to build his SLA, and chose to 
work in tourism in order to improve his L2. The L2 environment also 
causes in learning certain attitudes because the environment affords 
learners input.  
According to Krashen in Ortega (2009: 59), the highly important 
source of L2 learning is coprehensible input, or language which learners 
process for meaning and which encloses something to be learned. This 
comprehensible input through listening to oral messages that directed to 
them and by written texts sorround them. Also, Ortega (2009) said that 
learners should learn about negotiation talks for meaning. Typically, 
negotiation episodes start with clarification requests if non-understanding 
is thoughtful (e.g whaddya mean? Uh? Pardon me?), confirmation checks 
when the interlocutor is somewhat insecure she has understood the 
message correctly (e.g. you mean X? X and Y, right?) and comprehension 
checks if one interlocutor distrusts the other speaker may not have 
understood what she said (e.g. you know what I mean? Do you want me to 
repeat?). (Ortega, 2009: 61) 
Learners could engage L2 not only by comprehending and 
negotiating messages, but also in creating meaning and delivering 
messages, that is called output. Comprehension does not only pressure the 
full processing of forms. During comprehension process, it is possible to 
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get the essence of messages by relying on key content words assisted by 
knowledge of the world, contextual clues, and guessing. For example, in 
yesterday I talked to Mrs. Yunita in 2 hours, the listeners may hear 
“yesterday” and not even need to hear –ed in order to know that the 
interlocutor is telling about something happened in the past. Thus, the 
producing of target language may be the trigger that forces the learner to 
notice the means of expression needed in order to successfully  transfer his 
or her own intended meaning. (Swain in Ortega, 2009) 
Schmidt cited in Ortega (2009: 63) demanded that, in order to learn 
any language aspect of L2 (from sounds, to words, to grammar, to 
pragmatics), learners  need to pay attention the material in the linguistic 
data provided by the environment. Noticing denotes to the brain 
registering the new material, with some momentary awareness at the point 
of meeting that there is someting new, even if there is no understanding of 
how the new element works, and possibly even if there is no reportable 
memory of momentary at a later time.  
Agreeing with some explanations mention above, second language 
acquisition (SLA) is a learning second language as an additional language 
in late adult-hood of the learners. SLA, however, is different with 
bilingualism. Bilingualism is a learning second language in early 
childhood, whereas SLA is leaning second language in late childhood. 
Additionally, bilingualism retains to focus on all languages of an 
individual, while SLA is strongly places towards the second language. 
Thus between bilingualism and SLA is different, and SLA can be learned 
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by paying attention in L2 aspects (sounds, words, grammar, and 
pragmatics). 
 
C. Speaking for Conversation 
1. The Definition of Speaking 
Davies & Pearse (2002) state that, Real success in English 
teaching-learning is when the learner can actually communicate in 
English inside and outside the classroom. People who communicate the 
message may have certain expectations as the response of a person to 
whom they are addressing it. They send their message and select the 
linguistic elements to express it, so as to arouse in the receiver meaning 
they are trying to convey.  
The theory above emphasizes that speaking is an effort to use 
language freely, being able to speak which puts more emphasis on 
interaction, communication and understanding each other. When people 
talk about something, the speech can have several meanings. Speaking 
can be many things, which mean that, when someone speaks to 
someone else, he or she is thinking of what one wishes to say, choosing 
the right words from the vocabulary, putting the words in the proper 
grammatical framework and communicate. 
In the meantime, according to Chaney in Rahimy and Safarpour 
(2012: 50) speaking is the process of building and sharing meaning 
through the use of verbal and non-verbal symbols, in a variety of 
context. Speaking is the essential parts of a second language learning 
and teaching. Despite its importance, for many years ago, speaking has 
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been undervalued and taught just as a practice with repetition of drill 
which has learned by the teacher. However, speaking nowadays is one 
of all kind skill that should improve the students‟ communicative 
competence. It is because, through the speaking process, students can 
express their ideas, thoughts, beliefs, and so many more.  
From the definitions above, speaking is the single most 
important to be learned by the learners in order to accomplish the 
principle of communication. Speaking is also used to measure the 
ability of students‟ knowledge about language. Speaking is an activity 
in presenting the language orally in order to share feelings, beliefs, 
thoughts, purposes, and ideas. There are some components should be 
mastered in speaking, they are; (1) structural accuracy; (2) vocabulary; 
(3) pronunciation; (4) fluency; and (5) comprehension.  
Thus, speaking must be mastered for students in the Bilingual 
skill program. Students must be able to master the speaking ability 
because it is one‟s power or skill in presenting language orally to 
interest and communicate with others. Actually, students should know 
the use of language and they should know also the ideas which they 
share with others.  
2. Speaking for Conversation 
When someone tells you “let her alone” he/she usually mean: 
can you give her time to reassure? The benchmark of successful 
language acquisition is almost always the demonstration of an ability 
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to accomplish pragmatic goals through interactive discourse with other 
speakers of language. 
Conversational is defined as that which is appropriate to an 
informal conversation. Also refers to anything that relates to the 
spoken exchange of opinions, ideas, thoughts, and feelings. However, 
a conversation is, without doubt the foundation stone of the social 
world-human beings learn to talk in it, find a mate with it, are 
socialized through it, rise in the social hierarchy as a result of it, and it 
is suggested may even develop a mental illness because of it.  
Thornbury and Slade (2006: 5) argue that “this complexity 
derives from the conversation being so permeating in our daily 
language usage. In other words, a conversation is so intertwined with 
daily interactions that are difficult to define. One element of 
conversation is discussion: sharing knowledge,  opinions about the 
subject which are discused. In the Cambridge dictionary, a discussion 
is the act in which people talk about something and tell each other their 
ideas or opinion (2018). In polite society the subjects changes before 
discussion becomes a dispute. For example, if theology is being 
discused, no one is insisting a particular view be an accepted. 
From the statements above, it can be concluded that speaking 
for conversation is an ability to communicate with language in a 
formal or informal situation and taking care of the subject or opinion 
discussed. Besides, it can be known that people who want to do 
conversation should be paired in communicating what they want to 
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communicate or discuss. Thus, speaking for conversation is a formal or 
informal talk between two or more which conducts by two-way 
conversation. 
3. The Components of Speaking 
According to Syakur in Ferilia (2017: 13) speaking is a complex 
skill because at least it is concerned with components of pronunciation, 
grammar, vocabulary, and fluency.  
a. Pronunciation 
Pronunciation is the students‟ way to utter English well. Besides, 
pronunciation is one of the difficult language components of 
grammar made up of the elements or principle to determine sounds 
difference and pattern in a language. 
b. Vocabulary 
Vocabulary means the appropriate diction which is used in 
conversation. Without having a sufficient vocabulary, one cannot 
communicate effectively or express ideas in both oral and written 
form. Having a limited vocabulary is also a barrier that precludes 
learners from learning a language. Language teachers, therefore, 
should process considerable knowledge on how to manage an 
interesting classroom so that the learners can gain a great success in 
their vocabulary learning. 
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c. Grammar 
It concerns how to arrange correct sentences in conversation. The 
utility of grammar is also to learn the correct way to gain expertise 
in a language in oral and written form. 
d. Fluency 
It can be defined as the ability to speak fluently and accurately 
suited to professional necessity. Basically, being fluent means able 
to keep the language coming. Brown Explains that these signs 
indicate that the speaker does not have to spend a lot of time 
searching for the language items needed to express the message 
(Brown, 1997 cited in Ferilia 2017: 14). 
4. Difficulties in Speaking 
Since English is a foreign language in our country, most 
students‟ especially senior high school students are not familiar with it 
(Hetrakul in Nakhalah, 2016: 96). Hetrakul also pointed out that 
students use English more frequently only inside the class and less 
frequent outside the class. Whereas students also have limited time to 
learn English inside the class, nevertheless they do not have enough 
courageous to practice it outside. This case brings a problem to senior 
high school students have difficulties to communicate in English. 
The main case is a problem with the grammar. English always 
deals with reference while Indonesian does not. Moreover, English has 
singular and plural forms that the students must be distinguished and 
still have many forms that have learned. Grammar is an important thing 
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that should be learned. Students who have known more pronunciation 
may be not able to make a good sentence because they do not know 
how the structure is. Indeed, grammar is the most confusing one for 
students. However, realizing the grammar will make the students more 
confidence to talk English as their daly communication. It is able when 
the students need to talk English with incorrect grammatical, but it is 
better if they know the good structure and make good sentence also. 
5. ConversationRules andStructures 
Conversationalrules and structures have to do with how 
conversation is classified, and what prevents is from continually 
breaking down into a chaos of interruptions and simultaneous talk. 
According to Dornyei and Thurrell (1994: 42) there are 6 points of 
conversation rules and structures that particularly relevant to a 
conversation course: 
a.  Openings 
There are many ways of starting a conversation, and most of 
them fairly performed as, for example, in different sequences of 
greeting and introductions (e.g. how are you? / Fine thanks. And 
you?). Other ways of initiating a chat involve question (Excuse me, 
do you know...?). Comment on something present (that‟s a nice 
little dog...). 
b. Turn-taking 
Some subtle rules and signals to determine who talks, when, 
and for how long and these rules have been considered as “turn-
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taking mechanisms”. The language classroom does not offer too 
many opportunities for students to develop their awareness of turn-
taking rules or to practice turn-taking skills. This is unfortunate, 
since for many students especially those from cultures whose turn-
taking conversation are very different from those in the target 
language. Turn-taking does not come automatically and needs to be 
developed consciously through awareness-raising observation and 
listening tasks involving videoed and/or taped the authentic 
conversation. 
c.  Interrupting 
One special case in turn-taking is interrupting, which is a 
definite conversational error in many cultures. In English, a certain 
amount of interruption is tolerated but too much, or in the wrong 
situation, appears rude. For example “sorry to interrupt, but...” or 
sorry, but I did you say...? Which, depending on how they are 
introduced into the conversation, provide polite and natural ways of 
performing this rather delicate task. Students should be familiar 
with such phrases. 
d. Topic-shift 
When we want to subtitute the subject, either because we do 
not want to talk about the certain topic any longer or because we 
want to introduce a new topic, certain conversational routines such 
as “oh, by the way...” or “That reminds me of...” come in very 
handily. 
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e.  Adjacent pairs 
There are some utterances such as questions, invitations, 
requests, apologies, compliments, etc. Which require an immediate 
response or reaction from the communication partner. These 
utterances plus their response are recognized by linguists as 
adjacent pairs. 
There are two different reactions as usually possible from 
the other speaker, the first is an expected, polite reaction, for 
example accepting an invitation or complying with a request. The 
second is an unexpected, less common of more challenging 
reaction, for example turning down an invitation or refusing to obey 
with a request. The two types of reaction have been called preferred 
and dis-preferred answers respectively. 
f.  Closing 
Unless we want to be deliberately foul, we cannot end a 
conversation by simply saying.  It is therefore important to teach 
closing strategies explicitly and to raise students‟ awareness of the 
kind of phrases they might confront in face-to-face conversation or 
on the telephone. 
Those rules and structures of conversation are very 
important to be taught to language learners. By following those 
rules, the language learner in conversation can take turns precisely, 
and avoid overlaps and simultaneous talk. There are also rituals and 
set formulate for starting or closing a conversation and for changing 
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the subject. There are prescribing how to interfere and even 
determining which style is most appropriate in a given situation. 
These conversations are fairly strong and consistent within a given 
culture when someone stops them, people can tell immediately that 
something has gone wrong. 
 
D. Gender in Sociolinguistics Perception 
There are so many assumptions that women and men have a different 
way to talk, men are more aware and women are about gossips. Both sex 
and gender are different, sex refers to a biological distinction, while gender 
is the term used to designate socially constructed categories based on sex. 
Most societies operate in terms of two genders, masculine and feminine, 
and it is tempting to treat the category of gender as a simple binary 
opposition (Coates, 4:2013) 
Under this new conception, gender is not a fixed category but may 
vary depending on the speech and the type of interaction that takes place. 
Females may be better language learners. They are more sensitive to the 
new linguistic forms and are more ready to incorporate them into their 
speech. Thus they will be more likely to rid themselves of any 
interlanguage forms that deviate from target-language norms. There are no 
clear-cut explanations yet as to why females outperform males in L2 
acquisition. The reason that females hold a more positive attitude seems to 
have been widely agreed upon. What is more, females are more 
cooperative and more delicate in dealing with relationship while males 
emphasize more maintaining their hierarchical relationship. (Wei, 2011: 9) 
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Coates states that women make greater use of minimal responses to 
indicate support for the speaker. In Britain, for example, we all grow up to 
believe that women talk more than men, that women „gossip‟, that men 
swear more than women, that women are more polite, and so on. Research 
in this area often directly challenges cultural stereotypes, since much of the 
folklore associated with male/female differences turns out to be false. 
(Coates, 86: 2013) 
Eckert (2000) was cited in Wei (2011: 10) provides a much more 
detailed discussion of girls‟ networks than boys‟, and focuses her 
explanation on the motivations of the girls much more than the boys. 
Coates declares to describe women‟s more polite use of language, but we 
should ask whether what they are actually doing is attempting to prescribe 
how women ought to talk. Avoidance of swearing and of „coarse‟ words is 
said up to female speakers as the ideal to be aimed at. There can be no 
doubt that women exercise a great and universal influence on linguistic 
development through their instinctive shrinking from coarse and gross 
expressions and their preference for refined and (in certain spheres) veiled 
and indirect expressions. (Jespersen, 1992 in Coates, 2013:15) 
Female inguistic features have been exhausted by Lakoff (1973) 
cited in Thomson (2002: 6) and Hancock et al (2014: 2) into ten 
characteristics. They are: 
a. Lexical hedges or fillers, e.g. you know, sort of, well, you see. 
b. Tag questions, e.g. she‟s very nice, isn‟t she? 
c. Rising intonation on declaration, e.g. it‟s really good? 
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d. „Empty‟ adjectives, e.g. divine, charming, cute. 
e. Precise colour terms e.g. magenta, aquamarine. 
f. Intensifiers such as just and so, e.g. I like him so much. 
g. „Hypercorrect‟ grammar, e.g. consistent use of standar verb 
forms. 
h. „Superpolite‟ forms, e.g. Indirect requests, euphemisms. 
i. Avoidance of strong swaer words, e.g. fudge, my goodness. 
j. Emphatic stress, e.g. It was a BRILLIANT performance. 
Hirschman in Hancock et al (2014: 2) presented what she called 
preliminary evidence of gender differences in language behavior, though 
they were not entirely consistent with Lakoff‟s concept of feminine 
register. She reported that the women used more fillers (e.g., um, you 
know) and personal references (e.g., we, you, I) then men used, fewer third 
person references (e.g., he, they) and interruptions, but equal number of 
qualifiers (what Lakoff called hedges, in addition to uncertainty verbs, 
e.g., I think, I wonder). 
From the statements above it can be known that gender is different 
from sex. Gender in sociolinguistics is about to know the different 
language used with different sex and the manner of persisted from both. 
 
E. Bilingual Program 
Brisk (2006) as cited in Santoso and Ginting (2008:12) stated that 
bilingual education is noticed as qualified education delivered in two 
languages. It means that the process of learning a foreign language should 
be in the form of two languages in delivering the materials. Brown (2000: 
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75) said that children learning two languages simultaneously acquire then 
by the use of similar strategies. In essence, people who learn a second 
language in such separate contexts can often be described as coordinate 
bilinguals; they have to mean systems, as opposed to compound bilinguals 
who have one meaning system from which both languages operate. 
Moreover, Cook (1995: 58) as cited in Brown (2000) stated that bilinguals 
are not two monolinguals in the same head. However, most bilinguals 
engage in code-switching (the act of inserting words, phrase, or even 
longer stretches of one language into the other), especially when 
communicating with another bilingual. 
Bilingual in this school is as a school program in order to improve 
students‟ awareness of foreign language. Besides, this program is also a 
mean of curriculum used there, Kulliyatul Muallimat Al Islamiyyat (KMI). 
The languages used are English and Arabic. English and Arabic are also 
used in delivering materials when the teachers are coming from Ta‟mirul 
Islam or Gontor, however, when the teachers are not coming from 
Ta‟mirul Islam or Gontor, the teaching-learning processes are might use 
Indonesia. 
Based on some explanations above, it can be known that Ta‟mirul 
Islam is using the bilingual program as the standard of curriculum and the 
languages used are English and Arabic. The implementation of those 
languages is being used in daily conversation. Students are given 
vocabulary and challenge day by day by the ustadzah in order to improve 
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the students‟ ability and should submit it until the due time. Thus, Ta‟mirul 
Islam uses bilingual to communicate with others. 
 
F. Result of the PreviousStudy 
Therearemanyresearchfocusingonspeaking 
field.Meanwhile,thereare only afewspeaking which took part in 
communication between students as the topic. Theresearcher takes 
threethesis and two journal articles related to this research. 
The irst previous study, conducted by Begench Soyunov 
(UNS:2014) entitled “Communication Strategy Used by Students of 
English Conversation Club of Sragen Bilingual Boarding School (A 
Qualitative Research at the Ten Grader of Sragen Bilingual Boarding 
School in the Academic Year of 2013/2014)”. 
Inthisresearch,the researcher uses 
Dornyei‟stheory.Heanalyzedtheutterancesfromthe students. His 
researchfocusedonthestudents of the Bilingual School Program at Sragen. 
The subjects are 20 students of ECC (English Conversational Club). The 
result of this study shows that the researcher found 11 types of CS used 
by the ECC students of Sragen Bilingual School, and the most used is 
Fillers. From his study, he declares that students are nervous in talking 
with English and using fillers most frequently is become its evidence. 
Thesecondpreviousstudyisajournalarticle,conductby Dika Hayu 
Feriliaentitled“AStudyonCommunicationStrategyUsedbythe Student of 
EnglishConversationClub Extracurricularof 
SMAN1KarangrayungInAcademic Year2016/2017” 
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Inthisstudydiscussedthe students‟ communication strategies used 
by an English Conversational Club as its Extracurricular. This study used 
Dornyei‟s theory and aims to explain the types of communication strategies most 
frequently used by students in ECC. The result shows that the CS mostly used 
is Filler/hesitate as much as 39.6%. it is because of the students‟ anxiety 
when they speak up in front of the class and besides, they do not recall 
what things they truly want to say. 
The third previous study is an article entitled “Communication 
Strategies Among EFL Students – an Examination of Frequency of Use 
and Types of Strategies used” by Tan Kim Hua, Nor Foriza Mohd Nor 
and Mohd Nayef Jaradat from Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM). 
In this research, the researchers use Tarone (1980) to analyze 
the data.  The subject of this study is the international students of 
UKM. The result says that the international students of UKM need to 
be aware of using the communication strategies depending on the 
level and their proficiency in order to aware and raise the 
communication strategies easily. 
The last previous study is an article from Laszlo Karpati (2017) 
entitled “The Use of Communication Strategies in English Language 
Education” from Eszterhazy Karoly University. 
This research use Tarone (1977) to analyze the data. The result 
says that students need to add fluency in order to reach the point of 
communication. Karpati also said that students of a foreign language are 
fluent in everyday communication and spontaneous in giving replies.  
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Table 2.1 TheDifferencesPrevious Study andThis Research 
 
No Title The differences Similarities 
1 Communication Strategy Used by Students 
of English Conversation Club of Sragen 
Bilingual Boarding School (A Qualitative 
Research at the Ten Grader of Sragen 
Bilingual Boarding School in the Academic 
Year of 2013/2014) 
The differences 
arein setting 
andsubjectof the 
research, also this 
research take a 
look at SLA. 
Another difference 
is this previous 
used written text 
before practicing to 
the spoken. In 
brief, students were 
writing the 
dialogue first then 
they were 
implemented into 
spoken, while this 
research is abut 
communicating 
spontaneously. 
Theory of 
CS used, 
bilingual 
school,and 
qualitative 
research 
2 AStudyonCommunicationStrategyUsedbythe 
Student of EnglishConversationClub 
Extracurricularof 
SMAN1KarangrayungInAcademic 
Year2016/2017 
Thedifferences  
with the previous 
are about its 
subject, also this 
research take a 
look at SLA. For 
this study, the 
researcher focuses 
on students in the 
Bilingual School 
Program which 
uses English and 
Arabic as its 
daily language 
conversation.  
The theory of 
CS used 
3 Communication Strategies Among EFL 
Students – an Examination of Frequency of 
Use and Types of Strategies used 
The differences are 
the previous study 
usedTarone‟stheory 
to analyze the data, 
while this research 
uses Dornyei‟s. 
also this research 
take a look at SLA. 
Another  difference 
is the previous is 
studied for an 
International 
Students of UKM 
while this reseach 
only focuses on 
Students of the 
The subject 
of the study; 
students of 
foreign 
language 
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Bilingual School 
Program. 
4 The Use of Communication Strategies in 
English Language Education 
The differences  
with the previous 
are its subject 
and theory used, 
also this research 
take a look at SLA. 
For this study, 
the researcher 
focuses on 
students in the 
Bilingual School 
Program which 
uses English and 
Arabic as its 
daily language 
conversation. 
The subject 
of the study; 
stduents of 
foreign 
language 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
Inthischapter,the researcher explainshow the data are collected and 
analyzed.Thischapterconsistsof ResearchDesign, Research Setting,Subject and 
Object of the Research, Data and Source of Data, Instrument of the Research, 
TechniqueofCollecting Data, and Technique of Analyzing Data, and 
Trustworthiness of the Data 
A. ResearchDesign 
Thisresearchapplieddescriptivequalitativeresearch.AccordingtoCres
well(1994: 129) states that in a qualitative study, inquirers state research 
questions, not objectives (i.e., specific goals for the research) or hypothesis 
(i.e., prediction that involve variables and statistical tests). Bogdan in 
Sugiyono (2009: 330-331) said that what the qualitative researcher is 
interested in is not truth per se, but rather perspectives. Thus, rather than 
trying to determine the “truth” of people‟s perceptions, the purpose of 
corroboration is to help researchers increase their understanding and their 
probability that their finding will be seen as credble or worthy of 
concideration by others. 
Based on the previous statements, theresearcher presents theresultof 
the dataanalysisinwrittenformwithoutusingany 
statisticalanalysisornumerical display. Theresearcher describes theresultof 
thedata analysisin detail according tothe phenomenon which has happened 
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in the location ofthe research. Thisresearch concentrates on students‟ 
utterances in daily conversation around the school area of Ta‟mirul Islam 
Bilingual School Program. 
 
B. Research Setting 
Thesetting oftheresearchconsistsoflocationandtimeinwhichthe 
researcher conducts theresearch. Theresearch settingwas explained as 
follow: 
1.   Place 
Theresearchhad beenexecutedatMadrasahAliyahTa‟mirul Islam 
Surakarta. Ta‟mirul Islam Surakarta is located on Dr. Wahidin street 
No. 36 Surakarta, Central Java. MA Ta‟mirul Islam Surakarta has two 
concern programs, they are science and social.The researcher had 
conducted the research on the science female students, and also this 
research takes outside of the class during the break time.  
2.   Time 
Thisresearchhad b e e n  conductedinMarch2019 for its pre-
research.Thishad been lead in several times until the researcher gets 
the saturate data and itwasconducted on the students‟ 
performanceduringthestudents‟ activity.Thescheduleof this research are 
shown in thetable below: 
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Table 3.1 TimeofResearch 
Activity March April  May  June  July Aug 
Pre-Research       
Proposal       
Theory       
Collecting and 
Analyzing Data 
      
Writing the Report       
Submitting the 
Documents 
      
 
C. Subject and Object of the Research. 
1.   Subject ofthe Research 
Themainsubjectofthisresearchwasthe female students of 
eleventh grade who concentrate on science program of MA Ta‟mirul 
Islam Surakarta. The researcher had been used purposive sampling to 
choose the subject by checking the female students‟ score of speaking 
from the language department. It was conducted by 8 students because 
there were four levels of the students‟ score, they were; 2 persons for 
A, 9 persons for B+, 10 persons for B, and 3 persons for C. The 
students‟ speaking score is attached in Appendix 1. 
2.   The Object ofthe Research 
The researcher focused on investigating and identifying the 
communication strategies used by science female students with the 
difference in speaking score which appeared when students do 
conversation with friends outside the classroom during the break time. 
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D. Data and Source of Data 
1.   ResearchData 
Thedataofthisresearch were the utterancesperformedby female 
students of science program in Eleventh grade of MA Ta‟mirul 
Islamduringthe school area. Incollecting thedata,theresearcher 
adoptsfromCreswell,there are observations,interviews,documents, and 
audio-visual material.The data 
wereinspokenformwhichconsistsofwords,phrases,clauses,andsentences, 
andthey were necessarilytransferred to written data(orthography) to 
maketheanalysis easier. 
2.   Source of Data 
The source of data from this study were coming from 
observations about the students‟ utterances with different levels of 
score in speaking by aiming the communication strategies of students‟ 
used in communicating with the others. 
 
E. The Instrument of the Research 
1. Key Instrument 
The key instrument of this research was the researcher itself. 
The researcher should be in the good mood and good condition in the 
way of collecting data. That is because, if the researcher does not on 
the good mood and good condition, the research will not go well. 
2. Another Instruments 
Another instrument in this research was document. The 
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document here is about the students‟ speaking score from the language 
department. The document becomes another instrument of this study 
was because this study was conducted to analyze the CS used by the 
science female students toward the second language acquisition. 
 
F. The Technique of Collecting Data 
The way to get the data in this research activityasusually knownasa 
technique of collectingdata. The technique of collecting data used by the 
researcher was observation, and interview. In observation and interview, 
the researcher used a recorder machine to record what did the students say. 
Furthermore, the researcher interviewed the students by making a daily 
conversations with them. In order to make the data were being trusted, the 
researcher had to make conversations and situations as natural as it can be. 
The technique of collecting data used in this research is based on Creswell 
(2009: 179), he said that the collecting procedures in qualitative research 
involve four basic below: 
1.   Observations 
Inthisstudy, thetechniqueusedtoattaindatawasobservation 
technique.Thetechniqueiscalledobservationbecauseitwasdoneby 
observing. This techniqueis used toobservethe students‟utterances, and 
every meeting takes any topics they want to communicate. It took the 
break time of school learning process. In this technique, the researcher 
could record any informations occured during the process of 
communication. 
2. Interviews 
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After the observation was done, the researcher had make 
interviews with students who were being the participants of this 
research. The interview quiets only in having a daily conversation with 
them. It took some meetings, just depended on the students had been 
interviewed. The interviews could be done by face-to-face, and the 
students could also share their historical information to the researcher. 
The more they talk, the more data could be gotten by the researcher. 
3.  Documents 
Documents meant were the students‟ speaking score from the 
students‟ utterances of MA Ta‟mirul Islam Surakarta. This was done to 
attain accurate data. 
4. Audio-Visual Materials 
The audio-visual materials could be done by record all of the 
communication process between the students and the researcher during 
the time of this research. In order to simplify the alanysis process, the 
researcher make table to trancripts the communication process. 
Thetabledatausedbythe researcher is presented below: 
Table 3.2 Collecting the Data 
 
Number of Transcript : 
Number of Students : 
Theme   : 
Date   : 
Time   : 
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No. Utterance Communication 
Strategy Used 
Meaning 
    
    
 
G. Technique of Analyzing Data 
Thisstudy agreedtheframeworkdevelopedbyMiles and Huberman in 
Sugiyono (2009: 337) to describe the proceduresofdataanalysis.The 
dataanalysiscomprised of three streamsofactivity:Data Reduction, Data 
Display, and Conclusion Drawing/Verification.The 
researcheranalyzesthedatawhichwillbe collectedasthe following: 
1. Data Reduction 
Reducing the data means with gathering the main data, here is 
students‟ utterances, getting focused on the important things, 
simplifying, reducing, and also organizing the data which had been 
collected. Bacuse the data here is the students‟ utterances, the 
researcher should listen the audio and watch the video that had been 
recorded before write it down.Atthisstage,the datathathadbeenobtained 
wereorganizedandthe irrelevantdatawere discarded.Thiswasdonethrough 
theprocessofcoding;theprocessoflabelingandsegmentingunitsofmeaning 
tothedescriptiveorinferentialinformationcompiledduringthestudy. The 
types of CS were coded as follow: 
MA  : Message Abandonment 
TA  : Topic Avoidance 
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CC  : Circumlocution 
AP  : Approximation 
APW : Use of All-purpose Words 
WC  : Word Coinage 
NLM : Use of Non-linguistic Means 
LT  : Literal Translation 
FR  : Foreignizing 
CSW : Code Switching 
AFH : Appeal for Help 
FHD : Use of Fillers/Hesitation Devices 
 
The data from the utterances are coded as follow: 
01/USc1/16.05.19/S1/CS 
 
Note: 
01 : Numberof Transcripts 
USc1 : Number ofstudent 
16.05.19 : Date of observation 
S1 : Number of datum 
CS : Communication Strategy used 
2. Data Display 
Datadisplaywasprovidinganorganized,compressedassemblyofinf
ormation thatallowedconclusiondrawing.Adisplay 
couldbeintheformoftexts, graphs,diagrams,charts, matrices,or 
othergraphicalformats.In thisstudy, 
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thedatawaspresentedintheformoftableanddescriptions.By lookingat 
display,ithelpedtounderstandwhatwashappeninganddoing something 
eitheranalyzedfurtherortookactionbasedonthatunderstand. 
3. ConclusionDrawing/Verification. 
Thelaststepisconclusiondrawing/verification.Conclusiondrawing 
involvedmoving backtoconsiderwhatthe 
analyzeddatameanandtoassesswhetherthedatafindingsfittheobjectivesof 
thestudy.Atthisstage,thedatathathadbeenanalyzedwere readandre-read 
todeveloptheconclusionsregarding 
thestudy.Theconclusions,however,were 
verifiedbyrevisitingthedataasmany timesasnecessary.Verificationisalso 
enhanced byconducting peer checkingandconsultation with the 
supervisors. 
 
H. Trustworthiness of the Data 
In qualitative inquiry, there is trusthworthiness to check thedata 
validity. Here, the researcher used triangulation. Triangulation is qualitative 
cross-validation. It calculates the sufficiency of the data according to the 
merging of multiple data sources or multiple data collection precedures 
(Wiersma in Sugiyono, 2009 : 372). 
The data were taken from the students‟ utterances when they 
communicate with others. This research employs the source of triangulation 
to check the trustworthiness of data. The researcher also applied 
methodological triangulation to analyze this research. It means that to 
conduct the research, the researcher compared the data obtained to the data 
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observation and the data documentation.Triangulation is a general way that 
used to develop the validity in qualitative inquiry. To check the validation, 
the researcher will give the proofreader the table data of validation, so the 
proofreader can select the correct data or correct the data related to the 
study.  
According to Sugiyono (2009: 373), there are 3 kinds of 
triangulation, there are; source or data triangulation, triangulation technique, 
and triangulation of time. The researcher applied source or data 
triangulation to check the data validity. Source or data triangulation used 
were coming from the students, the teacher, and the proofreader of the data. 
The researcher asks the proofreader to check the validity to someone who 
expert and already know about sociolinguistic, Mr. Vilya Lakstian Catra 
Mulya, S.Hum, M. Hum.  
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
This chapter was divided into two main parts: findings and discussions. 
The findings part presents the result of the data analysis of the communication 
strategies: second language acquistion of science female students at MA Ta‟mirul 
Islam Boarding School. Meanwhile, the discussion section provides the deep and 
detail description of the data findings. 
A. Research Finding 
This sub-chapter, the researcher presents the research findings that 
have been collected form observation in the school area. Based on the 
formulation of the problem, the aims of this study are to show how the CS 
used and the CS mostly used by science female students with different score 
level of speaking at MA Ta‟mirul Islam Boarding School. 
This research was inside the school area during the break time of 
teaching and learning rocess. The researcher chose eleventh students of 
science program by using purposive sampling technique. The first observation 
was about 5 students, they were;  Nafa‟a (USc1), Julaikha (USc2), Millati 
(MUSc1), Siti F (LSc1), and Arika (LSc2). The first meeting was held on 
Tuesday, July 16th 2019 at 12.30-12.35 p.m. The second meeting took 6 
students but there was only one student who were being the research subject, 
she was Arika, and held on Thursday, July 18th 2019 at 09.30-10.00 a.m. The 
third and fourth meetingwere took at same day. It took 10 students, and there 
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were 6 students who were being this research subject, they were; Zulaikha, 
Millati, Silvia, Julaikha, Siti F, and Aulia, and was held on Friday, July 19th 
2019 at 09.30-10.00 a.m. One of them, Silvia was joining twice, so she existed 
in both of talk, and each talk were took in different time. The fifth and sixth 
meeting were about 11 students, and there were 4 children who were being 
this research subject, they were Aulia, Siti F, Silvia, and Zulaikha. It was held 
on Saturday, July 20th 2019 at 13.30-13.50 p.m. The last meeting was held on 
Monday, July 22th 2019 at 09.30-10.00 a.m, and took 4 students, they were; 
Nafa‟a, Julaikha, Aulia and Arika. 
In this research, there were three students who were being observed 
only twice, whereas another students were observed three times. They were 
Nafa‟a, Millati, and Zulaikha. Nafa‟a and Millati live in Ardan or thafidz 
boarding, and Zulaikha was being ashamed to be observed. Nafa‟a and Millati 
could not be observed as much as the others because the boarding is different 
with the regular students, and when the break time is coming, they all are back 
to Ardan to eat or just to have rest for a while. For the interview, the 
researcher asked to the teacher about their daily activities. 
Constructed on the data analayzed, the researcher found 282 utterances 
of 8 students that classified into 9 of 12 Communication Strategy based on 
Dornyei‟s theory. The details of observation were placed on the appendix 
3.The researcher would presented and classified each data findings in each 
meeting. The researcher presented the types of communication strategy used 
by the students below: 
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1. The way of CS used by science female students based on the different 
score of speaking toward the second language acquisition 
This research was conducted in five meetings, and the researcher 
could get one to two performance in each meeting. The explanations were 
following below: 
First Meeting 
The first meeting was about 5 students, they were;  Nafa‟a, 
Julaikha,Millati, Siti F, and Arika. The first observation was in one 
performance, and held on Tuesday, July 16th 2019 at 12.30-12.35 p.m. 
The researcher found 69 utterances which contain types of communication 
strategy. The researcher presented some data below: 
Number of Transcript : 01 
Number of Student : USc1 
Theme   : What will you do after graduation? 
Date   : Tuesday, July 16th 2019 
Time   : 12.30-12.35 p.m. 
Table 4.1.1 Findings of Communication Strategy in The First Meeting 
 
NO 
Utterance Types of 
Communication 
Strategy 
Meaning 
1 Nafa‟a : “Eng haha... 
okey! Have you 
eaten guys? 
 
Use of Fillers/ 
Hesitation Devices 
Confused in the way 
of opening the talk 
2 Nafa‟a : “Mm, what. You 
have eaten 
yes?... eng you 
have eaten yes. 
Eng....” 
Use of Fillers/ 
Hesitation Devices 
Confused with how 
to open the talk 
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3 Nafa‟a : “Mm, what. You 
have eaten 
yes?... eng you 
have eaten yes. 
Eng....” 
Literal Translation 
(you have eaten yes? : 
have you eaten, 
haven‟t you?) 
She didn‟t know 
about question tag in 
English, so she was 
using the term in 
Indonesia 
 
Second Meeting 
The second meeting took 6 students but there was only one student 
who were being the research subject, she was Arika, and held on 
Thursday, July 18th 2019 at 09.30-10.00 a.m. The researcher found 6 
utterances which contain types of communication strategy. The researcher 
presented some data below: 
Number of Transcript : 02 
Number of Student : LSc2 
Theme   : What I saw? 
Date   : Thursday, July 18th 2019 
Time   : 09.30-10.00 a.m. 
Table 4.1.2 Findngs of Communication Strategy in The Second 
Meeting 
NO Utterance Types of 
Communication 
Strategy 
Meaning 
1 Arika : “Using this is? 
(touching her 
huasduk)” 
Literal Translation 
(using this is? : he had 
used this?) 
She used Indonesia 
form in making 
sentence 
2 Arika : “Using this is? 
(touching her 
huasduk)” 
Use of Non-Linguistic 
Means 
She didn‟t know the 
word “hasduk” in 
English 
3 Arika : “You see who?” Literal Translation 
(you see who? : who 
was there?) 
She used her 
knowledge to make 
sentence while she 
should also care 
with the 
grammatical aspect 
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Third Meeting 
The third and fourth meeting took at same day. It took 10 students, 
and there were 6 students who were being this research subject, they were; 
Zulaikha, Millati, Silvia, Julaikha, Siti F, and Aulia, and held on Friday, 
July 19th 2019 at 09.30-10.00 a.m. one of them, Silvia was joining twice, 
so she existed in both of talk, and each talk were took in different time. 
The researcher found 26 utterances and 55 utterances which contain types 
of communication strategy. The researcher presented some data below: 
First Performance 
Number of Transcript : 03 
Number of Student : MUSc1 
Theme   : Side Dish 
Date   : Friday, July 19th 2019 
Time   : 09.30-10.00 a.m. 
Table 4.1.3 Findings of Communication Strategy of The Performance 
1 in The Third Meeting 
NO Utterance Types of 
Communication 
Strategy 
Meaning 
1 Millati : “Just now...” Message Abandonment She forgot the words 
to continue her talk 
2 Millati : “We not get side 
dish” 
Literal Translation 
(we not get side dish : 
we don‟t get side dish) 
She used her 
knowledge only 
without checking the 
grammatical aspect 
3 Millati : “Better you get 
side dish. I am 
tak yo” 
Literal Translation  
(better you get side 
dish : it‟s your lucky to 
get side dish) 
She used her 
knowledge only 
without checking the 
grammatical aspect 
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Second Performance 
Number of Transcript : 04 
Number of Student : USc2 
Theme   : Last Night Performance 
Date   : 19 July 2019 
Time   : Break time,09.30-10.00 
Table 4.1.4 Findings of Communication of The Performance 2 in the 
Third Meeting 
NO Utterance Types of 
Communication 
Strategy 
Meaning 
1 Julaikha : “How? Do you 
see last 
night? How 
how? I go 
front loh, 
beautiful or 
not?” 
Literal Translation 
(do you see last night? 
: did you see last 
night?)) 
She was using her 
knowledge in talking, 
indeed, the event was 
ended up 
2 Julaikha : “How? Do you 
see last night? 
How how? I 
go front loh, 
beautiful or 
not?” 
Appeal for Help She was asking her 
friends about her 
performance last 
night  
3 Julaikha : “How? Do you 
see last night? 
How how? I 
go front loh, 
beautiful or 
not?” 
Literal Translation 
(I go front : I was 
stepping forward) 
She was using the 
words she knew to 
make sentence 
 
Fourth Meeting 
The fifth and sixth meeting were about 11 students, and there were 
4 children who were being this research subject, they were Aulia, Siti F, 
Silvia, and Zulaikha. It was held on Saturday, July 20th 2019 at 13.30-
13.50 p.m. The researcher found 11 utterances and 24 utterances which 
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contain types of communication strategy. The researcher presented some 
data below: 
First Performance 
Number of Transcript : 05 
Number of Student : MLSc2 
Theme   : Picture on Calender 
Date   : 20 July 2019 
Time   : Break time, 13.30-13.50 
Table 4.1.5 Findings of Communication Strategy of the Performance 1 
in the Fourth Meeting 
NO Utterance Types of 
Communication 
Strategy 
Meaning 
1 Aulia : “Who the name? 
Who her name?” 
Literal Translation 
(who the name? Who 
her name? : who is the 
name? Who is her 
name?) 
She used her 
knowledge to make 
sentence withput 
caring the 
grammatical aspect 
2 Aulia : “This is this is? 
(pointing picture) 
beside down 
beside down” 
Literal Translation 
(this is this is? Beside 
down beside down : 
how about this? The 
one on the down side) 
She used her 
knowledge to make 
sentence withput 
caring the 
grammatical aspect 
3 Aulia : “You follow or 
not the one this 
is?” 
Literal Translation  
(you follow or not the 
one this is? : do you 
know this one guy?) 
She used Indonesia 
form 
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Second Performance 
Number of Transcript : 06 
Number of Student : LSc1 
Theme   : Roma Sari Gandum 
Date   : 20 July 2019 
Time   : Break time, 13.30-13.50 
Table 4.1.6 Findings of Communication Strategy of the Performance 2 
in the Fourth Meeting 
NO Utterance Types of 
Communication 
Strategy 
Meaning 
1 Siti F : “It must 2000” Literal Translation 
(it must 2000 : it is 
2000) 
She used Indonesia 
form of “harganya 
2000” 
2 Siti F : “It is small, and 
the insert just 
three” 
Literal Translation 
(the insert just three : 
it‟s only three) 
She used Indonesia 
form 
3 Siti F : “Yes yes yes, mine 
mine mine. You 
don’t want? 
(pointing Ega). 
Ok ok never 
mind” 
Literal Translation 
(yes yes yes mine mine 
mine. You don‟t want? 
Ok ok never mind : yes, 
those all mine. Ega, 
you don‟t want to go to 
my home? Ok never 
mind 
She used Indonesia 
form 
 
Fifth Meeting 
The last or fifth meeting was held on Monday, July 22th 2019 at 
09.30-10.00 a.m, and took 4 students, they were; Nafa‟a, Julaikha, Aulia 
and Arika. The researcher found 92 utterances which contain types of 
communication strategy. The researcher presented some data below: 
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Number of Transcript : 07 
Number of Student : LSc2 
Theme   : Siput 
Date   : 22 July 2019 
Time   : Break time, 09.30-10.00 
Table 4.1.7 Findings of Communication Strategy in the Fifth Meeting 
NO Utterance Communication 
Strategy Used 
Meaning 
1 Silvia : “Want want” Literal Translation 
(want want : I want it) 
She used Indonesia 
form 
2 Silvia : “Me too! Also I 
take kitchen 
be!You get side 
dish or not?” 
Literal Translation 
(Also I take kitchen be! 
You get side dish or 
not? : I take from the 
kitchen also, do you get 
side dish?) 
She used Indonesia 
form 
3 Silvia : “Kepiting” Code Switching “Kepiting” in English 
is “crab” 
 
Those are some of the findings of communication strategies that 
were used by the science female student of Eleventh grade at MA Ta‟mirul 
Islam Boarding School.  
The researcher did the observations in school area during the break 
time of MA Ta‟mirul Islam Boarding School in five meetings. The 
observations were performed when the students got their break of teaching 
and learning process, and still communicate with their friends. After that, 
the researcher reduced the data which had found in the observations, and 
found 283 students‟ utterance that classified as a type of communication 
strategy which are consisted of 9 from 12 communication strategy 
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proposed by Dornyei. The CS performed are; massage abandonment, 
approximation, use of all-purpose words, word coinage, use of non-
linguistic means, literal translation, code switching, appeal for help, and 
use of filler/hesitation devices. Then the researcher identified and 
classified the data based on the theory from Dornyei. 
a. Message Abandonment 
This is a strategy of leaving message unfinished because of 
language difficulties. So, a learner does not continue his/her utterance 
when he/she  faces difficulty such as the lack of basic grammar or 
vocabulary, forgot what to say, etc. In this research, there were 6 
message abandonment utterances found. Some examples below are 
utterances of message abandonment strategy used during the students‟ 
performance: 
01/LSc2/16.07.19/S69/MA 
Arika : “Not, I will...” 
The utterance above showed that the students did not continue 
her sentence by saying “Not, I will...”. in this situation, the student 
were asked about her plan after graduation and she wanted to share 
her plan but she did not continue her sentence. It showed that the 
student lacked of vocabulary so that caused she found a difficulty in 
arranging the structure of her sentence. 
03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S1/MA 
Millati : “Just now...” 
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The utterance above showed that the student did not continue 
her sentence by saying “Just now...”. In this situation, the student 
wanted to open the conversation, but she did not finish her sentence. It 
told us thatshe found difficulty or doubted of the words she wanted to 
say. 
04/USc2/19.07.19/S20/MA 
Julaikha : “Yes traditional song. Because last night is...” 
The utterance above showed that the student did not continue 
her sentence by saying “Because last night is...”. In this situation, the 
student wanted to share about her performance last night, but she did 
not finish her sentence. It might be that she forgot the name of the 
dance she was performed.  
Based on the data above, the researcher found that in this research 
found that in this research there were 6 message abandonments strategy 
used by the studets. The table below is drawn to make easier in knowing 
the frequency of message abandonment used in each observation. 
Table 4.1.8 The Frequency of Using Message Abandonment 
Observation Students’ Utterance Frequency 
First  01/LSc2/16.07.19/S69/MA 1 
Third  03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S1/MA 
04/USc2/19.07.19/S20/MA 
04/LSc1/19.07.19/S53/MA 
3 
Fifth  07/USc1/22.07.19/S18/MA 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S27/MA 
2 
TOTAL 6 
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b. Approximation 
Approximation is a strategy in which a learner used an an 
alternative term to express the meaning of the target lexical item as 
close as possible. In this research, there were 2 cases found. The 
researcher noticed that the learner used some alternative term to 
express their meaning of the target item as close as possible. The 
learner used approximation because they did not know the certain 
words in English. The examples below are the utterances of 
appoximation strategy used in the student‟s performances: 
01/USc2/16.07.19/S22/AP 
Julaikha : “Haven’t” 
 
From the utterance above, the researcher found that the student 
approximated the word “haven’t” to indicate “I haven’t ready yet”. 
The student tried to explain that clause by using the word “haven’t”. 
The student wanted to tell that she had not ready yet for getting 
married. It could be interpreted that the student used this strategy 
because the student had not enough knowledge about grammatical 
aspect and had not enough vocabulary so that the student just used 
word that she had known in order to share her meaning.  The utterance 
was about students‟ plan after graduation. 
01/USc2/16.07.19/S25/AP 
Julaikha : “When? I want see her married!” 
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From the utterance above, the researcher found that the student 
used communication strategy called approximation. For the example 
above, the student said “married” to refer to “merriage”. The 
student tried to overcome the difficulty of finding the term 
“merriage” by using alternative term to express the meaning of the 
target lexical item as closely as possible. It was because the student 
found difficulty in retelling certain objects. The utterance was uttered 
when the students talk about students‟ plan after graduation. 
Based on the data above, the researcher only found 2 utterances 
indicated communication strategy named approximation from all 
performance. The table below is drawn to ease in knowing the frequency 
of approximation in each observation. 
Table 4.1.9The Frequency of Using Approximation 
Observation Student’s utterance Frequency 
First  01/USc2/16.07.19/S22/AP 
01/USc2/16.07.19/S25/AP 
2 
TOTAL 2 
 
c. Use of All-Pupose Words 
Use of all-purpose words is kind of expanding general an 
empty lexical item to the context where specific words are lacking. In 
this research, the researcher found three utterances classified into 
communication strategy named use of all-purpose words, they were 
following below: 
01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S52/APW 
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Millati : “ButI haven‟t want if now I want to study, so (make 
do) carrier,solearn more” 
From the utterance above, the student used the type of 
communication strategy called use of all-purpose words. This strategy 
existed because the student was unknowing the specific word to 
express her meaning and still tried to find similar meaning in order to 
keep the communication went on. In this situation, the student and her 
friends wer told about their plans after graduation. 
04/LSc1/19.07.19/S38/APW 
Siti F : “Because the...(what is it) what? sound system? 
From the utterance above, the student used the type of 
communication strategy called use of all-purpose words. This strategy 
existed because the student was unknowing the specific word to 
express her meaning and still tried to find similar meaning in order to 
keep the communication went on by saying “sound system?”. In this 
situation, the student and her friends were tell about their performance 
last night. 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S12/APW 
Nafa‟a : “If I see person personatthis moment, could like 
thismoment (touching cheeck) could be like that 
yes?” 
From the utterance above, the student used the type of 
communication strategy called use of all-purpose words. This strategy 
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existed because the student was unknowing the specific word to 
express her meaning and still tried to find similar meaning in order to 
keep the communication went on by touching cheeck as a condition 
when people got tootache. In this situation, the student and her friends 
told about Siput, their friend who got tootache. 
Based on the data above, the researcher found 3 use of all-purpose 
words strategy uttered by the student. The table below is drawn to make 
easier in knowing the frequency of using all purpose-words in each 
observation. 
Table 4.1.10 The Frequency of Using All Purpose-Words 
Observation Student’s utterance Frequency 
First 01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S52/APW 1 
Third  04/LSc1/19.07.19/S38/APW 1 
Fifth  07/USc1/22.07.19/S12/APW 1 
TOTAL 3 
 
d. Word Coinage 
Word coinage is a strategy used when a learner creates an L2 
word based on his/her knowledge of morphological rules or in brief 
this strategy exist when a learner creates new word based on his/her 
knowledge whereas the word is not existed in vocabulary. In this 
research, the researcher found only one utterance classified into 
communication strategy named word coinage, they were following 
below: 
04/MLSc2/19.07.19/S30/WC 
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Aulia : “Bases” 
From the utterance above, the student used the type of 
communication strategy called word coinage. The word “bases” 
above means “bas player”. This strategy existed because the student 
was unknowing the specific word to say her meaning and still tried to 
find similar meaning in order to keep the communication went on. In 
this situation, the student and her friends were tell about their last 
night performance. 
Based on the data above, the researcher found only 1 utterance 
classified into word coinage strategy uttered by the student. The table 
below is drawn to make easier in knowing the frequency of using word 
coinage strategy in each observation. 
Table 4.1.11 The Frequency of Using Word Coinage Strategy 
Observation Student’s utterance Frequency 
Fourth  04/MLSc2/19.07.19/S30/WC 1 
TOTAL 1 
 
e. Use of Non-Linguistic Means 
Use of non-linguistic means is a strategy when a learner uses 
non-linguistic resources such as mime, gesture, facial expression, and 
sound imitation to help him/her express the meaning. In this research, 
the researcher found 18 utterances classified into communication 
strategy named use of non-linguistic means, some of them were 
following below: 
01/USc1/16.07.19/S15/NLM 
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Nafa‟a : “Huh I don‟t think that !” 
From the utterance above, the student used the type of 
communication strategy called use of non-linguistic means. The word 
“huh” above identified as non-linguistic resources because the student 
dumped her fac from her friends. This strategy existed because the 
student annoyed with her friends‟ derision. In this situation, the 
student and her friends were tell about their plans after graduation 
 
01/USc2/16.07.19/S42/NLM 
Julaikha : “Suddently, hug by (practice it by hugging the 
wind) 
From the example above, the student used the type of 
communication strategy called use of non-linguistic means. The words 
“(practice it by hugging the wind)” above identified as non-
linguistic resources because it is a gesture. This strategy existed 
because the student tempted her friends. In this situation, the student 
and her friends were tell about their plans after graduation. 
01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S58/NLM 
Millati : “Ah!!! (closing her ears)” 
From the example above, the student used the type of 
communication strategy called use of non-linguistic means. The words 
“(closing her ears)” above identified as non-linguistic resources 
because it is a gesture. This strategy existed because the student was 
being tempted by her friends about a guy she likes on. In this 
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situation, the student and her friends were tell about their plans after 
graduation. 
Based on the data above, the researcher found 18 utterances classified 
into use of non-linguistic means strategy uttered by the student. The table 
below is drawn to make easier in knowing the frequency of using non-
linguitstic means strategy in each observation. 
Table 4.1.12 The Frequency of Using Non-Linguitstic Means Strategy 
Observation Student’s utterance Frequency 
First  01/USc1/16.07.19/S15/NLM 
01/USc2/16.07.19/S42/NLM 
01/USc2/16.07.19/S44/NLM 
01/USc2/16.07.19/S45/NLM 
01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S58/NLM 
5 
Second  02/LSc2/19.07.19/S2/NLM 1 
Third 04/USc2/19.07.19/S3/NLM 
04/USc2/19.07.19/S6/NLM 
04/USc2/19.07.19/S9/NLM 
04/LSc1/19.07.19/S35/NLM 
04/LSc1/19.07.19/S37/NLM 
04/LSc1/19.07.19/S40/NLM 
6 
Fourth  06/MUSc2/20.07.19/S6/NLM 1 
Fifth  07/USc1/22.07.19/S7/NLM 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S9/NLM  
07/USc1/22.07.19/S13/NLM 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S21/NLM 
07/USc2/22.07.19/S51/NLM 
5 
TOTAL 18 
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f. Literal Translation 
Literal translation is a strategy in which learners translate a 
lexical item, an idiom, or a structure from their L1 to L2. In this 
research, the researcher found 190 utterances classified into 
communication strategy named literal translation, some of them were 
following below: 
04/LSc1/19.07.19/S50/LT 
Siti F : “Becausein there is, there is agenda” 
From the example above, the student used the type of 
communication strategy called literal transation. This strategy existed 
because the student got the term by translating the Indonesia phrase 
“kita punya tugas disana” word by word and became “because 
(karena) in there (disana), there is (ada) agenda (kegiatan)”. It was 
because the student did not know the phrase “because we have some 
to do lists there”. In this situation, the student and her friends were tell 
about their performance last night. 
05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S1/LT 
Aulia : “Who the name? Who her name?” 
From the example above, the student used the type of 
communication strategy called literal transation. This strategy existed 
because the student got the term by translating the Indonesia phrase 
“siapa namanya?” word by word and became “who (siapa) the name 
(namanya)?”. It showed that the students did not know the phrase 
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“who is the name?”. In this situation, the student and her friends were 
tell about the picture in calender. 
06/MUSc2/20.07.19/S1/LT 
Silvia : “How many this is?” 
From the example above, the student used the type of 
communication strategy called literal transation. This strategy existed 
because the student got the term by translating the Indonesia phrase 
“berapa harganya?” word by word and became “how many (berapa)) 
this is (ini)?”. It was because the students did not know the phrase 
“how does it cost?”. In this situation, the student and her friends were 
tell about Roma Sari Gandum. 
Based on the data above, the researcher found 190 utterances 
classified into literal translation strategy uttered by the students. The table 
below is drawn to make easier in knowing the frequency of using literal 
translation strategy in each observation. 
Table 4.1.13 The Frequency of Using Literal Translation Strategy 
Observation Student’s utterance Frequency 
First  01/USc1/16.07.19/S3/LT 
01/USc1/16.07.19/S5/LT 
01/USc1/16.07.19/S7/LT 
01/USc1/16.07.19/S8/LT 
01/USc1/16.07.19/S9/LT 
01/USc1/16.07.19/S10/LT 
01/USc1/16.07.19/S11/LT  
01/USc1/16.07.19/S13/LT 
46 
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01/USc1/16.07.19/S14/LT 
01/USc1/16.07.19/S16/LT 
01/USc1/16.07.19/S17/LT 
01/USc1/16.07.19/S18/LT 
01/USc1/16.07.19/S19/LT 
01/USc2/16.07.19/S20/LT 
01/USc2/16.07.19/S21/LT 
01/USc2/16.07.19/S23/LT 
01/USc2/16.07.19/S24/LT 
01/USc2/16.07.19/S28/LT 
01/USc2/16.07.19/S29/LT 
01/USc2/16.07.19/S31/LT 
01/USc2/16.07.19/S32/LT 
01/USc2/16.07.19/S33/LT 
01/USc2/16.07.19/S34/LT 
01/USc2/16.07.19/S36/LT 
01/USc2/16.07.19/S37/LT 
01/USc2/16.07.19/S38/LT 
01/USc2/16.07.19/S39/LT 
01/USc2/16.07.19/S40/LT 
01/USc2/16.07.19/S41/LT 
01/USc2/16.07.19/S43/LT 
01/USc2/16.07.19/S46/LT 
01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S47/LT 
01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S49/LT 
01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S50/LT 
01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S51/LT 
01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S54/LT 
01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S55/LT 
01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S56/LT 
01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S57/LT 
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01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S59/LT 
01/LSc1/16.07.19/S60/LT 
01/LSc1/16.07.19/S62/LT 
01/LSc1/16.07.19/S63/LT 
01/LSc1/16.07.19/S66/LT 
01/LSc1/16.07.19/S68/LT 
Second  02/LSc2/19.07.19/S1/LT 
02/LSc2/19.07.19/S3/LT 
02/LSc2/19.07.19/S4/LT 
02/LSc2/19.07.19/S5/LT 
4 
Third 03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S2/LT 
03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S3/LT 
03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S7/LT 
03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S8/LT 
03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S11/LT 
03/MUSc2/18.07.19/S14/LT 
03/MUSc2/18.07.19/S15/LT 
03/MUSc2/18.07.19/S16/LT 
03/MUSc2/18.07.19/S18/LT 
03/MUSc2/18.07.19/S19/LT 
03/MLSc1/18.07.19/S22/LT 
03/MLSc1/18.07.19/S23/LT 
03/MLSc1/18.07.19/S24/LT 
03/MLSc1/18.07.19/S25/LT 
04/USc2/19.07.19/S1/LT 
04/USc2/19.07.19/S4/LT 
04/USc2/19.07.19/S5/LT 
04/USc2/19.07.19/S8/LT 
04/USc2/19.07.19/S10/LT 
04/USc2/19.07.19/S11/LT 
04/USc2/19.07.19/S12/LT 
04/USc2/19.07.19/S13/LT 
04/USc2/19.07.19/S15/LT 
04/USc2/19.07.19/S16/LT 
04/USc2/19.07.19/S17/LT 
04/USc2/19.07.19/S18/LT 
04/USc2/19.07.19/S19/LT 
04/USc2/19.07.19/S22/LT 
04/USc2/19.07.19/S24/LT 
04/USc2/19.07.19/S25/LT 
04/MUSc2/19.07.19/S26/LT 
04/MUSc2/19.07.19/S27/LT 
04/MUSc2/19.07.19/S28/LT 
04/MLSc2/19.07.19/S29/LT 
04/LSc2/19.07.19/S31/LT 
04/LSc1/19.07.19/S32/LT 
04/LSc1/19.07.19/S34/LT 
04/LSc1/19.07.19/S39/LT 
04/LSc1/19.07.19/S41/LT 
47 
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04/LSc1/19.07.19/S44/LT 
04/LSc1/19.07.19/S45/LT 
04/LSc1/19.07.19/S46/LT 
04/LSc1/19.07.19/S47/LT 
04/LSc1/19.07.19/S49/LT 
04/LSc1/19.07.19/S50/LT 
04/LSc1/19.07.19/S52/LT 
04/LSc1/19.07.19/S54/LT 
04/LSc1/19.07.19/S55/LT 
Fourth  05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S1/LT 
05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S2/LT 
05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S3/LT 
05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S4/LT 
05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S5/LT 
05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S7/LT 
05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S9/LT 
05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S10/LT 
05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S11/LT 
06/MUSc2/20.07.19/S1/LT 
06/MUSc2/20.07.19/S2/LT 
06/MUSc2/20.07.19/S3/LT 
06/MUSc2/20.07.19/S5/LT 
06/MLSc1/20.07.19/S7/LT 
06/MLSc1/20.07.19/S9/LT 
06/MLSc1/20.07.19/S10/LT 
06/MLSc1/20.07.19/S11/LT 
06/MLSc1/20.07.19/S12/LT 
06/LSc1/20.07.19/S14/LT 
06/LSc1/20.07.19/S16/LT 
06/LSc1/20.07.19/S17/LT 
06/LSc1/20.07.19/S18/LT 
06/LSc1/20.07.19/S19/LT 
06/LSc1/20.07.19/S22/LT 
06/LSc1/20.07.19/S23/LT 
06/LSc1/20.07.19/S24/LT 
26 
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Fifth  07/USc1/22.07.19/S2/LT 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S3/LT 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S6/LT 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S8/LT 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S11/LT 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S12/LT 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S15/LT 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S16/LT 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S18/LT 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S20/LT 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S21/LT 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S23/LT 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S25/LT 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S26/LT 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S29/LT 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S30/LT 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S31/LT 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S32/LT 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S33/LT 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S35/LT 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S36/LT 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S37/LT 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S39/LT 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S40/LT 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S41/LT 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S42/LT 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S43/LT 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S44/LT 
07/USc2/22.07.19/S45/LT 
07/USc2/22.07.19/S46/LT 
07/USc2/22.07.19/S47/LT 
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07/USc2/22.07.19/S48/LT 
07/USc2/22.07.19/S49/LT 
07/USc2/22.07.19/S50/LT 
07/USc2/22.07.19/S53/LT 
07/USc2/22.07.19/S54/LT 
07/USc2/22.07.19/S55/LT 
07/USc2/22.07.19/S56/LT 
07/USc2/22.07.19/S57/LT 
07/USc2/22.07.19/S59/LT 
07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S60/LT 
07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S62/LT 
07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S65/LT 
07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S67/LT 
07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S68/LT 
07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S69/LT 
07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S70/LT 
07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S71/LT 
07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S72/LT 
07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S73/LT 
07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S75/LT 
07/LSc2/22.07.19/S88/LT 
07/LSc2/22.07.19/S89/LT 
07/LSc2/22.07.19/S90/LT 
07/LSc2/22.07.19/S91/LT 
07/LSc2/22.07.19/S92/LT 
07/LSc2/22.07.19/S93/LT 
07/LSc2/22.07.19/S94/LT 
07/LSc2/22.07.19/S95/LT 
TOTAL 190 
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g. Code Switching 
Code switching is a strategy in which learners use their L1 
word with L2 pronunciation. They may just use L1 word whether the 
listener knows the word or not. In this research, the researcher found 
34 utterances identified as code switching. The following below are 
some examples of code switching: 
01/USc2/16.07.19/S35/CSW 
Julaikha : “Suddently, set set set, finish all” 
From the example above, the student used the type of 
communication strategy called code switching. This strategy existed 
because the student used the term of Indonesia word “set set set”. It 
showed that the students did not know the phrase “do it all”. In this 
situation, the student and her friends told about their plans after 
graduation. 
02/LSc2/19.07.19/S6/CSW 
Arika : “Ustadz o?” 
From the example above, the student used the type of 
communication strategy called code switching. This strategy existed 
because the student used the term of Indonesia word “ustadz o?”. It 
was because the students did not know the phrase “was he ustadz?”. 
In this situation, the student and her friends were tell about “what was 
I saw?”. 
03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S5/CSW 
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Millati : “Ya you dzolim, I am not. You pack go to kitchen 
eh... because it is taken away from by” 
From the example above, the student used the type of 
communication strategy called code switching. This strategy existed 
because the student used the term of Indonesia word “ya you dzolim”. 
It was tell that the students did not know the phrase “you are 
cheating”. In this situation, the student and her friends told about side 
dish. 
Based on the data above, the researcher found 34 utterances classified 
into code switching strategy uttered by the students. The table below is 
drawn to make easier in knowing the frequency of using code switching 
strategy in each observation. 
Table 4.1.14 The Frequency of Using Code Switching Strategy 
Observation Student’s utterance Frequency 
First  01/USc1/16.07.19/S6/CSW 
01/USc2/16.07.19/S35/CSW 
01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S53/CSW 
01/LSc1/16.07.19/S65/CSW 
01/LSc1/16.07.19/S67/CSW 
5 
Second  02/LSc2/19.07.19/S6/CSW 1 
Third  03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S4/CSW 
03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S5/CSW 
03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S9/CSW 
03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S10/CSW 
03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S12/CSW 
03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S13/CSW 
03/MUSc2/18.07.19/S17/CSW 
03/MUSc2/18.07.19/S20/CSW 
19 
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03/MLSc1/18.07.19/S21/CSW 
04/USc2/19.07.19/S2/CSW 
04/USc2/19.07.19/S21/CSW 
04/USc2/19.07.19/S23/CSW 
04/LSc1/19.07.19/S33/CSW 
04/LSc1/19.07.19/S36/CSW 
04/LSc1/19.07.19/S42/CSW 
04/LSc1/19.07.19/S43/CSW 
04/LSc1/19.07.19/S47/CSW 
04/LSc1/19.07.19/S48/CSW 
04/LSc1/19.07.19/S51/CSW 
Fourth  05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S6/CSW 1 
Fifth  07/USc1/22.07.19/S4/CSW 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S33/CSW 
07/USc2/22.07.19/S50/CSW 
07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S57/CSW 
07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S62/CSW 
07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S65/CSW 
07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S75/CSW 
07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S82/CSW 
8 
TOTAL 34 
 
h. Appeal for Help 
Appeal for help is used to ask the correct term or structure 
because they do not know or forget some words, structure, or idioms. 
From the analysis, the researcher found 5cases dealing with this 
strategy. The example below are some examples of appeal for help 
strategy: 
01/USc2/16.07.19/S30/AFH 
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Julaikha : “Two years goal, two years, two years...(playing her 
hands)” 
From the example above, it can be seen that the student wanted 
to ask her friend, about her meaning by playing her hands. The words 
“two years...(playing her hands)”stopped and she was continue with 
playing her hands in order to ask what she meant by giving gesture. In 
this case, the student indirectly asked help from her friend by giving 
gesture. 
04/USc2/19.07.19/S7/AFH 
Julaikha : “Not. I have a make up make up in there (pointing 
the place). I has....(using eye contact)” 
From the example above, it can be seen that the student wanted 
to ask her friend, about her meaning by playing her hands. The words 
“I has...(using eye contact)”stopped and she was continue by giving 
sign to her friendin order to ask what the certain word. In this case, the 
student indirectly asked help from her friend. 
06/LSc1/20.07.19/S15/AFH 
Siti F : “What color yes? This is...” 
From the example above, it can be seen that the student asked 
her friend by give little rising intonation in the end of her talk. She had 
stopped because she had asked her friend to give clue about the color 
of the biscuit. Then, it can be known that the student forget the color 
because she had eaten the biscuit long time ago. 
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Based on the data above, the researcher found 5 utterances classified 
into appeal for help strategy uttered by the students. The table below is 
drawn to make easier in knowing the frequency of using appeal for help 
strategy in each observation. 
 
Table 4.1.15 The Frequency of Using Appeal for Help Strategy 
Observation Student’s utterance Frequency 
First  01/USc2/16.07.19/S30/AFH 1 
Third  04/USc2/19.07.19/S7/AFH 1 
Fourth  05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S8/AFH 
06/LSc1/20.07.19/S15/AFH 
06/LSc1/20.07.19/S21/AFH 
3 
TOTAL 5 
 
i. Use of Fillers/Hesitation Devices 
In this strategy, a learner may use filling words to fill pause or 
and to gain time for a while in order to remind the words he/she wants 
to talk. in this research, the researcher found 23 cases indicated fillers 
that appeared. Some of them will be explained below: 
01/USc1/16.07.19/S1/FHD 
Nafa‟a : “Eng haha... okey! Have you eaten guys?” 
The utterance above shows that the student used filler in order 
to gain time. Then the student used filler like “Eng haha...okey” to 
think the suitable word which used to start the conversation. 
01/USc2/16.07.19/S27/FHD 
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Julaikha : “Woah woah woah you don‟t want?! Hahaha” 
The utterance above shows that the student used filler in order 
to express her feeling. Then the student used filler like “Woah woah 
woah” to share that she was surprised with her friend‟s word.  
03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S6/FHD 
Millati : “Ya you dzolim, I am not. You back go to kitchen eh... 
because it is taken away from by” 
The utterance above shows that the student used filler in order 
to express her feeling. In that utterance, the student used filler like 
“eh” to express her protest to her friend because of she rarely got side 
dish. 
Based on the data above, the researcher found 23 cases classified into 
use of fillers/hesitation devices strategy uttered by the students. The table 
below is drawn to make easier in knowing the frequency of using 
fillers/hesitation devices strategy in each observation. 
Table 4.1.16 The Frequency of Using Fillers/Hesitation Devices 
Strategy 
Observation Student’s utterance Frequency 
First  01/USc1/16.07.19/S1/FHD 
01/USc1/16.07.19/S2/FHD 
01/USc1/16.07.19/S4/FHD 
01/USc1/16.07.19/S12/FHD 
01/USc2/16.07.19/S27/FHD 
01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S48/FHD 
01/LSc1/16.07.19/S61/FHD 
8 
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01/LSc1/16.07.19/S4/FHD 
Third  03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S6/FHD 
04/USc2/19.07.19/S14/FHD 
2 
Fourth  06/MUSc2/20.07.19/S4/FHD 
06/MLSc1/20.07.19/S8/FHD 
06/LSc1/20.07.19/S13/FHD 
06/LSc1/20.07.19/S20/FHD 
4 
Fifth  07/USc1/22.07.19/S1/FHD 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S5/FHD 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S16/FHD 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S23/FHD 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S26/FHD 
07/USc1/22.07.19/S37/FHD 
07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S60/FHD 
07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S63/FHD 
07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S73/FHD 
9 
TOTAL 23 
 
Based on the all data showed above, the researcher could find that 
each student have different way in acquiring L2. The ustadzah gives new 
vocabulary and new material every single day with same material for all. 
The process of acquiring second language is different between one and 
another because the level of intelligence between them is different too. The 
process of acquiring L2 also affects the process of its output.  
The students who got better score were easy to talk, while the 
students with lower score were shy. If the input process is low, the output 
will get low too because there is a red line or relationship between them. 
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Thus, the students got different speaking score because of the input and 
output are different. 
2. The Type of CS Frequently Used by The Science Female Students at 
The Elevent Grade Of MA Ta’mirul Islam Boarding School 
From the data display above, the researcher wants to know the CS 
frequently used by the science female students at the eleventh grade of MA 
Ta‟mirul Islam Boarding School. The researcher would present all the CS 
used for each students in some tabullations. They were following below: 
Table 4.2. 1 The use of Communication Strategy by USc1 
Student’s Name Types Communication Strategy Freq Percent 
Nafa‟a 
Message Abandonment 2 3.3% 
Use of Non-Linguistic Means 5 8.2% 
Literal Translation 41 67.2% 
Code Switching 2 3.3% 
Appeal for Help 1 1.6% 
Use of Fillers/Hesitation Devices 10 16.4% 
TOTAL 61 100% 
 
Based on the table above, the researcher found 6 types of CS used 
by the student of USc1 as long as the observation held on. All the 
strategies used were; message abandonment, use of non-linguistic means, 
literal translation, code switching, appeal for help, and use of 
fillers/hesitation devices. From 61 utterances, message abandonment was 
used 2 times or 3.3%; use of non-linguistic means was used 5 times or 
8.2%, literal translation was used 41 times or 67.2%, code switching was 
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used 2 time or 3.3%, appeal for help was used 1 times or 1.6%, and use of 
fillers/hesitation devices in 10 times or 16.4%. 
The student used 6 types of CS in two meetings with different 
theme used and the CS frequently used was literal translation in both 
meetings; 13 times in the first meeting, and 28 times uttered in the second 
meeting. This strategy appeared because the lacked of grammatical aspect 
and only used the Indonesia form in making sentences, or in brief is 
translating word for word. 
Also, the researcher did interview the USc1 and her ustadzah. 
USc1 lives in Ardan boarding which is for tahfidz. USc1 did not take any 
course before entering into Ta‟mirul Islam Boarding School. USc1 could 
get better or even best speaking score because before entering into Ardan, 
she did test twice while the regular students only did once. The test was 
used to know the students‟ capability for joining tahfidz and school 
program. In addition, the USc1 is also interacting to another students in 
each classes with the same intension of each, so USc1 could get more 
knowledge and got new vocabulary. That is the reason why USc1 had best 
score in speaking. 
Table 4.2.2 The use of Communication Strategy by USc2 
Student’s Name Types Communication Strategy Freq Percent  
Julaekha 
Message Abandonment 1 1.4% 
Approximation 2 3% 
Use of Non-Linguistic Means 7 10.5% 
Literal Translation 47 70.1% 
Code Switching 6 9% 
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Appeal for Help 2 3% 
Use of fillers/Hesitation Devices 2 3% 
TOTAL 67 100% 
 
Based on the table above, the researcher found 7 types of CS used 
by the student of USc2 as long as the observation held on. All the 
strategies used were; message abandonment, approximation, use of non-
linguistic means, literal translation, code switching, appeal for help, and 
use of fillers/hesitation devices. From 67 utterances; message 
abandonment was used 1 time or 1.4%, approximation was used 2 times or 
3%, use of non-linguistic means was used 7 times10.5%, literal translation 
was used 47 times or 70.1%, code switching was used 6 times or 9%, 
appeal for help was used 2 times or 3%, and use of fillers/hesitation 
devices in 2 times or 3%. 
The student used 7 types of CS in three meetings with different 
theme used and the CS frequently used was literal translation in every 
meetings; 19 times in the first meeting; 16 times uttered in second 
meeting, and 12 times uttered in the third meeting. This strategy appeared 
because the lacked of grammatical aspect and only used the Indonesia 
form  in making sentences, or in brief is translating word for word. 
Also, the researcher did interview the USc2 and her ustadzah. 
USc2 lives in regular boarding. USc2 took course before entering into 
Ta‟mirul Islam Boarding School so that influence USc2 could get better or 
even best speaking score. Additionally,  USc2 also makes interaction to 
the students of another classes so that could add more knowledge and 
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could collect more vocabulary. That is the reason why USc2 had best score 
in speaking. 
Table 4.2.3 The use of Communication Strategy by MUSc1 
Student’s Name Types Communication Strategy Freq Percent 
Millati 
Message Abandonment 1 4% 
Use of Non-Linguistic Means 1 4% 
Literal Translation 14 56% 
Code Switching 7 28% 
Use of fillers/Hesitation Devices 2 8% 
TOTAL 25 100% 
 
Based on the table above, the researcher found 5 types of CS used 
by the student of MUSc1 as long as the observation held on. All the 
strategies used were; message abandonment, use of non-linguistic means, 
literal translation, code switching, and use of fillers/hesitation devices. 
From 28 utterances; message abandonment was used 1 time or 4%, use of 
non-linguistic means was used 1 time or 4%, literal translation was used 
14 times or 56%, code switching was used 7 times or 28%, and use of 
fillers/hesitation devices in 2 times or 8%. 
The student used 5 types of CS in two meetings with different 
theme used and the CS frequently used was literal translation in the first 
meeting, and code switching in the second meeting. Then the researcher 
wanted to add once observation again but the researcher could not find the 
student when the researcher came there to do another observation, 
interview with students and the ustadzah. MUSc1 was used code switching 
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in every meetings; 1 time in the first meeting, and 6 times in the second 
meeting. Based on this case, the researcher concluded that the CS 
frequently used was literal translation; 9 times in the first meeting; and 5 
times uttered in second meeting. This is because MUSc1 used literal 
translation at almost in equal frequency. This strategy appeared because 
the lacked of grammatical aspect and only used the Indonesia form  in 
making sentences, or in brief is translating word for word. 
Also, the researcher did interview the MUSc1 and her ustadzah. 
The researcher asked her ustadzah to call MUSc1. She was able to be 
interviewed, but she did not want to be observed for once more. That is the 
reason why the researcher stopped her observation for MUSc1. MUSc1 
lives in Ardan boarding which is for tahfidz. MUSc1 did not take any 
course before entering into Ta‟mirul Islam Boarding School. MUSc1 could 
get better speaking score because before entering into Ardan, she did test 
twice while the regular students only did once. The test was used to know 
the students‟ capability for joining tahfidz and school program. In addition, 
the MUSc1 also interacting to another students in each classes with the 
same intension of each, so MUSc1 could got more knowledge and got new 
vocabulary. That is the reason why MUSc1 had better enough score in 
speaking. 
Table 4.2.4 The use of Communication Strategy by MUSc2 
Student’s Name Types Communication Strategy Freq Percent  
Silvia  
Use of Non-Linguistic Means 1 5.9% 
Literal Translation 12 70.6% 
Code Switching 3 17.6% 
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Use of Fillers/Hesitation Devices 1 5.9% 
TOTAL 17 100% 
 
Based on the table above, the researcher found 4 types of CS used 
by the student of MUSc2 as long as the observation held on. All the 
strategies used were; use of non-linguistic means, literal translation, code 
switching, appeal for help, and use of fillers/hesitation devices. From 17 
utterances, use of non-linguistic means was used 1 time or 5.9%, literal 
translation was used 12 times or 70.6%, code switching was used 3 times 
or 17.6%, and use of fillers/hesitation devices in 1 time or 5.9%. 
The student used 4 types of CS in three meetings with different 
theme used and the CS frequently used was literal translation in every 
meetings; 5 times in the first meeting; 3 times uttered in second meeting, 
and 4 times uttered in the third meeting. This strategy appeared because 
the lacked of grammatical aspect and only used the Indonesia form  in 
making sentences, or in brief is translating word for word. 
Also, the researcher did interview the MUSc2 and her ustadzah. 
MUSc2 lives in regular boarding. MUSc2 did not take course before 
entering into Ta‟mirul Islam Boarding School, but MUSc2 make 
interaction to another students in each classes with the same intension of 
each so that could add more knowledge and could collect more vocabulary 
to improve her speaking skill. That is the reason why MUSc2 could get 
better enough score in speaking. 
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Table 4.2.5 The use of Communication Strategy by MLSc1 
Student’s Name Types Communication Strategy Freq Percent  
Zulaikha 
Literal Translation 8 80% 
Code Switching 1 10% 
Use of fillers/Hesitation Devices 1 10% 
TOTAL 10 100% 
 
Based on the table above, the researcher found 3 types of CS used 
by the student of MLSc1 as long as the observation held on. All the 
strategies used were; literal translation, code switching, and use of 
fillers/hesitation devices. From 10 utterances, literal translation was used 8 
times or 80%, code switching was used 1 time or 10%, and use of 
fillers/hesitation devices in 1 time or 10%. 
The student used 3 types of CS in tw meetings with different theme 
used and the CS frequently used was literal translation in every meetings; 
4 times in the first meeting; and 4 times uttered in second meeting. This 
strategy appeared because the lacked of grammatical aspect and only used 
the Indonesia form  in making sentences, or in brief is translating word for 
word. 
Also, the researcher did interview the MLSc1 and her ustadzah. 
MLSc1 lives in regular boarding and took course before entering into 
Ta‟mirul Islam Boarding School, but MLSc1 make interaction to another 
students in each classes with mostly intense with the students who have 
same class with her. That is the reason why MLSc1 got enough score in 
speaking.  
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Table 4.2.6 The use of Communication Strategy by MLSc2 
Student’s Name Types Communication Strategy Freq Percent  
Aulia 
Word Cinage 1 2.6% 
Literal Translation 28 73.7% 
Code Switching 5 13.2% 
Appeal for Help 1 2.6% 
Use of fillers/Hesitation Devices 3 7.9% 
TOTAL 38 100% 
 
Based on the table above, the researcher found 5 types of CS used 
by the student of MLSc2 as long as the observation held on. All the 
strategies used were; word coinage, literal translation, code switching, 
appeal for help, and use of fillers/hesitation devices. From 38 utterances, 
word coinage was used 1 time or 2.6%, literal translation was used 28 
times or 73.7%, code switching was used 5 times or 13.2%, appeal for help 
was used 1 times or 2.6%, and use of fillers/hesitation devices in 3 times or 
7.9%. 
The student used 5 types of CS in three meetings with different 
theme used and the CS frequently used was literal translation in 3 
meetings; 1 time in the first meeting, 9 times in the second meeting; and 
18 times uttered in third meeting. This strategy appeared because the 
lacked of grammatical aspect and only used the Indonesia form  to make 
sentences, or in brief is translating word for word. 
Also, the researcher did interview the MLSc2 and her ustadzah. 
MLSc2 lives in regular boarding, and did not take course before entering 
into Ta‟mirul Islam Boarding School, but MLSc2 makes interaction to 
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another students in each classes with mostly intense with the students who 
have same class with her. That is the reason why MLSc1 got enough score 
in speaking. 
 
Table 4.2.7 The use of Communication Strategy by LSc1 
Student’s Name Types Communication Strategy Freq Percent  
Siti F 
Message Abandonment 1 2.6% 
Use of All-Purpose Words 1 2.6% 
Use of Non-Linguistic Means 3 7.6% 
Literal Translation 23 59% 
Code Switching 7 18% 
Appeal for Help 2 5.1% 
Use of fillers/Hesitation Devices 2 5.1% 
TOTAL 39 100% 
 
Based on the table above, the researcher found 7 types of CS used 
by the student of LSc1 as long as the observation held on. All the 
strategies used were; message abandonment, use of all-purpose words, use 
of non-linguistic means, literal translation, code switching, appeal for help, 
and use of fillers/hesitation devices. From 39 utterances, message 
abandonment was used 1 time, use of all-purpose words used 1 time, use 
of non linguistic means used 3 times, literal translation was used 23 times, 
code switching was used 7 times, appeal for help was used 2 times, and 
use of fillers/hesitation devices in 2 times. 
The student used 7 types of CS in three meetings with different 
theme used and the CS frequently used was literal translation in every 
meetings; 4 times in the first meeting; 13 times uttered in second meeting, 
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and 9 times in the third meeting. This strategy appeared because the lacked 
of grammatical aspect and only used the Indonesia form  to make 
sentences, or in brief is translating word for word. 
Also, the researcher did interview the LSc1 and her ustadzah. 
LSc1lives in regular boarding, and did not take course before entering into 
Ta‟mirul Islam Boarding School. LSc1 is rarely interacting with another 
students in another classes and mostly intense with the students who have 
same class with her, but she is too much able in expressing her feelings. 
That is the reason why LSc1 got almost the lowest score in speaking. 
Table 4.2.8 The use of Communication Strategy by LSc2 
Student’s Name Types Communication Strategy Freq Percent  
Arika 
Message Abandonment 1 5.9% 
Use of Non-Linguistic Means 1 5.9% 
Literal Translation 14 82.3% 
Code Switching 1 5.9% 
TOTAL 17 100% 
 
Based on the table above, the researcher found 4 types of CS used 
by the student of LSc2 as long as the observation held on. All the 
strategies used were; message abandonment, use of non-linguistic means, 
literal translation, and code switching. From 17 utterances, message 
abandonment was used 1 time or 5.9%, use of non linguistic means used 1 
time or 5.9%, literal translation was used 14 times or 82.3%, and code 
switching was used 1 time or 5.9%. 
The student used 4 types of CS in three meetings with different 
theme used and the CS frequently used was literal translation in every 
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meetings; 1 time in the second meeting; 4 times uttered in second meeting, 
and 9 times in the third meeting. This strategy appeared because the lacked 
of grammatical aspect and only used the Indonesia form  to make 
sentences, or in brief is translating word for word. 
Also, the researcher did interview the LSc2 and her ustadzah. LSc2 
lives in regular boarding, and did not take course before entering into 
Ta‟mirul Islam Boarding School. LSc2 is too much rarely interacting with 
another students in another classes and mostly intense with the students 
who have same class with her, but she is a shy student type. That is the 
reason why LSc1 got the lowest score in speaking. 
From the explanations above, the researcher will summary the use of 
CS by the science female students  of eleventh grade at MA Ta‟mirul Islam 
Boarding School in all observation. The table finding of CS type used by the 
students was as followed: 
Table 4.2.9 The Table Finding of CS Type Used 
NO Types of Communication Strategy Frequency Percentage 
1 Message Abandonment 6 2% 
2 Approximation  2 0.7% 
3 Use of All-Purpose Words 3 1% 
4 Word Coinage 1 0.4% 
5 Use of Non-Linguistic Means 18 6.4% 
6 Literal Translation 190 67.4% 
7 Code Switching 34 12.1% 
8 Appeal for Help 5 1.8% 
9 Use of Fillers/Hesitation Devices 23 8.2% 
TOTAL 282 100% 
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Based on the data tabullations above, the researcher found that the 
most frequently CS used by the all students of this research subject is literal 
translation 190 times uttered which 67.4% of 100%. Literal translation is more 
than code switching which 12.1%, code switching is more than use of 
fillers/hesitation devices which 8.2%, then use of fillers/hesitation devices is 
more than than use of non-linguistic means which 6.4%, use of non-linguistic 
means is more than message abandonment which 2%, message abandonment 
is more appeal for help which 1.8%, appeal for help is more than use of all-
purpose words which 1%, use of all purpose words is more than 
approximation which 0.7%, and approximation is more than word coinage 
which 0.4%.  From the explanation above, it can be seen that students were 
mostly used literal translation as the strategy used to talk with their friends 
when they face difficulties. 
 
B. Discussion 
The section presents the discussion of the research findings. There are 
two problem statements intended in this study, and the discussion only 
focuses on them. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the aims of the study 
are to find out the way of CS used by science female students of eleventh 
grade at MA Ta‟mirul Islam Boarding School toward the second language 
acquisition and the most frequently types of CS used by the science female 
students of eleventh grade at MA Ta‟mirul Islam Boarding School. 
Based on the research findings, it was cleared that the science female 
students‟ utterances showed the types of communication strategy. In this 
research, the researcher used communication strategy theory proposed by 
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Dornyei to analyze the utterances of science female student of elevent grade 
at MA Ta‟mirul Islam toward the second language acquisition. In dornyei‟s 
theory, there are 12 types of communication strategy such as; message 
abandonment, topic avoidance, circumlocution, approximation, all purpose 
words, word coinage, use of non-linguistic means, literal translation, 
foreignizing, code switching, appeal for help, and use of filler/hesitation 
devices. From the research finding, the researcher found several types of 
communication strategies uttered by the students when they have 
conversations with their friends. The findings are discussed below: 
1. The Way of Cs Used by Science Female Students of Eleventh Grade 
at Ma Ta’mirul Islam Boarding School Toward the Second 
Language Acquisition 
Based on the data analysis, there were 9 types of communication 
strategy found in the students‟ performance of their daily interaction 
during the break time of MA Ta‟mirul Islam Boarding School Surakarta. 
The all communication strategies used were; message abandonment, 
approximation, all purpose words, word coinage, use of non-linguistic 
means, literal translation, code switching, appeal for help, and use of 
filler/hesitation devices. 
The total number of communication strategies utterences were 
282.The reseearcher found 6 utterences classified into message 
abandonment strategy. The researcher found 2 utterances indicated 
approximation strategy. The researcher found 3 utterences  were used as 
use of all purpose words strategy. The researcher found 1 utterance was 
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used as word coinage strategy. The researcher found 18 utterences 
classified as use of non-linguistic means strategy. The researcher found 
190 utterances were used as literal translation strategy. The researcher 
found 34 utterances indicated code switching strategy. The researcher 
found 5 utterances were used as appeal for help strategy and for the ast 
strategy used was uttered 23 times indicated use of fillers/hesitation 
devices.  
The students used communication strategy when they face some 
difficulties in expressing something with words while they were 
unfamiliar with some words needed to. The students used message 
abandonment when they forgot or even they did not know the word they 
wanted to so that they stopped their talk with unfinished message 
delivered (Dornyei, 1995: 58). The researcher found this strategy in 6 
times uttered of 282 utterances indicated communication strategy. From 
the total number of message abandonment used, it can be known that the 
students were rarely used this strategy in their daily talk. The students 
used this strategy because of their nervousness or even confused in 
arranging the structure. 
The researcher later found approximation strategy uttered by the 
students as much as 2 times uttered of 282 utterances.Approximation 
strategy used as an alternative term to express the meaning of the target 
lexical item as closely as possible (Dornyei, 1995: 58). In this research, 
this strategy was uttered as the alternative term because of  the students 
forgot the word in English. 
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Also, the researcher found use of all-purpose words strategy 
uttered by the students as much as 3 times uttered. Use of all- purpose 
words is a strategy with overusing of thing which empty lexical item to 
context where specific words are lacking (Dornyei, 1995: 58). This 
strategy was found only in three utterances which implied that the 
students were knew much specific words andhad good enough in 
memorizing vocabulary. 
The researcher found use of non-linguistic means strategy in 18 
utterances. This trategy used when the students wantedto express their 
talk with mime, gesture, or with rising intonation (Dornyei, 1995: 58). In 
this research, mime, gesture, and rising intonation were used as the 
expression of feeling surprised, and practicing something. From those 
explanation, it can be seen that the students who were being this research 
subject were expressive enough and did not shy to express their feelings. 
Then, the communication strategy found was literal translation 
that uttered 190 times of all utterances. This strategy is about translating 
L2 with their own knowledge (Dornyei, 1995: 58). This strategy was 
being the favorite strategy used by the students which more than 50% of 
100%. This strategy implied that this research subject were lacked of 
grammatical aspect or the English structure, but it was fine as long as the 
leasoners could understand the meaning in order to keep the 
communication went well.  
Another communication strategy found by the researcher was 
code switching. Code switching was used when the students forgot a 
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word or even phrase in English . This strategy uttered 34 times indicated 
that the students were nervous for being observed and forgot some words 
they already knew so that caused they switched the English words or 
sentences into their native language. 
Appeal for help strategy was also appeared in this research as 
much as 5 times uttered by the subjects. This strategy used when the 
students faced difficulty to say specific words by asking help to their 
conversation partner directly or indirectly. This strategy appeared 
because the students were used this strategy too before the rearcher did 
this research, and it was indicated that the students were feel nervous or 
even were afraid of making mistakes.  
The last strategy appeared in this research was use of 
fillers/hesitation devices. According to Dornyei(1995: 58) this strategy 
used by using filling words or gambits to fill pause and to gain time to 
think. This strategy was used as much as 23 times uttered by the students 
that indicated to gain time to think while trying to make the conversation 
run smoothly at the same time also to recall their memory to say about 
what they wanted to say. 
From those explanation above, the communication strategies used 
when they faced difficulty such as; nervous, forgot certain words, to 
express their feelings or their sentences, to gain time to think the words 
they wanted to say, and to ask some helps from their friends. 
This research is to know the way they used communication strategy 
toward the second language acquisition. Based on the all data showed 
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above, the researcher could find that each students got different input of 
language aspects and transfer different output in consequence of different 
input the learners got. The better score of speaking could get new language 
aspects and deliver it easily. It is different with the learners who got the 
lower score. They will face a little more difficult process in the process of 
getting and delivering new language aspects they got, but, Ta‟mirul Islam 
Boarding School Surakarta has changed the environment into bilingual 
that should affects the knowledge. Then, based on the data finding the 
researcher found that the students there are less acquired of English, it is 
also because of they are shy if their words are wrong, and also, they are 
more convident when they talk with Arabic. 
From those all, the researcher concluded that the use of 
communication strategy affected the second language acquisition as 
second language learners. The researcher found that the language 
acquisition of science female students at MA Ta‟mirul Islam are mostly in 
less acquired because the students did not pay attention in the L2 
aspectssuch as; sounds, words, grammar, and pragmatics. 
2. The Most Frequently Types of Cs Used by the Science Female 
Students of Eleventh Grade at Ma Ta’mirul Islam Boarding School 
From the research finding, Dornyei (1995: 58) classified 
communication strategy into 12 types, there are message abandonment, 
topic avoidance, circumlocution, approximation, use of all-purpose 
words, word coinage, use on non-linguistic means, literal translation, 
foreignizing, code switching, appeal for help, and use of fillers/hesitation 
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devices. The researcher has been proven in the conversation of students 
during their daily talk by still giving some simple themes for the science 
female students of eleventh grase at MA Ta‟mirul Islam Boarding School 
that the researcher found 10 types of communication strategies uttered by 
the students, they are; message abandonment, approximation, use of all-
purpose words, word coinage, use of non-linguistic means, literal 
translatin, code switching, appeal for help, and use of fillers/hesitation 
devices. The researcher found 61 utterances from USc1 classify into 
some communication strtegies, there are; message abandonment 2 times, 
use of non-linguistic means 5 times, literal translation 41 times, code 
switching 2 times, appeal for hep 1 time, use of fillers/hesitation devices 
10 times. From the data the researcher found the CS most frequently used 
by USc1 is literal translation. From 61 utterances, the student used 41 
times which 67.2% and the most rarely CS used is appeal for help which 
1.6%.  
The researcher found 67 utterances from USc2, there are message 
abandonment 1 time, approximation 2 times, use of non-linguistic means 
7 times, literal translation 47 times, code switching 6 times, appeal for 
help 2 times, use of fillers/hesitation devices 2 times. From 67 utterances, 
USc2 used literal translation 47 times which 70.1% as the most 
frequently CS used, and message abandonment 1 time which 1.4% as the 
most rarely CS used. 
The researcher found 25 utterances from MUSc1, there are 
message abandonment 1 time, use of non-linguistic means 1 time, iteral 
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translation 14 times, code switching 7 times, appeal for help 2 times, and 
use of fillers/hesitation devices 2 times. From the data appeared, MUSc1 
used literal translation 14 times which 56% as the most frequently used, 
and another 2 CS are message abandonment, and use of non-linguistic 
means as the most rarely CS used in 1 time which 4% for each. 
The researcher found 17 uttrances from MUSc2, there are use of 
non-linguistic means 1 time, literal translation 12 times, code switching 3 
times, and use of fillers/hesitation devices 1 time. From the data showed, 
it can be seen that MUSc2 used literal translation as the most frequently 
CS used as much as 12 times which 70.6%, and another 2 CS used as the 
most rarely used by MUSc2 they are use of non-linguistic means, and use 
of fillers/hesitation devices in 1 time which 5.9% for each. 
The researcher also found 10 utterances from MLSc1, there are 
literal translation 8 times, code switching 1 time, and use of 
fillers/hesitation devices 1 time. From 10 utterances, literal translation 
was used 8 times which 80% as the most frequently CS used, and 2 other 
types were being the most rarely CS used, they are code switching, and 
use of fillers/hesitation devices in only 1 time which 10% for each. 
The researche found 38 utterances from MLSc2, there are word 
coinage 1 time, literal translation 28 times, code switching 5 times, 
appeal for help 1 time, and use of fillerss/hesitation devices 3 times. 
From the data showed, MLSc2 used literal translation in 28 times which 
73.7% as the most frequent CS used, and 2 other strategies are as the 
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most rarely CS used, there are word coinage, and appeal for help in 1 
time which 2.6% for each. 
The researcher later also found 39 utterances from LSc1, there are 
message abandonment 1 time, use of all-purpose words 1 time, use of 
non-linguistic means 3 times, literal translation 23 times, code switching  
7 times, appeal for help 2 times and use of fillers/hesitation devices 2 
times. From 39 utterances, LSc1 used literal translation for the most 
frequently CS used in 23 time which 59%, and two other strategies were 
used as the most rarely CS used in message abandonment and use of all-
purpose words in 1 time which 2.6% for each. 
The last one is the researcher found 17 utterances from LSc2, 
there are message abandonment 1 time, use of non-linguistic means 1 
time, literal translation 14 times and code switching 1 time. From the 
data, LSc2 was used literal translation in 14 times which 82.3% for the 
most frequently CS used, and another 3 CS; message abandonment, use 
of non-linguistic mean, and code switching as the most rarely CS used in 
1 time which 5.9% for each. 
From all the data showed above, all 8 students used 282 
utterances. All the students used 9 CS of 12 total CS proposed by 
Dornyei (1995), there are message abandonment, approximation, use of 
all-purpose words, word coinage use of non-linguistic means, literal 
translation, code switching, appeal for help and use of fillers/hestation 
devices. From 282 utterances, literal translation was used 190 times 
which 67.4%, code switching was used 34 times which 12.1%, use of 
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fillers or hesitation devices was used 23 times which 8.2%, use of non-
linguistic means was used 18 times which 6.4%, message abandonment 
was used 6 times which 2%, appeal for help was used 5 times which 
1.8%,  use of all-purpose words was used 3 time which 1%, 
approximation was used 2 times which 0.7%, and word coinage were 
used 1 time which 0.4%. 
From the explanation above, the most frequently CS used by the 
science femle students of MA Ta‟mirul Islam Boarding School is literal 
translation. Dornyei explained that the literal translation is that they 
lacked of grammatical aspect and English structure. Because the lacked 
of grammatical or English structure, the students only translated the 
sentence they wanted to say by word for word translation, hence, the 
sentences were less structured. But it is fine as long as the listeners could 
understand the meaning of sentences. 
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BAB V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 
 
This chapter presented the conclusion and the suggestion from the 
researcher based on the result of the study on communication strategy used by 
the science female student of eleventh grade at MA Ta‟mirul Islam Boarding 
School toward the second language acquisition. The conclusion is drawn 
based on the result of the analysis on data. It is presented to answer the 
research problem of researcher.   
A. Conclusion 
The researcher found 9 types of communication strategy that is 
used by the science female students of eleventh grade at MA Ta‟mirul 
Islam Boarding School. Those data were analysed based on the theory 
from Dornyei. There were message abandonment, approximation, use of 
all-purpose words, word coinage, use of non-linguistic means literal 
translation code switching, appeal for help, and use of fillers/hesitation 
devices.  
The way of using communication strategy by the students are 
different for each. but, the researcher could find that the students used 
communication strategy because they face difficulty such as; forget some 
words to say, forget some certain words in, did not know English 
structure, express their feelings or their sentence and or even they wanted 
to ask some helps from their friend directly or indirectly. 
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Then, the most frequently communication strategy was found by 
the researcher is literal translation.The use of this strategy indicates that 
the students used literal translation because the students lacked on the 
grammatical aspect or English structure. Therefore, the student only 
translated the sentences they wanted to say by translated word for word. 
They also did not give attention to English structure because they just 
need to communicate in English as their daily language used there.  
Furthermore, by looking the stages of SLA on each students,  the 
researcher found that the language acquisition of science female students 
at MA Ta‟mirul Islam are mostly in the second and the third stage which 
indicated into less acquired. In this research, the researcher found that the 
students of Ta‟mirul Islam only focused on the language used without 
paying attention with English grammatical form, culture and also about 
English knowledge. Ta‟mirul Islam wants to build new habit to the 
students by communicating with English and Arabic, but in this reserach, 
the researcher would only pay attention in English. The habit was 
formed, the consistence of language used is good enough, and the 
communication is also running well, but for the second language 
acquisition is still given less attention as the second language learners. 
 
B. Suggestions 
Based on the conclusion and implication that have been explained 
above, some suggestion are proposed to the following parties: 
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1. To the students 
This study about communication strategy is useful for students 
who learn English as second or foreign language because students 
learning English, especially in classroom situation, are usually 
worried, anxious and nervous to communicate. By knowing, 
understanding, and using the types of Communication Strategies can 
help the students make their conversation go smoothly and clearly. 
Through this study, it is expected that students who are apprehensive 
or anxious too much in communicating using English can improve the 
quality of their speaking performance.   
2. To the School 
Furthermore, the researcher hopes that this study can give 
contribution to the school in order to achieve better language 
acquisition. Also the researcher hopes that the school, especially the 
language department could give more attention with the English 
structure to improve the second language acquisition. 
3. To the other researcher  
The objective of this research is limited only to identify the types 
of communication strategy performed by the students during the break 
time. Therefore, it is expected that the limitation of this research will 
encourage other researcher who wish to carry out similar studies to 
investigate more about other aspects of sociolinguistic such as 
communication strategy in different theory. It is also suggested to 
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enlarge the study by investigating the students‟ communication 
strategy since the present study has not explored it yet. 
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APPENDIX 1 
Students’ Speaking 
Score
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NO NAME SPEAKING SCORE 
1 Millati N  B+ 
2 Aisyah Munawaroh B+ 
3 Zulaikha N B 
4 Syifa Putri B+ 
5 Aisy Asma B+ 
6 Nafa‟a A 
7 Fatima Noor B+ 
8 Firda N B 
9 Nur Aulia B 
10 Pipit Cahya B 
11 Julaekha N A 
12 Ummu A  B+ 
13 Silvia Rahayu  B+ 
14 Siti Fatimah  C 
15 Musfiroh B+ 
16 Diah Fitri B 
17 Ega Nila  B 
18 Gina Rahma C 
19 Fahra F B 
20 Qatrunada F B+ 
21 Vicky Septiani B 
22 Arika Nur C 
23 Khadijah Sakinah B 
24 Siti Nur C B 
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Choosen Students 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  : Upper 
  : Middle   
  : Lower 
 
Upper   Middle   Lower 
1. Nafa‟a  1. Millati 3. Zulaikha  1. Siti F 
2. Julaekha 2. Silvia 4. Aulia  2. Arika Nur 
  
NO NAME SPEAKING SCORE 
1 Nafa‟a  A 
2 Julaekha N A 
3 Ummu A B+ 
4 Aisyah Munawaroh B+ 
5 Syifa Putri B+ 
6 Aisy Asma B+ 
7 Fatima Noor B+ 
8 Millati N B+ 
9 Silvia Rahayu  B+ 
10 Musfiroh B+ 
11 Qatrunada F B+ 
12 Diah Fitri B 
13 Firda N B 
14 Ega Nila B 
15 Pipit Cahya B 
16 Zulaikha N  B 
17 Nur Aulia  B 
18 Fahra F B 
19 Vicky Septiani B 
20 Khadijah Sakinah B 
21 Siti Nur C B 
22 Gina Rahma C 
23 Siti Fatimah  C 
24 Arika Nur C 
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APPENDIX 2 
Transcriptions
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Transcript of Observations 
 
Number of Transcript : 01 
Theme   : What will you do after graduation? 
Date   : 16 July 2019 
Time   : Break time, 12.30-12.45 
 
Nafa‟a : “Hi guys, good afternoon” 
All : “Good afternoon” 
Nafa‟a : “How are you today?” 
All : “Alhamdulillah we are fine. Thank you” 
Nafa‟a : “Eng haha... hey! Have you eaten guys?” 
All : “Have” 
Julaikha  : “Ofcourse, I am. Hehehe” 
Nafa‟a : “Em, what. You have eaten yes?... eung you have eaten yes. Eng...” 
Julaikha : “Don‟t a long, come on” 
Nafa‟a : “By the way guys, many persons eung many persons  after have 
graduation ofcourse, many from them have been married. How do you 
think about it?” 
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Millati : “Jule Jule” 
Julaikha : “I want, I want” 
Millati : “Hahahaha” 
Julaikha : “But I will have so difficult, I don‟t have boyfriend” 
Millati : “How about Mas Dayat?” 
Julaikha : “Don‟t don‟t” 
Arika : “Maybe you have ready” 
Julaikha : “Haven‟t” 
Nafa‟a : “Eng... What, how do you think about will have married after 
graduation?” 
Julaikha : “Me?” 
Siti F : “Yes, you” 
Millati : “Ofcourse, maybe you have been ready” 
Nafa‟a : “Because you always talk about it” 
Julaikha : “Astaghfirullahaladzim” 
Millati : “Alhamdulillah!” 
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Julaikha : “Alhamdulillah... Maybe cute, but I think I haven‟t been ready for 
taking that” 
Millati : “Like Ustadzah Sindi?” 
Julaikha : “Yes like ustdzah Sindi, have child and the baby so cute!!” 
Nafa‟a : “Oh... Ima, how about you?” 
Siti F : “Ahaha” 
Julaikha : “Come on! Follow ustadzah Desi!” 
Siti F : “Woah... Ustadzah Desi haven‟t married” 
Julaikha : “When? I want see her married!” 
Siti F : “After moment, maybe yes” 
All : “Haaaaa?! Aamiin...” 
Nafa‟a : “Who is the candidate?” 
Siti F : “Eng...  Ustadz Agus” 
All : “Aamiin aamiin” 
Julaikha : “Say Aamiin !!” 
Millati : “Moment may not gone” 
Julaikha : “Hahahaha” 
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Siti Fa : “Yuk Rika” 
Julaikha : “You want?” 
Arika : “I don‟t want” 
Julaikha : “Woah woah woah you don‟t want?! Hahaha” 
Arika : “Not, I will...” 
Nafa‟a : “What will you do after graduation?” 
Arika : “I will school again” 
Nafa‟a : “Haa? In where?” 
Arika : “In university” 
Nafa‟ : “What kind of university?” 
Julaikha : “In my home, in my home” 
Nafa‟a : “Eh how about you? (pointing Millati). How is the candidate or how 
do you want?” 
Millati : “Oh I just follow my mother said, it is must Hafidz...” 
Julaikha : “Aamiin, just say aamiin!” 
Millati : “So Sholeh, so that is what dakwah...” 
Julaikha : “Aamiin aamiin... Loyal loyal!” 
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Millati : “But I haven‟t want if now I want to study, so carrier, so learn more” 
Nafa‟a : “What carrier do you want?” 
Millati : “Maybe teacher. Woah, how about you?” 
Nafa‟a : “No no no” 
Millati : “Si Udin?” 
Nafa‟a : “No!, I don‟t want! Silent, please! Don‟t talk about that. Huh!” 
Julaikha : “two years goal, two years, two years.... (playing her hands)” 
Nafa‟a : “No no no” 
Millati : “Later” 
Julaikha : “Two years later you will marry” 
Nafa‟a : no no no, my sister first 
Julaikha : you have? 
Nafa‟a : yes, I have 
Siti F : two sister after moment 
Nafa‟a : don‟t do that, momet to your sister first 
Julaikha : together together. Moment to the sister to together 
Nafa‟a : hahahaha 
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Millati : beside your home about your item  
All : woah... 
Nafa‟a : no no no 
Millati : Si Udin ! 
Nafa‟a : no no no. I don‟t want to talk, oh, I don‟t want to think that. I don‟t 
want think, because if do you always think moment, that is so so, what, so long 
time to to come to us 
Julaikha : Astaghfirullah, I don‟t know to think 
Nafa‟a : But if you don‟t think moment, that is very come. Like that 
Millati : there for you, they want very come 
Nafa‟a : Huh I don‟t think 
Millati : and then true, don‟t think! 
Nafa‟a : Yes, don‟t think. I want think just to one boy 
All : woaaahh 
Julaikha : who is he? 
Millati : who‟s? 
Julaikha : Like ustadz Goim, ustadz Imu . Number one 
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Arika : “Marry together” 
Millati : “Yes, together” 
Julaikha : “Suddently, set set set se, finish all” 
Nafa‟a : “Yes, one year yes” 
Julaikha : “Three children” 
Millati  : “Tomorrow, you two and you two  (children, by pointing Nafa‟a and 
Siti F)” 
Julaikha : “Hahaha three. Two is as my brother have two” 
Millti : “I am three sister” 
Julaikha : “The effect you have bought more” 
Millati : “Ah!!! (closing her ears)” 
Julaikha : “What types he spoken to her father?” 
Millati : “I don‟t want!!” 
Julaikha : “Then she goes home, has, have there is a boy” 
Nafa‟a : “That is mean you have to bring tea to the guess room “ 
Millati : “Hahaa I don‟t want!” 
Julaikha : “Suddently, hug by (practice it by hugging the wind)” 
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Milati : “Jule, tomorrow after graduate, exactly, Julaekha” 
Siti F : “Woahh!!” 
Nafa‟a : “In graduation, bring flower ...” 
Julaikha : “No no no. Impossible. You will be married, yes yes (pointing Siti 
F)” 
Millati : “Maybe you have been ready. From the size, from making tea receipt 
is so nice” 
Nafa‟a : “For cooking” 
Julaikha : “Subhanallah” 
Millati : “Because she silent, usadz Agus said if silent is for yes” 
Nafa‟a : “Hahahaha” 
Julaikha : “sstt.. she is too silent (pointing Arika) is for the last but this is for 
our ustadzah that is our teacher there is so much maybe hasn‟t 
married” 
Nafa‟a : “Ok guys, do you know that I‟m so tired and I‟m so hungry?” 
All : “Ok, let‟s get our food” 
Millati : “But let‟s close our talk today by saying hamdalah” 
All : “Alhamdulillahirabbil alamin”  
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Number of Transcript : 02 
Theme   : What was I saw 
Date   : 18 July 2019 
Time   : Break time, 09.30-10.00 
 
Wahyu  : “Last night, that is, eh, just now morning, just now morning I am as 
Clara” 
Zahra : “Lani!” 
Wahyu  : “Lani, go to GM. GM what? Gang Macan” 
All : “hahahaha” 
Wahyu  : “I buy Ultramilk, buy soap, buy crack, buy chip. The chip that is 
500, so the soap that is 7000 and how many? That so much. Masyaa 
Allah... After that I buy skin food, that is two. The price how many? 
7000, so I speechless.” 
Zahra : “Skin food?” 
Aslam : “Skin food” 
Ega : “Oh Viva Skin Food” 
Wahyu : “Not. That is no Viva-nya” 
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Ega : “Hah?” 
Wahyu : “There is no Viva-nya, just skin food” 
Arika : “What is the merk?” 
Wahyu : “Baby cream, pelembab” 
Zahra : “So.....” 
Wahyu : “So I buy this is. So I come here, there is the brother brother the one, 
oh My God. That is KMD KMD” 
Arika : “Using this is? (touching her hasduk)” 
Wahyu : “So I terus running running like that, there is Farhan” 
All : “Wahh!!!” 
Wahyu : “But I am nganu a, I don‟t brave I don‟t brave, I afraid I afraid like 
that. So Mrs. Clara that is seeing like oh My God” 
All : “Hahaha” 
Wahyu : “Farhan that is like this (imitating Farhan‟s smile), like that” 
All : “Wahh!!!” 
Zahra : “And there is who again?” 
Wahyu : “Ah! Abdan” 
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Zahra : “Abdan?” 
Wahyu : “Abdan is speaking like that (imitating Abdan‟s speaking) like that 
like that with me, oh My God, I don‟t care, so I hurry up” 
Arika : “You see who?” 
Wahyu : “So much og” 
Arika : “What her is?” 
Wahyu : “Abdan usually sit there, using this is, mosok he ask about Septi” 
Zahra : “You  must seeing like this (playing eye as cruel)” 
All : “hahahaha” 
Arika : “Then then just now morning you are cleaning Musholla?” 
Wahyu : “Wah, i am sleeping there. I‟m sleeping with Lani, malah mas-mas i 
in there like this like this with ball (act dribbeling ball)” 
Zahra : “Oh bring ball” 
Wahyu : “Ho‟oh, and the dish i oh My God Masyaa Allah” 
Ega : “You are not running running o?” 
Wahyu : “Not” 
Novia : “Other other” 
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Zahra : “What about the last night, the pioneering?” 
Ega : “ Wah..” 
Wahyu : “So  just now morning a, I am with Miss Hafidzoh, there is boy, that 
is like this (imitating the boy with hands in every waists)” 
Arika : “Ustadz o?” 
Wahyu : “Anu class six, saying like this „where is your hasduk hasduk?‟ la 
Miss hafidzoh malah running Masyaa Allah. Yes I‟m like by mate too 
running” 
Zahra : “Then how about the pioneering?” 
Ega : “Like prepare” 
Zahra : “Like prepare what?” 
Ega : “Like the first time, like that” 
Wahyu : “Angry by Miss Galuh?” 
Ega : “Justru maybe she is angry” 
Whayu : “But not angry?” 
Ega : “Ho‟oh, because our face is tired, pity with us” 
Wahyu : “You should be angry with me, because I bring pioneeringnya to four 
days, taking for guava” 
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Arika : “Ya Allah...” 
Wahyu : “So angry with me” 
Novia : “No no no” 
Wahyu : “Therefor, because my face kan klimis ya, glowing, like that. So he 
say this „yes save one‟. Ya Allah, Alhamdulillah not angry by” 
All : “Alhamdulillah 
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Number of Transcript : 03 
Theme   : Side Dish 
Date   : 19 July 2019 
Time   : Break time, 09.30-09.40 
 
Zulaikha : “Nyoh, one one” 
Millati : “Just now...” 
Silvia : “Want want” 
Millati : “Just now, when we will eat” 
Silvia : “Yes” 
Millati : “We not get side dish” 
Silvia : “Me too! Also I take kitchen be! You get side dish or not?” 
Millat : “Better you get side dish. I am tak yo” 
Silvia : “Because they give side dish to other so much” 
Millati  :“Ya you dzolim, I am not. You back go to kitchen eh... because it is 
taken away from by” 
Silvia : “So? Again? Not so long time, but maybe coming” 
Zulaikha : “How come?” 
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Siti Nur : “So? The new student?” 
Millati : “Has it no effect” 
Silvia : “Kepiting” 
Zulaikha : “Just now that is what... buying Ustadzah Mayang” 
Siti Nur : “Food” 
Millati : “Fried fried” 
All : “I just want to say it” 
Millati : “Cep o” 
Siti Nur : “Cep” 
Millati : “Bisa jadi cep o” 
Silvia : “I think she can know our language” 
All : “hahaha” 
Siti Nur : “Jano I get tip so much loh” 
All : “Woah....” 
Millati : “Dzolim!” 
All : “Dzolim” 
Millati : “When did you know that this is no enter phone” 
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Zulaikha : “You are that is” 
Gina : “So how?” 
Silvia : “So Ustadzah know you are taking it or not?” 
Millati : “Not a. Wah Dzolim” 
Siti Nur : “Loh I may not take it be loh” 
Millati : “Hey you are Dzolim” 
Silvia : “I will bring it to Ustadzah loh” 
Siti Nur : “Wah wah not not, please” 
Silvia : “I don‟t care” 
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Number of Transcript : 05 
Theme   : Picture on Calender 
Date   : 20 July 2019 
Time   : Break time, 13.30-13.50 
 
Wahyu : “Look at this! Oh my God, you see you see! The mother mother is 
from Inggris” 
Hanif : “The lady!” 
Wahyu : “Oh the lady yes” 
AnJ : “Hahaha” 
Aulia : “Yu yu, who is this?” 
Wahyu : “Oh my God, so handsome” 
All : “Hahaha” 
Aulia : “Who the name? Who her name?” 
Wahyu : “Wah I don‟t know” 
Aulia : “Who is this?” 
Wahyu : “The name is Maulana” 
Aulia : “weheee” 
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All : “This is this is? (pointing picture) beside down beside down” 
Wahyu : “This is who yes? I forget the name” 
Hanif : “Ah...” 
Wahyu : “Ustadz Sufron” 
All : “And this and this” 
Wahyu : “This is Ustadz Taufik Umar” 
Aulia : “This is this is?” 
Wahyu : “This is don‟t know. This is Ustadzah Ayu, Ustadzah Aufa, “ 
All : “Woah....” 
Aulia : “Hahahaha” 
Wahyu : “La same og, the first og” 
Hanif : “This is...” 
Wahyu : “This is Ustadzah Isti” 
Hanif : “Nah... and this is?” 
Wahyu : “This is Ustadzah..... catering catering that is ustadzah who?” 
Ega : “Catering?” 
Wahyu : “Yes” 
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Ega : “Ustadzah... Ustadzah...” 
EnW : “Sakti” 
Wahyu : “Naahh...” 
Jilan : “Catering haha” 
Hanif : “Ustadzah Uzi 
Aulia : “This is this is this is...” 
Wahyu : “This is Kafing Yafi” 
Aulia : “Haaa... hahaha” 
Wahyu : “Don‟t be sad, don‟t be sad” 
Aulia : “Haha Kafing. This is this is? Who is he?” 
All : “Ea....” 
Wahyu : “This is this Ustadzah who?” 
All : “Ustadz Faisal” 
Mala : “This is this is?” 
Wahyu : “Ustadzah Zu” 
Aulia : “You follow or not the one this is?” 
Wahyu : “Not” 
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All : “Why? He is your brother yes?” 
Aulia : “Why you not follow graduation?” 
Wahyu : “Never mind” 
Jilan : “Are you sleeping with her?” 
Wahyu : “Not” 
Hanif : “Why not?” 
Wahyu : “Never mind” 
Jilan : “Hahahaha” 
Mala : “When your sister come to here?” 
Aulia : “Ho‟oh. When your sister, Wahyu, when your sister, Ustadzah Haliza 
come to here?” 
Wahyu : “Come to Matapana” 
Hanif : “Weh... Matapana. When when?” 
Wahyu : “Who try?” 
Aulia : “So...” 
Wahyu : “So pity that is” 
Aulia : “What Agenda what agenda?” 
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Mala : “This is from Yaman” 
Wahyu : “This is from Yaman, this is from Inggris (by pointing one by one)” 
Hanif : “This is from Yaman?” 
Wahyu : “Yes, tapi from Inggris this is (pointing another picture)” 
Aulia : “When when?” 
Wahyu : “This is Ponpes Darus Sholihin” 
Aulia : “When when? This is when?” 
Wahyu : “12 Februari 2018” 
Aulia : “You follow or not?” 
Wahyu : “Not. This is for employee og” 
Ega : “Oh employee” 
Wahyu : “Ho‟oh” 
Jilan : “Yesterday, the agenda og” 
Aulia : “Oh yes” 
Wahyu : “This is to what, em mahatani” 
Hanif : “Oh..” 
Aulia : “Where is where is...” 
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All : “Where is your brother?” 
Wahyu : “This so this so... this is Ustadzah Upik, Ustadzah Santi” 
Aulia : “What do in there?” 
Wahyu : “Pelantikan Dewan pengurus Mahasiswa” 
Hanif : “Oh Mahasiswa” 
Wahyu : “Yes yes. Finish....” 
All : “Yeeee...” 
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Number of Transcript : 06 
Theme   : Roma Sari Gandum 
Date   : 20 July 2019 
Time   : Break time, 13.30-13.50 
 
Fahra : “Hello friend, do you want this is?” 
All : “Woaaaaa” 
Siti F : “Want want want. Open open open. This is oh.... Sari Gandum, so 
nice... then we must open” 
Silvia : “How many this is?” 
Fahra : “Maybe 5000-6000” 
Silvia : “six six six. Why you just buy one?” 
Siti F : “6000” 
Fahra : “Because my money is not enough” 
All : “Oh...” 
Siti F : “So nice” 
Zulai : “I think you guess to get that” 
Siti F : “This is enough to (counting from 1 to six) six person” 
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Fahra : “I not get guess. I get guess just one time in one month” 
All : “Oh...” 
Silvia : “Me too!” 
Ega : “Remind on mind of course” 
All : “Ya....” 
Zulai : “So... open...” 
Siti F : “Open open open” 
Silvia : “I want try” 
Siti F : “What color yes? This is...” 
Silvia : “Ofcourse like this (pointing picture in the cover)” 
Fahra : “Please dong” 
Siti F : “difficult difficult difficult” 
All : “Hahaha” 
Siti F : “Yes try try come on come on come on. Try yes try yes” 
Zulai : “This is try yes, come on friend. Thank you Fahra” 
Gina : “How how how?” 
Siti F : “This this” 
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Gina : “Mau muncrat hahaha” 
Silvia : “Don‟t forget to pray first yes” 
All : “Yes” 
Siti F : “(reciting the pray). So nice so nice so nice. Do you want?” 
Fahra : “Don‟t speaking when you eat” 
Siti f : “Hmm” 
Fahra : “Yes, for you...” 
Zulai : “I may like this chocolate” 
Ega : “No chocolate this is” 
Siti F : “Chocolate peanut and....” 
Gina : “There is no!” 
Silvia : “There is no!” 
Fahra : “Is the come same?” 
Gina : “Yes” 
Fahra : “How much that it coasts?” 
Siti F : “It must 2000” 
Fahra : “How many?” 
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Siti F : “2000” 
All : “Oh...” 
Siti F : “It is small, and the insert just three” 
Fahra : “are it should cheaper than this is?” 
Siti F : “Yes” 
Fahra : “maybe more expensive” 
Zulai : “She must be store” 
Fahra : “I want go to your home” 
Zulai : “Soto! Soto!” 
Fahra : “No soto” 
Silvia : “Meatball geprek, promise promise (give her little finger to Siti F)” 
Siti F : “Yes yes yes, mine mine mine. You don‟t want? (pointing Ega). Ok 
ok never mind” 
Ega : “(Laughing)” 
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Number of Transcript : 07 
Theme   : Siput 
Date   : 22 July 2019 
Time   : Break time, 09.30-10.00 
 
Nafa‟a : “Good afternoon guys” 
All : “Good afternoon” 
Nafa‟a : “Em... How are you today?” 
Julaikha : “Fine” 
Arika : “Fine, you?” 
Nafa‟a : “Oh I also fine. By the way, do you know our friend, Siput?” 
Arika : “Oh Siput” 
Nafa‟a : “Yes. Yesterday she came back, what because, because she came 
back?” 
Arika : “She sick” 
Nafa‟a : “Ha? Sick? What kind of sick? Oh that because yesterday she say like 
aaaa (imitating Siput‟s talk style was). What happend?” 
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Arika : “because there is a whole in her tooth” 
Nafa‟a : “So take by (practice in brushing teeth)” 
Arika : “Not” 
Nafa‟a : “Haaa? Do you ever tootache? (turning to Julaikha)” 
Julaikha : “Yes, ever” 
Nafa‟a : “How is the feel? I never feel” 
Julaikha : “The feel is so sick” 
Nafa‟a : “if I see person person at this moment, could like this moment 
(touching cheeck) could big like that yes?” 
Arika : “Yes” 
Nafa‟a : “ I never see, eh do you ever tootache?” 
Arika : “maybe yes” 
Nafa‟a : “Do you ever? Maybe you always buying candy” 
All : “Hahaha” 
Arika : “I also like candy” 
Nafa‟a : “Maybe that because.... what?” 
Julaikha : “Bactery” 
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Nafa‟a : “That could be who make hole” 
Arika : “There is the worm” 
Nafa‟a : “haha there is the worm. So, has she come here?” 
Arika : “Yes, come here” 
Nafa‟a : “She‟s after being healty as it sounds like meow (Imitating cat‟s 
voice)” 
Arika : “What do you come from?” 
Aulia : “I‟m from GMA. What are you talk about?” 
Julaikha : “Siput” 
Nafa‟a : “When Siput come here?” 
Aulia  : “Last morning, eh last night last night” 
Nafa‟a : “Oh last night. So how is she now? Has she been healthy the teeth?” 
Aulia : “I saw her after from DKT” 
Nafa‟a : “Again?” 
Aulia : “He‟um” 
Nafa‟a : “Ha?” 
Aulia : “Check up, totally come, em totally comes” 
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Nafa‟a : “Then go to DKT taken by only. Em... does she never wash...” 
Julaikha : “The tooth” 
Aulia : “Masyaa Allah” 
Julaikha : “Maybe one night” 
Arika : “At night, she wash?” 
Aulia : “At night she always wash” 
Nafa‟a : “To be silent” 
Julaikha : “Therefor be silent” 
Aulia : “Hiperaktif haha, can‟t silent” 
Nafa‟a : “Oh yes, tomorrow we have passing scout oh My God” 
Aulia : “Oh My God” 
Nafa‟a : “What is our agenda tomorrow?” 
All : “KMD” 
Aulia : “First, ceremony” 
Julaikha : “What time?” 
Nafa‟a : “Ceremony here?” 
Aulia : “Yes. After that, giving the material” 
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Nafa‟a : “Who will give?” 
Aulia : “Kwarcab” 
Julaikha : “Maybe KMD with all yes” 
Aulia : “Kwarcab” 
Nafa‟a : “So, along day we will in GSR like that?” 
Aulia : “Yes” 
AnJ : “Last night” 
Wahyu : “What what?” 
Nafa‟a : “Tomorrow....” 
Julaikha : “Have you ready for KMD?” 
Wahyu : “Haven‟t, cause I miss one thing” 
Julaikha : “Haha disgusting” 
Wahyu : “Tomorrow that is I am KMD kan anu not very black, cause klimis 
haha” 
All : “hahaha” 
Nafa‟a : “So where will we sleep?” 
Wahyu : “GSR” 
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Aulia : “GSR” 
Julaikha : “GSR” 
Nafa‟a : GSR too?” 
Aulia : “When indoor GSR, three days” 
Wahyu : “So Subuh in here?” 
All : “Yes” 
Nafa‟a : “Ha‟a?” 
Aulia : “Follow follow reading Quran” 
Julaikha : “Aduh..” 
Nafa‟a : “Oh My God” 
Wahyu : “Running running from there in here” 
Nafa‟a : “Oh My God, hey in room only so like this like this, in GSR what 
become?” 
Wahyu : “In class” 
Nafa‟a : “In Class?” 
Aulia : “Yes, we sleep in class” 
Nafa‟a : “Oh... So cool” 
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Wahyu : “Therefor. So the target go to Masaran” 
Nafa‟a : “Masaran?” 
Julaikha : “Masaran huhu (crying)” 
Arika : “So hot” 
Aulia : “Meet Ustadz Malik” 
Wahyu : “Ih.. not” 
All : “Hahaha” 
Julaikha : “Go to where?” 
Wahyu : “Go to anywhere” 
Nafa‟a : “You want go there?” 
Wahyu : “Want go there” 
Nafa‟a : “Hmmm...have what? There is no bathroom “ 
All : “There is” 
Wahyu : “In the boarding” 
Nafa‟a : “Are you sure there is no other boy?” 
Julaikha : “If boy in camping” 
Aulia : “No no camping, eh tomorrow tomorrow go there” 
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Julaikha : “This is class six is go there” 
Aulia : “Nah. Class five before subuh maybe” 
Arika : “Walking yes” 
Nafa‟a : “Walking tomorrow?” 
Wahyu : “Walking from here until there” 
Nafa‟a : “Are you sure, really?” 
Wahyu : “If using motorcycle only one hour” 
Arika : “We are not, but we are not full” 
Nafa‟a : “We are not full? Alhamdulillah” 
Aulia : “But Ustadzah Upik period from here until Masaran” 
Nafa‟a : “Masaran?” 
Julaikha : “Full” 
Nafa‟a : “How if I, if I, that is I have been tired? Moment you all bring me” 
Wahyu : “More than no he, we won must” 
Nafa‟a : “Hahaha. Maybe we are the last” 
Wahyu : “Yes” 
Aulia : “No way! Clara, Firda will become the last” 
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Wahyu : “Maybe we are, that is may like this (acting running). Like this like 
this, what is that? (give her thumb up)” 
Julaikha : “Joki Joki” 
Wahyu : “Stopping car. So we are go up, so...” 
Aulia : “May be may not, you will become with pick up like that” 
Julaikha : “Specialist specialist” 
Wahyu : “Pajero, like that” 
Julaikha : “He say want to bring you” 
Wahyu : “Haha haven‟t take a bath three day” 
Aulia : “How is the smell” 
Nafa‟a : “Wht will do in there? We to cross country like that?” 
All : “Yes” 
Wahyu : “Not to cross country” 
Aulia : “In there, we are mencari jejak” 
Whayu : “What what?” 
Aulia : “Mencari jejak” 
Julaikha : “Ya Allah” 
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Wahyu : “Someone is the last yes get dress at in the night” 
Nafa‟a : “In the night” 
Wahyu : “Search of my size that is S, M, like that like that” 
Nafa‟a : “XL” 
Wahyu : “XXL, like that, oh My God” 
Arika : “What size?” 
Aulia : “All the size?” 
Wahyu : “Ho‟oh, all the size” 
Nafa‟a : “The meaning up to us” 
Aulia : “Up to us, when in the morning check check check” 
Wahyu : “If Nuha get-nya S yes not enough, but when I‟m get-nya XXL ya 
like people pregnant” 
Nafa‟a : “Pregnant? Hahaha. So the bell will be rung guys” 
Wahyu : “Have rung” 
Nafa‟a : “Oh My God. Let‟s go the GSR yes. Let‟s go because Ustadzah 
Yatmi wait us” 
All : “Yes, yes, let‟s go
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Transcript of Interview on Students 
R : The Researcher 
USc1 : Upper Student of Science (1) 
 
R : “Kenalan dulu ya, saya Atatin dari IAIN Surakarta. Saya disini untuk 
tugas akhir saya, dan kamu sebagai salah satu dari orang yang saya 
teliti” 
USc1 : “Oh iya mbak. Saya Nafa‟a dari kelas 5 IPA” 
R : “Iya dek.oh iya kamu di Ardan atau reguler?” 
USc1 : “Saya di Ardan mbak” 
R : “Wah, mau jadi hafidz ya?” 
USc1 : “Hehe Insyaa Allah mbak. Oh iya ini nanti pakai bahasa Inggris atau 
apa mbak?” 
R : “Bahasa Indonesia aja. Oh iya dek, kamu di Ardan kegiatannya apa 
aja?” 
USc1 : “Kegiatannya sama sih mbak kayak yang reguler, Cuma bedanya 
kalau di Ardan itu ada hafalan sama setorannya” 
R : “Terus dulu kamu milih di Ardan kenapa? kan gak bisa bebas ya?” 
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USc1 : “Ya emang pengen jadi hafidz mbak. Saya pengen bisa bahagiain 
orang tua saya sampai akhirat hehe” 
R : “Wah, hebat. Qobul Insyaa Allah” 
USc1 : “Aamiin” 
R : “Oh iya dek kalau mau masuk Ardan itu tesnya sama kayak yang 
reguler atau nggak ya?” 
USc1 : “Tes awalnya sih sama mbak, bedanya kalau di Ardan nanti di tes 
lagi, jadi tesnya dua kali. Nah tes yang kedua itu buat ngukur 
kemampuan siswanya, nanti kuat ndak kalau sekolah sekaligus 
hafalan, begitu” 
R : “Woalah gitu. Tesnya susah nggak dek?” 
USc1 : “Ya lumayan mbak, hehe” 
R : “Terus kan saya pernah dener kalau tes masuk di Ta‟mirul Islam itu 
susah, kamu dulu ikut les les nggak sebelum masuk sini?” 
USc1 : “Kalau les sih nggak mbak, cuma aku dari dulu suka belajar, jadi ya 
belajar sendiri gitu buat nyiapin semuanya. Kalau yang susah masuk 
mungkin itu untuk yang SD Ta‟mirul Islam nya, kalau SD emang rada 
susah mbak” 
R : “Berarti tes masuk di MTs sama Aliyahnya gampang dong?” 
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USc1 : “Hehe iya mbak” 
R : “Kamu dulu pertama disini merasa kesulitan nggak dek buat interaksi 
sama temen-temen yang lain?” 
USc1 : “Kalau awal-awal sih pasti mbak, kan masih malu-malu. Tapi kalau 
udah kenal juga nggak” 
R : “Oh gitu. kamu pernah merasa kesulitan dalam komunikasinya 
nggak? Hafalan vocab atau aa gitu? Kan disini bilingual to?” 
USc1 : “Iya mbak pas awal-awal. Aneh gitu tiap kemana-mana bawa kamus 
buat dlihat kalau gak tahu katanya. Tapi kan disini setiap harinya 
dikasih kata baru dalam bahasa Inggris, jadi ya nggak sesusah pas awal 
dulu sih. Maah sekarang udah nggak pernah bawa kamus kalau nggak 
pelajaran bahasa Inggris” 
R : “Kalau saya tanya tentang ekonomi keluarga kamu keberatan nggak 
dek?” 
USc1 : “Oh nggak mbak, monggo” 
R : “Keluarga kamu itu berasal dari ekonomi yang gimana? Kelas 
menengah ke atas atau menengah ke bawah?” 
USc1 : “Oh kalau itu sih alhamdulillah menengah ke atas mbak” 
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R : “Begitu...  Oke udah cukup. Terimakasih ya, selamat beraktivitas 
kembali” 
USc1 : “Iya mbak sama-sama. Semoga dilancarkan tugas akhirnya” 
R : “Aamiin... kamu juga semoga lancar hafalannya ya” 
USc1 : “Aamiin aamiin ya Allah”
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R : The Researcher 
USc2 : Upper Student of Science (2) 
 
R : “Kenalan dulu ya dek, saya Atatin dari IAIN Surakarta. Nah, saya 
disini untuk tugas akhir saya, dan kamu sebagai salah satu dari orang 
yang saya teliti. Mohon bantuannya ya” 
USc2 : “Oh iya mbak. Saya Julaikha, biasa dipanggil Jule dari kelas 5 IPA” 
R : “tak panggil Jule aja ya nanti kalau ketemu kapan-kapan. Oh iya 
kamu di Ardan atau reguler?” 
USc2 : “Saya reguler mbak” 
R : “Kenapa gitu kamu gak milih yang Ardan?” 
USc2 : “Hehe takut gak kuat mbak” 
R : “Kenapa takut duluan?” 
USc2 : “takut gak bisa bagi waktu buat hafalan mbak, nanti malah gak kelar-
kelar hafalannya” 
R : “gak mau nyoba dulu?” 
USc2 : “Hehe” 
R : “Kalau di reguler itu kegiatannya apa aja sih dek?” 
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USc2 : “Ya kayak sekolah biasa mbak, belajar, terus nanti ke musholla ngaji 
sama ustadzah, terus tidur jam 9” 
R : “Oh iya dulu aku pernah denger nih kalau tes masuk di Ta‟mirul 
Islam itu susah, kamu dulu ikut les les nggak sebelum masuk sini?” 
USc2 : “Iya mbak aku dulu les dari SMP, tapi kalau belajar ekstra buat 
masuk pondok sini sih nggak. Kalau yang susah masuk mungkin itu 
SD Ta‟mirul Islam nya, kalau SD emang agak susah mbak” 
R : “Berarti tes masuk di MTs sama Aliyahnya gampang dong?” 
USc2 : “Kalau MTs gak tau, tapi kalau aliyah sih iya mbak” 
R : “Kamu dulu pertama disini merasa kesulitan nggak dek buat interaksi 
sama temen-temen yang lain?” 
USc2 : “Kalau awal-awal sih masih malu-malu. Tapi pas udah kenal ya 
cerewetnya keluar” 
R : “Terus, kamu pernah merasa kesulitan dalam komunikasinya nggak? 
Hafalan vocab atau apa gitu? Kan disini bilingual to?” 
USc2 : “Iya mbak pas awal-awal. Aneh rasanya kemana-mana bawa kamus 
biar gak dihukum. Tapi kan disini setiap harinya dikasih kata baru 
dalam bahasa Inggris, jadi ya sih udah nggak hehe” 
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R : “Kalau tak tanya tentang ekonomi keluarga kamu, keberatan nggak 
dek?” 
USc2 : “Oh nggak mbak, tenang tenang” 
R : “Hehe. Keluarga kamu itu masuk kelas ekonomi yang gimana? Kelas 
menengah ke atas atau menengah ke bawah?” 
USc2 : “Oh kalau itu sih alhamdulillah menengah ke atas mbak” 
R : “Oke dek cukup. Terimakasih ya” 
USc2 : “Lancar ya mbak skripsinya” 
R : “Aamiin... kamu juga semoga lancar belajarnya ya, hafalan juga 
coba” 
USc2 : “Hehe iya mbak” 
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R : The Researcher 
MUSc1 : Middle Upper Student of Science (1) 
 
R : “Kenalan dulu ya, saya Atatin dari IAIN Surakarta. Saya disini untuk 
penelitian skripsi, mohon bantuannya ya” 
MUSc1 : “Oh iya mbak. Saya Millati dari kelas 5 IPA” 
R : “Oh iya kamu di Ardan atau reguler?” 
MUSc1 : “Saya di Ardan mbak” 
R : “Oh iya mau jadi Hafidz og ya” 
MUSc1 : “Hehe Insyaa Allah mbak. Ini pakai bahasa Inggris atau Indonesia 
mbak?” 
R : “Bahasa Indonesia aja. Kegiatanmu di Ardan apa aja sih dek?” 
MUSc1 : “Kegiatannya sih kayak yang reguler, cuma bedanya kalau di Ardan 
itu ada hafalan sama setorannya” 
R : “Terus dulu kamu milih di Ardan kenapa? kan gak bisa bebas ya?” 
MUSc1 : “Ya pengen bisa bahagiain orang tua saya sampai akhirat hehe” 
R : “Wah, hebat. Qobul Insyaa Allah”  
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MUSc1 : “Aamiin” 
R : “Oh iya dek waktu 
mau masuk Ardan itu tesnya sama kayak yang reguler atau nggak ya?” 
MUSc1 : “Tes awalnya sih sama mbak, bedanya kalau di Ardan nanti di tes 
lagi, jadi tesnya dua kali. Nah tes yang kedua itu buat ngukur 
kemampuan siswanya, nanti kuat ndak kalau sekolah sekaligus hafalan 
gitu” 
R : “Tesnya susah nggak dek?” 
MUSc1 : “Ya lumayan mbak, hehe” 
R : “Terus kan dulu temenku pernah bilang kalau tes masuk di Ta‟mirul 
Islam itu susah, kamu dulu ikut les les nggak sebelum masuk sini?” 
MUSc1 : “Kalau les sih nggak, cuma aku suka ngomong sama kakak kelas 
sama adik kelas. Kalau yang susah masuk mungkin itu SD Ta‟mirul 
Islam nya, kalau SD emang radak susah mbak” 
R : “Berarti tes masuk di MTs sama Aliyahnya gampang dong?” 
MUSc1 : “Hehe iya mbak” 
R : “Kamu dulu pertama disini merasa kesulitan nggak dek buat interaksi 
sama temen-temen yang lain?” 
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MUSc1 : “Kalau awal-awal sih pasti mbak, kan masih malu-malu. Tapi kalau 
udah kenal juga nggak” 
R : “Oh gitu. kamu pernah merasa kesulitan dalam komunikasi disini 
nggak? Hafalan vocab atau apa gitu? Kan disini bilingual to?” 
MUSc1 : “Iya mbak pas awal-awal. Aneh gitu tiap kemana-mana bawa kamus. 
Tapi kan disini setiap harinya dikasih kata baru jadi ya nggak sesusah 
pas awal dulu sih. Malah sekarang udah nggak pernah bawa kamus 
kalau nggak pelajarannya” 
R : “Kalau saya tanya tentang ekonomi keluarga kamu keberatan nggak 
dek?” 
MUSc1 : “Hehe nggak og mbak, monggo” 
R : “Keluarga kamu itu berasal dari ekonomi yang gimana? Kelas 
menengah ke atas atau menengah ke bawah?” 
MUSc1 : “Oh alhamdulillah menengah ke atas mbak” 
R : “Begitu...  Oke udah cukup. Terimakasih ya, selamat beraktivitas 
kembali” 
MUSc1 : “Iya mbak sama-sama. Semoga dilancarkan tugas akhirnya” 
R : “Aamiin... kamu juga semoga lancar hafalannya ya” 
MUSc1 : “Aamiin aamiin aamiin”
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R : The Researcher 
MUSc2 : MiddleUpper Student of Science (2) 
 
R : “Kenalan dulu ya dek, saya Atatin dari IAIN Surakarta. Nah, saya 
disini untuk tugas akhir saya, dan kamu sebagai salah satu dari orang 
yang saya teliti. Mohon bantuannya ya” 
MUSc2 : “Oh iya mbak. AnaSilvia dari kelas 5 IPA” 
R : “Kamu di Ardan atau reguler?” 
MUSc2 : “Ana reguler mbak” 
R : “Kenapa gitu kamu gak milih yang Ardan?” 
MUSc2 : “Hehe gak papa mbak” 
R : “Takut ya?” 
MUSc2 : “Hehe iya, takut gak kuat mbak kalau mbak dulu alumni sini?” 
R : “Nggak dek. Oh iya kalau di reguler itu kegiatannya apa aja dek?” 
MUSc2 : “Ya kayak sekolah biasa mbak, belajar, terus nanti ke musholla ngaji 
sama ustadzah, terus tidur jam 9” 
R : “Oh iya katanya tes masuk disini i susah, kamu dulu ikut les les 
nggak sebelum masuk sini?” 
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MUSc2 : “Nggak susah og mbak tes masuknya, ana juga nggak ambil les 
apapun. Cuma belajar biasa aja di rumah” 
R : “Berarti tes masuk di MTs sama Aliyahnya gampang dong?” 
MUSc2 : “Kalau MTs gak tau, tapi kalau aliyahnya sih iya mbak. Oh iya kalau 
disini itu yang paling susah tesnya i di SD nya mbak, yang lain 
gampang gampang” 
R : “Woalah begitu ya. Kamu dulu pertama disini merasa kesulitan 
nggak buat interaksi sama temen-temen yang lain?” 
MUSc2 : “Kalau awal-awal sih paling malu. Tapi pas udah kenal ya malu-
maluin katanya” 
R : “Iya to? Terus, kamu pernah merasa kesulitan buatkomunikasinya 
nggak? Hafalan vocab atau apa gitu? Kan disini bilingual to?” 
MUSc2 : “Iya mbak pas awal-awal. Aneh rasanya kemana-mana bawa kamus 
biar gak dihukum. Tapi sekarang sih udah nggak hehe” 
R : “Kalau tak tanya tentang ekonomi keluarga kamu, keberatan nggak 
dek?” 
MUSc2 : “Oh nggak mbak, tenang tenang” 
R : “Hehe. Keluarga kamu itu masuk kelas ekonomi yang gimana? Kelas 
menengah ke atas atau menengah ke bawah?” 
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MUSc2 : “Hehe alhamdulillah menengah ke atas mbak” 
R : “Oke dek cukup. Terimakasih ya, selamat beraktivitas kembali” 
MUSc2 : “Hehe iya mbak, sampean juga semoga lancar skripsinya” 
R : “Aamiin...” 
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R : The Researcher 
MLSc1 : MiddleLower Student of Science (1) 
 
R : “Kenalan dulu ya dek, saya Atatin dari IAIN Surakarta. Nah, saya 
disini untuk tugas akhir saya, dan kamu sebagai salah satu dari orang 
yang saya teliti. Mohon bantuannya ya” 
MLSc1 : “Oh iya mbak. Saya Zulaikha dari kelas 5 IPA” 
R : “Kamu di Ardan atau reguler?” 
MLSc1 : “Ana di reguler mbak” 
R : “Kenapa gitu kamu gak milih yang Ardan?” 
MLSc1 : “Hehe gak papa mbak, kalau mbak dulu alumni sini?” 
R : “Nggak dek. Oh iya kalau di reguler itu kegiatannya apa aja dek?” 
MLSc1 : “Ya kayak sekolah biasa mbak, belajar, ngaji sama ustadzah, terus 
tidur jam 9” 
R : “Terus katanya tes masuk disini i susah, kamu dulu ikut les les nggak 
sebelum masuk sini?” 
MLSc1 : “Nggak susah og mbak tes masuknya, ana dulu ambil sempat ambil 
les tapi” 
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R : “Berarti tes masuk Aliyahnya lumayan susah dong?” 
MLSc1 : “Ya lumayan mbak” 
R : “Woalah begitu ya. Kamu dulu pertama disini merasa kesulitan 
nggak buat interaksi sama temen-temen yang lain?” 
MLSc1 : “Kalau awal-awal sih paling malu sama kata-kata bahasa Inggrisnya 
baru sedikit yang dihafal. Tapi sekarang udah nggak og” 
R : “Eh iya aku lihat-lihat kok disni kalau kemana-mana banyak yang 
bawa kamus sih dek, itu kenapa?” 
MLSc1 : “Iya mbak. Oh itu to, kan disini kalau awal-awal kan mash agak 
susah gitu to kalau mau ngomong pakai bahasa Inggris, nah jadi 
kemana-mana bawa kamus deh biar gak dihukum” 
R : “Agak ribet dong ya?” 
MLSc1 : “Iya mbak, tapi itu cuma awal-awal aja kok” 
R : “Kalau tak tanya tentang ekonomi keluarga kamu, keberatan nggak 
dek?” 
MLSc1 : “Oh nggak papa mbak” 
R : “Keluarga kamu itu masuk kelas ekonomi yang gimana? Kelas 
menengah ke atas atau menengah ke bawah?” 
MLSc1 : “Hehe alhamdulillah menengah ke atas mbak” 
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R : “Oke dek cukup. Terimakasih ya, selamat beraktivitas kembali” 
MLSc1 : “Hehe iya mbak, sampean juga semoga lancar skripsinya” 
R : “Aamiin...” 
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R : The Researcher 
MLSc2 : Middle Lower Student of Science (2) 
 
R : “Kenalan dulu ya dek, saya Atatin dari IAIN Surakarta. Nah, saya 
disini untuk tugas akhir saya, dan kamu sebagai salah satu dari orang 
yang saya teliti. Mohon bantuannya ya” 
MLSc2 : “Oh iya mbak. Ana Aulia dari kelas 5 IPA” 
R : “Kamu di Ardan atau reguler?” 
MLSc2 : “Ana di reguler mbak” 
R : “Kenapa gitu kamu gak milih yang Ardan?” 
MLSc2 : “Hehe gak papa mbak, mbak dulu alumni sini?” 
R : “Nggak dek. Oh iya kalau di reguler itu kegiatannya apa aja dek?” 
MLSc2 : “Ya biasa mbak, belajar, ngaji sama ustadzah, terus tidur” 
R : “Terus katanya tes masuk disini i susah, kamu dulu ikut les les nggak 
sebelum masuk sini?” 
MLSc2 : “Nggak og mbak tes masuknya, ana juga nggak ambil les apapun 
cuma belajar biasa aja di rumah” 
R : “Berarti tes masuk di MTs sama Aliyahnya gampang dong?” 
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MLSc2 : “Kalau aliyahnya sih iya mbak, gak tau yang lainnya. Oh ya tapi 
kalau SDnya sih susah mbak, yang lain gampang gampang” 
R : “Woalah begitu ya. Kamu dulu pertama disini merasa kesulitan 
nggak buat interaksi sama temen-temen yang lain?” 
MLSc2 : “Kalau awal-awal sih paling malu. Tapi pas udah kenal ya gitu deh, 
cerewet” 
R : “Iya to? Eh iya aku lihat-lihat kok disni kalau kemana-mana banyak 
yang bawa kamus sih dek, itu kenapa?” 
MLSc2 : “Iya mbak. Oh itu biasanya anak baru mbak, awal-awal kan masih 
agak susah gitu to kalau mau ngomong pakai bahasa Inggris, nah jadi 
kemana-mana bawa kamus deh biar gak dihukum” 
R : “Agak ribet dong ya?” 
MLSc2 : “Iya mbak, tapi itu cuma awal-awal aja kok” 
R : “Kalau tak tanya tentang ekonomi keluarga kamu, keberatan nggak 
dek?” 
MLSc2 : “Oh nggak papa mbak” 
R : “Keluarga kamu itu masuk kelas ekonomi yang gimana? Kelas 
menengah ke atas atau menengah ke bawah?” 
MLSc2 : “Hehe alhamdulillah menengah ke atas mbak” 
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R : “Oke dek cukup. Terimakasih ya, selamat beraktivitas kembali” 
MLSc2 : “Hehe iya mbak, sampean juga semoga lancar semua urusannya” 
R : “Aamiin...” 
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R : The Researcher 
LSc1 : Lower Student of Science (1) 
 
R : “Halo, apa kabar?” 
LSc1 : “Alhadulillah baik mbak” 
R : “Kenalan dulu ya dek, saya Atatin dari IAIN Surakarta. Nah, saya 
disini buat bikin skripsi saya, dan kamu sebagai salah satu dari orang 
yang saya teliti. Mohon bantuannya ya” 
LSc1 : “Oh iya mbak. Ana Siti Fatimah, dipanggilnya SiFa dari kelas 5 IPA” 
R : “Kamu di Ardan atau reguler?” 
LSc1 : “Ana di reguler mbak. Mbak dulu alumni sini?” 
R : “Nggak dek. Oh iya di reguler itu kegiatannya apa aja dek?” 
LSc1 : “Ya biasa mbak, belajar, ngaji sama ustadzah, tidur” 
R : “Terus katanya tes masuk disini i susah, kamu dulu ikut les les nggak 
sebelum masuk sini?” 
LSc1 : “Nggak og mbak, ana juga nggak ambil les apapun cuma belajar 
biasa aja di rumah” 
R : “Berarti tes masuk gampang dong?” 
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LSc1 : “Kalau aliyahnya sih iya mbak, gak tau yang lainnya. Oh ya tapi 
kalau SDnya sih susah mbak” 
R : “Woalah begitu ya. Kamu dulu pertama disini merasa kesulitan 
nggak buat interaksi sama temen-temen yang lain?” 
LSc1 : “Kalau awal-awal sih pasti mbak, kangen rumah, harus adaptasi, 
terus kan disni pakai bahsa Arab sama bahasa Inggirs, jadi ya harus 
ngafalin kata-katanya” 
R : “salah satunya i kalau kemana-mana bawa kamus gitu ya?” 
LSc1 : “Iya mbak, biasa awal-awal kan masih agak susah gitu to kalau mau 
ngomong pakai bahasa Inggris atau bahasa Arab ya jadi kemana-mana 
bawanya kamus deh biar gak dihukum” 
R : “Agak ribet dong ya?” 
LSc1 : “Iya mbak, tapi itu cuma awal-awal aja kok” 
R : “Kalau tak tanya tentang ekonomi keluarga kamu, keberatan nggak 
dek?” 
LSc1 : “Oh nggak papa mbak” 
R : “Keluarga kamu itu masuk kelas ekonomi yang gimana? Kelas 
menengah ke atas atau menengah ke bawah?” 
LSc1 : “Hehe alhamdulillah menengah ke atas mbak” 
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R : “Oke dek cukup. Terimakasih ya, selamat beraktivitas kembali” 
LSc1 : “Hehe iya mbak sama-sama. Semoga dilancarakan tugas akhirnya ya 
mbak” 
R : “Aamiin... kamu juga” 
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R : The Researcher 
LSc2 : Lower Student of Science (2) 
 
R : “Halo, apa kabar?” 
LSc2 : “Alhadulillah baik mbak” 
R : “Kenalan dulu ya dek, saya Atatin dari IAIN Surakarta. Nah, saya 
disini buat bikin skripsi saya, dan kamu sebagai salah satu dari orang 
yang saya teliti. Mohon bantuannya ya” 
LSc2 : “Ana Arika dari kelas 5 IPA” 
R : “Kamu di Ardan atau reguler?” 
LSc2 : “Ana di reguler mbak” 
R : “Oh iya di reguler itu kegiatannya apa aja dek?” 
LSc2 : “Ya belajar, ngaji sama ustadzah, tidur” 
R : “Terus katanya tes masuk disini i susah, kamu dulu ikut les les nggak 
sebelum masuk sini?” 
LSc2 : “Ana nggak les apa-apa mbak, cuma belajar di rumah” 
R : “Berarti tes masuk gampang dong?” 
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LSc2 : “Ya lumayan sih mbak” 
R : “Woalah begitu ya. Kamu dulu pertama disini merasa kesulitan 
nggak buat interaksi sama temen-temen yang lain?” 
LSc2 : “Kalau awal-awal sih paling kangen rumah, harus adaptasi, terus kan 
disni pakai bahsa Arab sama bahasa Inggirs, jadi ya harus ngafalin 
kata-katanya” 
R : “Salah satunya i kalau kemana-mana bawa kamus gitu ya?” 
LSc2 : “Iya mbak, soalnya kan awal-awal ya gitu to, kalau mau ngomong 
pakai bahasa Inggris atau bahasa Arab ya jadi kemana-mana bawanya 
kamus biar gak dihukum” 
R : “Agak ribet dong ya?” 
LSc2 : “Hehe iya mbak, tapi itu cuma awalnya aja” 
R : “Kalau tak tanya tentang ekonomi keluarga kamu, keberatan nggak 
dek?” 
LSc2 : “Oh nggak papa mbak” 
R : “Keluarga kamu itu masuk kelas ekonomi yang gimana? Kelas 
menengah ke atas atau menengah ke bawah?” 
LSc2 : “Hehe alhamdulillah menengah ke atas mbak” 
R : “Oke dek cukup. Terimakasih ya, selamat beraktivitas kembali” 
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LSc2 : “Hehe iya mbak sama-sama. Semoga dilancarakan tugasnya mbak” 
R : “Aamiin... kamu juga” 
Lasc2 : “Iya”
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Interview with Ustadzah  
 
R : Researcher 
U1 : Ustadzah in Ardan boarding 
 
R : “Assalamualaikum Ustadzah” 
U1 : “Waalaikum salam mbak” 
R : “Perkenalkan ust, saya Atatin dari IAIN Surakarta, saya mau 
wawancara jenenga boleh?” 
U1 : “Ana Nafi mbak, boleh, monggo” 
R : “Ngeten ust, kan kemarin saya penelitian disini nah ada 8 siswi yang 
saya jadkan sabjek penelitian, ada Nafa‟a, Julaekha, Millati, Slbia, 
Zulaikha Aulia, Siti Fatimah, sama Arika. Nah itu ada yang di Ardan 
boten nggeh ust?” 
U1 : “O ada mbak, ada 2 anak, Nafa‟a sama Millati” 
R : “Oh ngoten. Ngapunten nggeh ust, kalau di Ardan niku kegiatannya 
beda atau sama dengan yang reguler?” 
U1 : “Kegiatannya sama mbak, cuma ditambah hafalan sama setoran aja” 
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R : “Kalau makanannya ust? Kan lokasi asramanya benten nggeh? 
Dapurnya dados setunggal nopo benten?” 
U1 : “Kalau dapur alhamdulillah Ardan punya sendiri mbak, makanannya 
juga beda menunya, tapi ya untuk gizi insyaa Allah sama” 
R : “Saya denger-denger kalau mau masuk Ardan itu tesnya dua kali 
nggeh ust, leres boten?” 
U1 : “Leres mbak, itu buat mengukur kemampuan siswa, nanti anaknya i 
mampu nggak kalau sekolah sambil hafalan, begitu” 
R : “Kalau untuk tingkat komunikasi santri Ardan niku beda sama yang 
reguler boten  ust?” 
U1 : “Kalau itu beda mbak. Jadi semua santri di Ardan itu komunikasnya 
campur, sama yang sekelas, adik kelas ataupun kakak kelas, soalnya 
kan santri Ardan itu lebih sedikit” 
R : “Untuk intensitas komunikasnya sama atau beda ust?” 
U1 : “Sama mbak, seperti yang ana jelaskan sebelumnya kalau di Ardan 
itu santrinya sedkit, jad mau  tidak mau mereka harus bisa berinteraksi 
antar kelas” 
R : “Kalau untuk setor hafalan itu ada target ust?” 
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U1 : “Setiap hari diajurkan nambah 1 halaman mbak hafalannya, untuk 
murojaah hafalan minimal 1 hari 1 juz” 
R : “Pondok menargetkan waktu khotam boten ust?” 
U1 : “Ndak mbak, kita nggak menargetkan anak lulus kapan. Tapi kalau 
sudah khotam nanti harus semaan dari juz awal, minimal 5 juz” 
R : “Woalah ngoten, nggeh sampun ust, insyaa Allah sampun cekap. 
Matur suwun nggeh” 
U1 : “Nggeh mbak, sami-sami” 
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R : Researcher 
U2 : Ustadzah in regular boarding 
 
R : “Assalamualaikum Ustadzah” 
U2 : “Waalaikum salam mbak” 
R : “Perkenalkan ust, saya Atatin dari IAIN Surakarta, saya mau wawancara jenenga boleh?” 
U2 : “Ana Sugma mbak, boleh, monggo” 
R : “Ngeten ust, kan kemarin saya penelitian disini nah ada 8 siswi yang saya jadkan sabjek penelitian, Nafa‟a sama 
Millati kan di Ardan, kegiatan Ardan sama reguler niku sami boten nggeh ust?” 
U2 : “Kegiatannya sama mbak, cuma kalau di Ardan ditambah hafalan sama setoran aja” 
R : “Kalau makanannya ust? Kan lokasi asramanya benten nggeh? Dapurnya dados setunggal nopo benten?” 
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U2 : “Kalau dapur beda mbak, kan Ardan punya asrama sendiri” 
R : “Kalau untuk tingkat komunikasi santrinya niku pripun nggeh ust?” 
U2 : “Kalau untuk komunikas sih ya itu terserah siswanya mbak. Disini nggak dibatasi selama mash pakai bahasa 
yang ditentukan” 
R : “Untuk intensitas komunikasnya niku antar kelas atau cuma dengan teman sekelasnya ust?” 
U2 : “Bisa sama bisa juga beda mbak, ada juga yang nggak kenal adek kelasnya karena jarang ngobrol” 
R : “Berarti semua komunikas yang berjalan niku sepenuhnya ditentukan siswa nggeh?” 
U2 : “Iya mbak. Tapi disni insyaa Allah kenal semua sih, soalnya kan ada program Muhadhoroh, nah itu yang gede 
harus mentori adeknya” 
R : “Muhadhoroh niku pidato nggeh?” 
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U2 : “Iya mbak, itu seminggu bisa 2 atau 3 kali, nanti 3 bahasa, Indonesia, Inggris sama Arab. Nah sebelum 
muhadhoroh itu dibentuk kelompok, siswanya juga campuran, jad yang kecil bisa belajar dari yang lebih besar 
dari dia” 
R : “Mau nggak mau mentori adek kelasnya ya ust yang udah gede” 
U2 : “Iya mbak” 
R : “Oh nggeh ust, dari 6 siswa, Julaekha, Silvia, Zulaikha, Aulia, Siti Fatimah, sama Arika niku yang paling aktif 
yang mana?” 
U2 : “Julaekha mbak yang paling aktif, terus ada Aulia, Silvia, sama Siti Fatimah. Kalau Zulaikha sama Arika itu 
anaknya malu-malu, apalagi sama orang yang baru kenal” 
R : “Aktifanya pripun ust?” 
U2 : “Ya sering ngobrol sama yang lainnya, mau itu adek kelas atau kakak kelas” 
R : “Oalah ngoten. Nggeh sampun ust, Insyaa Allah sampun cekap, matur suwun ingkang sanget” 
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U2 : “Nggeh mbak sami-sami” 
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APPENDIX 3 
Data Findings 
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NO Codes Utterance Types of Communication Strategy Meaning 
1 01/USc1/16.07.19/S1/FHD Nafa‟a : “Eng haha... okey! 
Have you eaten 
guys?” 
 
Use of Fillers/ Hesitation Devices Confused in the way of 
opening the talk 
2 01/USc1/16.07.19/S2/FHD Nafa‟a : “Mm, what. You have 
eaten yes?... eng you 
have eaten yes. 
Eng....” 
Use of Fillers/ Hesitation Devices Confused with how to 
open the talk 
3 01/USc1/16.07.19/S3/LT Nafa‟a : “Mm, what. You have 
eaten yes?... eng you 
have eaten yes. 
Eng....” 
Literal Translation 
(you have eaten yes? : have you 
eaten, haven‟t you?) 
She didn‟t know about 
question tag in English, so 
she was using the term in 
Indonesia 
4 01/USc1/16.07.19/S4/FHD 
 
Nafa‟a : “By the way guys, 
many persons eng 
many persons  after 
have graduation 
ofcourse, many from 
them have been 
married. How do you 
think about it?” 
 
Use of Fillers/ Hesitation Devices She was nervous about her 
words, it was about the 
correct structure  
5 01/USc1/16.07.19/S5/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “By the way guys, many 
persons eng many 
persons  after have 
graduation ofcourse, 
many from them have 
been married. How do 
you think about it?” 
Literal Translation 
(after have graduation : after having 
graduation) 
She knew about what to 
talk, but she didn‟t knew 
the term of grammar 
6 01/USc1/16.07.19/S6/CSW 
 
Nafa‟a : “Haa? In where?” Code Switching “Haa?” means “what?” 
7 01/USc1/16.07.19/S7/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “Haa? In where?” Literal Translation 
(in where? : What university you 
She knew whatamiliar to 
ask, but she was unfamiliar 
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will 9come?) with the correct structure  
 
8 01/USc1/16.07.19/S8/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “Eh how about you? 
(pointing Arika). 
How is the candidate 
or how do you 
want?” 
 
Literal Translation 
(how do you want? : what do you 
want?) 
She was mindful about the 
words she said but she did 
not know the good 
structure in questioning. 
9 01/USc1/16.07.19/S9/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “What carrier do you 
want?” 
Literal Translation 
(what carrier do you want?: what 
kind of carrier do you want?) 
She was mindful about the 
words she said but she did 
not know the good 
structure in questioning. 
10 01/USc1/16.07.19/S10/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “No!, I don’t want! 
Silent, please! Don’t 
talk about that. 
Huh!” 
Appeal for Help She was shy for being 
mocked of her friends 
about boyfriend. 
11 01/USc1/16.07.19/S11/LT 
 
 
 
Nafa‟a : “Don‟t do that, momet 
to your sister first” 
Literal Translation 
(moment to your sister first : your 
sister first) 
She used Indonesia term 
because she did not know 
the English term well. 
12 01/USc1/16.07.19/S12/FHD 
 
 
 
Nafa‟a : “No no no. I don‟t want 
to talk, oh, I don‟t want 
to think that. I don‟t 
want think, because if 
do you always think 
moment, that is so so, 
what, so long time to 
to come to us” 
Use of Fillers/ Hesitation Devices She tried to find the 
similar word in English. 
13 01/USc1/16.07.19/S13/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “No no no. I don‟t want 
to talk, oh, I don‟t want 
to think that. I don’t 
want think, because if 
do you always think 
moment, that is so so, 
what, so long time to to 
Literal Translation 
(I don‟t want think, because if you 
do always think moment : I don‟t 
want to think that stuff because if 
you always think about something) 
She was already knew the 
English words, but she did 
not know the correct 
grammatical should be 
used.  
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come to us” 
14 01/USc1/16.07.19/S14/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “But if you don’t think 
moment, that is very 
come. Like that” 
Literal Transation 
(but if you don‟t think moment, that 
is very come : but if you don‟t think 
a stuff, things will come soon) 
She already knew the 
English words, but she did 
not know the correct 
grammatical should be 
used. 
15 01/USc1/16.07.19/S15/NLM 
 
Nafa‟a : “Huh I don‟t think that 
!” 
Use of Non-Linguistic Means  „Uh‟ only used to express 
her meaning that she reay 
does not think about 
getting married soon 
16 01/USc1/16.07.19/S16/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “Yes, don‟t think! I 
want think just to one 
boy” 
Literal Translation 
(I want think just to one boy : I just 
want to think for one boy) 
She already knew the 
English words, but she did 
not know the correct 
grammatical should be 
used. 
17 01/USc1/16.07.19/S17/LT 
 
Nafa‟a :“Yes, one year yes” Use of All-Purpose Words She was using word „yes‟ 
twice in order to affirm her 
meaning. 
18 01/USc1/16.07.19/S18/LT 
 
 
 
Nafa‟a : “That ismean you have 
to bring tea to the 
guess room” 
Literal Translation 
(That is mean you have to bring tea 
to the guess room : It means that you 
have to bring tea to the guess room) 
She already knew the 
English words, but she did 
not know the correct 
grammatical should be 
used. 
19 01/USc1/16.07.19/S19/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “In graduation, bring 
flower...” 
Literal Translation 
(bring flower : brings flower) 
 
It is because the subject is „he‟ 
She already knew the 
English words, but she did 
not know the correct 
grammatical should be 
used. 
20 01/USc2/16.07.19/S20/LT 
 
  
Julaekha : “Don’t a long, come 
on” 
Literal Translation 
(Don‟t a long : Don‟t take a long 
time) 
She knew the words she 
wanted to say, but she did 
not know the correct 
grammatical she should 
used 
21 01/USc2/16.07.19/S21/LT 
 
Julaikha : “But I will have so 
difficult, I don‟t 
Literal Translation 
(I will have so difficult : I think it will 
She knew the words she 
wanted to say, but she did 
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have boyfriend” be difficult) not know the correct phrase 
she should used 
22 01/USc2/16.07.19/S22/AP 
 
Julaikha : “Haven’t” Approximation That was the answer of 
“maybe you have ready”. 
The structure is correct, but 
it should be “not yet”. It is 
like “I haven‟t ready yet” 
23 01/USc2/16.07.19/S23/LT 
 
Julaikha : “Alhamdulillah... 
Maybe cute, but I 
think I haven’t 
been ready for 
taking that” 
Literal Translation  
(Maybe cute : Maybe that‟s good) 
 
(I think I haven‟t been ready : I think 
I haven‟t been ready yet) 
She knew the words she 
wanted to say, but she did 
not know the correct phrase 
she should used 
24 01/USc2/16.07.19/S24/LT 
 
Julaikha : “Yes like Ustdzah 
Sindi, have child 
and the baby so 
cute!!” 
 
Literal Translation  
(have child : has child) 
 
(the baby so cute : the baby is so 
cute) 
She knew the words she 
wanted to say, but she did 
not know the correct 
grammatical she should 
used 
25 01/USc2/16.07.19/S25/AP 
 
Julaikha : “When? I want see her 
married!” 
 
Approximation  
(Married : marriage) 
She used the word she 
knew. The word married 
should be marriage, because 
it is about the process of 
marrying someone 
26 01/USc2/16.07.19/S26/LT 
 
Julaikha : “You want?” Literal Translation 
(you want? : do you want?) 
She used her knowledge in 
making sentence 
27 01/USc2/16.07.19/S27/FHD 
 
Julaikha : “Woah woah woah 
you don‟t want?! 
Hahaha” 
 
Use of Fillers/Hesitation Device She surprised with her 
friend‟s word 
28 01/USc2/16.07.19/S28/LT 
 
Julaikha : “Woah woah woah 
you don’t want?! 
Hahaha” 
Literal Translation 
(You don‟t want? : don‟t you want?) 
She using uncorrect 
grammatical form 
29 01/USc2/16.07.19/S29/LT 
 
Julaikha : “in my home, in my 
home 
Literal Translation 
(In my home : At my home) 
She was using uncorrect 
grammatical form. It is 
because home is kind of 
place, so it should be “at” 
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not “in” 
30 01/USc2/16.07.19/S30/AFH 
 
Julaikha : “Two years goal, two 
years, two 
years...(playing her 
hands)” 
Appeal for Help She asked her friends to 
share the word she wanted 
to 
31 01/USc2/16.07.19/S31/LT 
 
Julaikha : “Two years later you 
will marry” 
Literal Translation 
(you will marry : you will get marry) 
She was using incorrect 
grammatical form 
32 01/USc2/16.07.19/S32/LT 
 
Julaikha : “You have?” Literal Translation 
(you have? : do you have?) 
She forgot to add the word  
“do” to start questioning 
33 01/USc2/16.07.19/S33/LT 
 
Julaikha : “Together together. 
Moment to the 
sister to together” 
Literal Translation 
(moment to the sister to together : 
you both, your sister and you, can 
marry together) 
She used her knowledge in 
making sentence 
34 01/USc2/16.07.19/S34/LT 
 
Julaikha : “Astaghfirullah, I 
don’t know to 
think” 
Literal Translation  
(I don‟t know to think : I don‟t know 
what I should think) 
She was using incorrect 
grammatical form, and only 
use words she knew 
35 01/USc2/16.07.19/S35/CSW 
 
Julaikha : “Suddently, set set 
set, finish all” 
Code switching She did not know the 
English form for “set set 
set”  
36 01/USc2/16.07.19/S36/LT 
 
Julaikha : “Suddently, set set set, 
finish all” 
Literal Translation 
(finish all : all is finished) 
She only use words she 
knew in Indonesia, and then 
just transfer the words into 
English without checking 
the grammatical form 
37 01/USc2/16.07.19/S37/LT 
 
Julaikha : “Hahaha three. Asmy 
brother have two 
Literal Translation 
(as my brother have two : as my 
brother he has two) 
She only used the words she 
knew without caring the 
correct grammatical 
38 01/USc2/16.07.19/S38/LT 
 
Julaikha : “The effect you have 
bought more” 
Literal Translation 
(The effect you have bought more : 
The consequence is you have to buy 
more foods and things) 
She used grammatical form 
in “have + V3”, but there is 
nothing “to be” there 
39 01/USc2/16.07.19/S39/LT 
 
Julaikha : “What typeshe 
spoken to her 
father?” 
Literal Translation 
(what types he spoken to her father : 
what will he tell to your father?) 
She borrowed Indonesia 
form in saying that words, 
and also, she should use 
posesive word “your” not 
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“her” because the person 
she talked with was already 
there 
40 01/USc2/16.07.19/S40/LT 
 
Julaikha : “Then she goes home, 
has, have there is a 
boy 
Literal Translation 
(has, have tere is a boy : there will be 
a boy there) 
She was correcting the verb 
she used, but she was 
correcting by wrong verb, 
and also she was using her 
knowledge in making 
sentence 
41 01/USc2/16.07.19/S41/LT 
 
Julaikha : “Suddently, hug by 
(practice it by 
hugging the wind) 
Literal Translation 
(hug by : will be hugged by him) 
She only used the words she 
knew without caring the 
correct grammatical 
42 01/USc2/16.07.19/S42/NLM 
 
Julaikha : “Suddently, hug by 
(practice it by 
hugging the wind) 
Use of Non-Linguistic Means She used gesture to practice 
the way of hugging 
43 01/USc2/16.07.19/S43/LT 
 
Julaikha : “No no no. 
Impossible. You 
will be married, yes 
yes (pointing Siti F) 
 
Literal Translation She was using “yes” twice 
while there is no meaning 
inside 
44 01/USc2/16.07.19/S44/NLM Julaikha : “No no no. 
Impossible. You 
will be married, yes 
yes (pointing Siti 
F) 
Use of Non-Linguistic Means Gesture existed  
45 01/USc2/16.07.19/S45/NLM 
 
Julaikha : “Sstt.. she is too silent 
(pointing Arika) is 
for the last but this 
is for our Ustadzah, 
that is our teacher 
there is so much 
maybe hasn‟t 
married 
 
Use of Non-Linguistic Means She was imitating the sound 
of snake, and that meant 
that she wanted her friends 
to keep silent for a while. 
Also, she was pointing her 
friend and that kind of body 
language used 
46 01/USc2/16.07.19/S46/LT Julaikha : “Sstt.. she is too silent Literal Translation She knew how to express 
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 (pointing Arika) is 
for the lastbut this 
is for our 
Ustadzah, that is 
our teacher, there 
is so much maybe 
hasn’t married 
 
(is for the last but this is for our 
Ustadzah, that is our teacher, there 
is so much maybe hasn‟t married : It 
is for being the last, but here, we 
have many Ustadzah who hasn‟t 
married yet) 
their words, but she did not 
kno about the correct 
grammatical she should 
used 
47 01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S47/LT 
 
Millati : “Moment may not 
gone” 
Literal Translation 
(moment may not gone : she still 
stand with the same person 
She used the Indonesia 
form without care about the 
grammatical form in 
English 
48 01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S48/FHD 
 
Millati : “Oh I just follow my 
mother said, it is must 
Hafidz...” 
Use of Fillers/Hesitation Devices She was using filler because 
she already  knew the thing 
question about  
49 01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S49/LT 
 
Millati : “Oh I justfollow my 
mother said, it is 
must Hafidz...” 
Literal Translation  
(I justfollow my mother said : I just 
obey what my mother said) 
She did not know that 
follow is just for being 
“shadow or just stay behind 
someone” 
50 01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S50/LT 
 
Millati : “So Sholeh, so that is 
what dakwah” 
Literal Translation 
(that is what dakwah : he can being 
an Islamic speaker) 
She was using wrong words 
for saying “jadi dia bisa 
menjadi pendakwah” 
51 01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S51/LT 
 
Millati : “But I haven’t want if 
now I want to study, 
so carrier, so learn 
more” 
 
Literal Translation 
(I haven‟t want if no I want to study, 
so carrier, so learn more : I don‟t 
want it yet because I just want to 
study, having carrier, and learn 
more) 
She knew her meaning, and 
her friends did it so. But she 
should care about phrase 
and grammatical form  
52 01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S52/APW 
 
Millati : “ButI haven‟t want if 
now I want to study, 
so (make do) 
carrier,solearn more” 
Use of All-Purpose Words She should care in choosing 
word 
53 01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S53/CSW 
 
Millati : “SiUdin?” Code Switching She switched a word into 
Indonesia because she did 
not know the word “si” in 
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English 
54 01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S54/LT 
 
Millati : “Beside your home 
about your item” 
Literal Translation 
(beside your home about your item : 
his home is just beside yours) 
Lack of grammatical form, 
that is why she was not 
using to be “is” and 
choosing word “item” to 
change “the Udin‟s home” 
55 01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S55/LT 
 
Millati : “There for you, they 
want very come”  
Literal Translation 
(there for you, they want very come : 
and things want come soon for you) 
She used words she knew 
without caring the correct 
words she should used 
56 01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S56/LT 
 
Millati : “And then true, don’t 
think!” 
Literal Translation 
(don‟t think! : don‟t you think that!” 
She used words she knew 
without caring the correct 
words she should used  
57 01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S57/LT 
 
Millati : “Tomorrow, you two 
and you two” 
Literal Translation 
(you two and you two : you both are 
will having two children) 
She used words she knew 
without caring the correct 
words she should used 
58 01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S58/NLM 
 
Millati : “Ah!!! (closing her 
ears)” 
Use of Non-Linguistic Means She was closing her ears 
because she did not want to 
listen the words about a guy 
she likes on  
59 01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S59/LT 
 
Millati : “Jule, tomorrow after 
graduate, exactly, 
Julaekha 
Literal Translation 
(tomorrow after graduate : after 
graduation) 
She used words she knew 
without caring the correct 
words she should used 
60 01/LSc1/16.07.19/S60/LT 
 
Siti F : “Yes, you” Literal Translation 
(Yes, you : Yes, you are)  
She was using the words 
and grammatical she knew 
without checking it 
checking it back 
61 01/LSc1/16.07.19/S61/FHD 
 
Siti F : “Woah... Ustadzah Desi 
haven‟t married” 
Use of Fillers/Hesitation Devices She was using fillers 
because she was surprising 
for getting the question 
about getting married 
62 01/LSc1/16.07.19/S62/LT 
 
Siti F : “Woah... Ustadzah Desi 
haven’t married” 
Literal Translation 
(Ustadzah Desi haven‟t married : 
Ustadzah Desi hasn‟t married yet) 
She was using “haven‟t” for 
“she” as the subject of the 
talk, while it must be 
“hasn‟t”. Haven‟t married is 
also wrong words because 
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everyone will getting 
married, then it must be 
“hasn‟t married yet” 
63 01/LSc1/16.07.19/S63/LT 
 
Siti F : “After moment maybe 
yes” 
Literal Translation 
(after moment maybe yes : as soon as 
possible) 
She was just using the 
words she knew witout 
checking the English 
grammatical form 
64 01/LSc1/16.07.19/S64/FHD 
 
Siti F : “Eng...  Ustadz Agus” Use of Fillers/Hesitation Devices She was just want to give 
time to her friends in order 
to make they all corious 
65 01/LSc1/16.07.19/S65/CSW 
 
Siti F : “Yuk Rika” Code Switching She was switching the 
language to say the word 
“yuk”, because she did not 
know the word “yuk” in 
English. Indeed, it can be 
“come on/turn to” 
66 01/LSc1/16.07.19/S66/LT 
 
Siti F : “Two sister after 
moment” 
Literal Translation The words have should be 
“you and your sister can 
marry together” 
67 01/LSc1/16.07.19/S67/CSW 
 
Siti F : “Wahh!!” Code Switching  “Wah” here is same like 
“WOW” in English. It can 
be expressed as surprising  
68 01/LSc2/16.07.19/S68/LT 
 
Arika : “Maybe you have 
ready” 
Literal Translation 
 
It should be “you are ready” 
because the persons was in 
front of her 
69 01/LSc2/16.07.19/S69/MA 
 
Arika : “Not, I will...” Message Abandonment She wanted to say that she 
will continue to university, 
but she did not know the 
suitable words until several 
seconds, and then her friend 
asked about her plan after 
graduation 
70 02/LSc2/19.07.19/S1/LT 
 
Arika : “Using this is? (touching 
her huasduk)” 
Literal Translation 
(using this is? : he used this?) 
She used Indonesia form in 
making sentence 
71 02/LSc2/19.07.19/S2/NLM Arika : “Using this is? (touching Use of Non-Linguistic Means She didn‟t know the word 
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 her huasduk)” “hasduk” in English 
72 02/LSc2/19.07.19/S3/LT 
 
Arika : “You see who?” Literal Translation 
(you see who? : who was there?) 
she used her knowledge to 
make sentence while she 
should also care with the 
grammatical aspect 
73 02/LSc2/19.07.19/S4/LT 
 
Arika : “What her is?” Literal Translation 
(what her is? : who was he?) 
she used her knowledge to 
make sentence 
74 02/LSc2/19.07.19/S5/LT 
 
Arika : “Then then just now 
morning you are 
cleaning Musholla?” 
Literal Translation 
(Then then just now morning you 
are cleaning Musholla? : by the way 
you were cleaning Musholla this 
morning, right?)  
She used Indonesia form in 
making sentence 
75 02/LSc2/19.07.19/S6/CSW Arika : “Ustadz o?” Code Switching “was he Ustadz?” 
76 03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S1/MA 
 
Millati : “Just now...” Message Abandonment She forgot the words to 
continue her talk 
77 03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S2/LT 
 
Millati : “We not get side dish” Literal Translation 
(we not get side dish : we don‟t get 
side dish) 
She used her knowledge 
only without checking the 
grammatical aspect 
78 03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S3/LT 
 
Millati : “Better you get side 
dish. I am tak yo” 
Literal Translation  
(better you get side dish : it‟s your 
lucky to get side dish) 
She used her knowledge 
only without checking the 
grammatical aspect 
79 03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S4/CSW 
 
Millati : “Better you get side 
dish. I am tak yo” 
Code Switching “I don‟t get it by the way” 
80 03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S5/CSW 
 
Millati : “Ya you dzolim, I am 
not. You pack go to 
kitchen eh... because 
it is taken away from 
by” 
Code Switching “You are not fair” 
81 03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S6/FHD 
 
Millati : “Ya you dzolim, I am 
not. You back go to 
kitchen eh... because 
it is taken away from 
by” 
Use of Fillers/Hesitation Devices She used filler in order to 
express her protest to her 
friend 
82 03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S7/LT 
 
Millati : “Ya you dzolim, I am 
not. You back go to 
Literal Translation 
(ya you dzolim : you are cheating 
She used her knowledge 
only without checking the 
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kitchen eh... because 
it is taken away 
from by” 
 
because it is taken away from by : 
because it has taken away by the 
others) 
grammatical aspect 
83 03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S8/LT 
 
Millati : “Has it no effect” Literal Translation 
(has it no effect : it has no effect) 
Here, she confused with the 
correct structure 
84 03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S9/CSW 
 
Millati : “Cep o” Code Switching “keep silent, please” 
85 03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S10/CSW 
 
Millati : “Bisa jadi, cep o” Code Switching “it can be, just keep silent” 
86 03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S11/LT 
 
Millati : “When did you know 
that this is no enter 
phone” 
Literal Translation 
(when did you know that this no enter 
phone : you already know that we 
shouldn‟t bring phone here) 
She used her knowledge 
only without checking the 
grammatical aspect 
87 03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S12/CSW 
 
Millati : “Not a. Wah dzolim” Code Switching “It‟s no for sure, you are 
cheating” 
88 03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S13/CSW 
 
Millati : “Hey you are dzolim” Code Switching 
 
“dzolim” in English is 
“cheating” 
89 03/MUSc2/18.07.19/S14/LT Silvia : “Want want” Literal Translation 
(want want : I want it) 
She used Indonesia form 
90 03/MUSc2/18.07.19/S15/LT 
 
Silvia : “Me too! Also I take 
kitchen be!You get 
side dish or not?” 
Literal Translation 
(Also I take kitchen be! You get side 
dish or not? : I take from the kitchen 
also, do you get side dish?) 
She used Indonesia form 
91 03/MUSc2/18.07.19/S16/LT 
 
Silvia : “So? Again? Not so long 
time, but maybe 
coming” 
Literal Translation  
(not so long time, but maybe coming : 
it may be just take a while for 
coming) 
She used Indonesia form 
92 03/MUSc2/18.07.19/S17/CSW 
 
Silvia : “Kepiting” Code Switching “Kepiting” in English is 
“crab” 
93 03/MUSc2/18.07.19/S18/LT 
 
Silvia : “So Ustadzah know you 
are taking it or not?” 
Literal Translation 
(know : knows) 
She + V(s/es) 
94 03/MUSc2/18.07.19/S19/LT 
 
Silvia : “So Ustadzah know you 
are taking it or 
not?” 
Literal Translation 
(so Ustadzah know you are taking it 
or not? : does ustadzah know that 
She used Indonesia form 
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you bring cellphone?” 
95 03/MUSc2/18.07.19/S20/CSW 
 
Silvia : “I will bring it to 
Ustadzah loh” 
Code Switching “I will bring this to 
Ustadzah, OK” 
96 03/MLSc1/18.07.19/S21/CSW 
 
Zulaikha : “Nyoh, one one” Code Switching “Take it” 
97 03/MLSc1/18.07.19/S22/LT 
 
Zulaikha : “Nyoh, one one” Literal Translation 
(one on : one for each) 
She used her knowledge to 
make sentence withput 
caring the grammatical 
aspect 
98 03/MLSc1/18.07.19/S23/LT 
 
Zulaikha : “Just now that is 
what... (what is it) 
buying Ustadzah 
Mayang” 
Appeal for Helps She stopped her talk 
because she forget the word 
to contineu it, but she was 
giving clue for her friend 
99 03/MLSc1/18.07.19/S24/LT 
 
Zulaikha : “Just now that is 
what... (what is it) 
buying Ustadzah 
Mayang” 
Literal Translation 
(buying Ustadzah Mayang : it buys 
by Ustadzah Mayang) 
She used her knowledge to 
make sentence withput 
caring the grammatical 
aspect 
100 03/MLSc1/18.07.19/S25/LT 
 
Zulaikha : “You are that is” Literal Translation 
(you are that is : Youare so....) 
She used her knowledge to 
make sentence withput 
caring the grammatical 
aspect 
101 04/USc2/19.07.19/S1/LT 
 
Julaikha : “How? Do you see 
last night?How 
how? I go front loh, 
beautiful or not?” 
Literal Translation 
(do you see last night? I go front, 
beautiful or not: did you see last 
night? I was stepping forward. Did I 
look beautiful?) 
She was using her 
knowledge in talking, 
indeed, the event ended up 
102 04/USc2/19.07.19/S2/CSW 
 
Julaikha : “How? Do you see last 
night? How how? I 
go front loh, 
beautiful or not?” 
Code Switching “loh” in English should be 
“by the way”. So, she 
should say “ I went stepping 
forward by the way) 
103 04/USc2/19.07.19/S3/NLM 
 
Julaikha : “WOW... (claping 
hands)” 
Use of Non-Linguistic Means She was enthusiastic 
104 04/USc2/19.07.19/S4/LT 
 
Julaikha : “Not. I have a make up 
make up in there 
(pointing the place). 
Literal Translation  In answering yes/no 
question, it is enough for 
using “No, I don‟t” 
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I has....” 
105 04/USc2/19.07.19/S5/LT 
 
Julaikha : “Not. I have a make 
up make up in 
there (pointing the 
place). I 
has....(using eye 
contact)” 
Literal Translation 
(I have a make up make up in there : 
I was recovering there) 
She was using the words 
she knew to make sentence 
106 04/USc2/19.07.19/S6/NLM 
 
Julaikha : “Not. I have a make up 
make up in there 
(pointing the 
place). I has....(using 
eye contact)” 
Use of Non-Linguistic Means She was using gesture by 
pointing the place she used 
to reco 
107 04/USc2/19.07.19/S7/AFH 
 
Julaikha : “Not. I have a make up 
make up in there 
(pointing the place). 
I has....(using eye 
contact)” 
Appeal for Help She did not know the 
suitable word for her 
performance‟s name last 
night 
108 04/USc2/19.07.19/S8/LT 
 
Julaikha : “I dancing, dancing 
like that (practicing 
with her hands)” 
Literal Translation 
(I dancing, dancing like that : I was 
dancing like this) 
She was using her 
knowledge to make 
sentence 
109 04/USc2/19.07.19/S9/NLM 
 
Julaikha : “I dancing, dancing 
like that (practicing 
with her hands)” 
Use of Non-Linguistic Means She imitated by dancing 
with her hands only 
110 04/USc2/19.07.19/S10/LT 
 
Julaikha : “Yes don’t want! 
When I see Gina, 
Arika, and etc. 
Maybe you can 
asking asking about 
that” 
Literal Translation  
“yes don‟t want : I don‟t want” 
She was using Indonesia 
form “ya gak mau” in 
saying that words. Indeed, 
she needs to take a look the 
English structure 
111 04/USc2/19.07.19/S11/LT 
 
Julaikha : “Yes don‟t want! 
When I see Gina, 
Arika, and etc. 
Maybe you can 
asking asking about 
that” 
Literal Translation 
(When I see Gina, Arika, and etc. : I 
was imitating Gina, Arika, and etc) 
She was confuse to say that 
she was imitating Gina, 
Arika, and etc. because she 
did not know the word 
“imitate” 
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112 04/USc2/19.07.19/S12/LT 
 
Julaikha : “Yes don‟t want! 
When I see Gina, 
Arika, and etc. 
Maybe you can 
asking asking about 
that” 
Literal Translation  
(maybe you can asking asking about 
that : maybe you can ask them about 
that) 
She was using Indonesia 
form of “tanya-tanya” 
113 04/USc2/19.07.19/S13/LT 
 
Julaikha : “Yes, two day, eh just 
one day” 
Literal Translation  “two‟ is more than “one”. 
So it should +s after the 
adverb. It should be “two 
days” 
114 04/USc2/19.07.19/S14/FHD 
 
Julaikha : “Yes, two day, eh just 
one day” 
Use of Fillers/Hesitation Devices  She was using filler to give 
correction on the words she 
ssaid before 
115 04/USc2/19.07.19/S15/LT 
 
Julaikha : “But yes, on stage is 
too late” 
Literal Translation 
(But yes, on stage is too late : 
But,our performance was late.) 
She was using Indonesia 
form of “tapi ya, kita 
tampilnya telat” 
116 04/USc2/19.07.19/S16/LT 
 
Julaikha : “Because the laptop to 
error” 
Literal Translation She should use “because the 
laptop was error” 
117 04/USc2/19.07.19/S17/LT 
 
Julaikha : “Yes, because the 
sound system is not 
listen” 
Literal Translation  
(because the sound system is not 
listen : because the sound was 
unvoiced) 
She was wrong in choosing 
vocabulary to say “tidak 
terdengar” 
118 04/USc2/19.07.19/S18/LT 
 
Julaikha : “Yes, because sound is 
the soul. The danceis 
beautiful, the song 
too, but because the 
sound.... yes” 
Literal Translation  
(but because the sound.... yes : but it 
was because the machine couldn‟t 
wok well) 
She was using Indonesia 
form of “tapi karena 
soundnya.... ya gitu” 
119 04/USc2/19.07.19/S19/LT 
 
Julaikha : “Yes traditional song. 
Because last night 
is...” 
Literal Translation The time is past, last night, 
the verb should be “was” 
120 04/USc2/19.07.19/S20/MA 
 
Julaikha : “Yes traditional song. 
Because last night 
is...” 
Message Abandonment She was forgot the name of 
her dance last night, then 
her friend tell the name the 
dance 
121 04/USc2/19.07.19/S21/CSW Julaikha : “Hehe. Yesterday Code Switching She was switching her 
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 pawai pawai 
pawai” 
language because she did 
not know that pawai is 
“parade” in English 
122 04/USc2/19.07.19/S22/LT 
 
Julaikha : “What do you 
become?” 
Literal Translation 
(what do you become? : what did 
you do?) 
She was using Indonesia 
form of “kamu jadi apa?”, 
indeed, “what did you do” 
is enough 
123 04/USc2/19.07.19/S23/CSW 
 
Julaikha : “So how about the 
konsumsi?” 
Code Switching She was not aware if she 
was changed her word into 
Indonesia 
124 04/USc2/19.07.19/S24/LT 
 
Julaikha : “The drink the 
drink? The water?” 
Literal Translation It should be “what about the 
water?” 
125 04/USc2/19.07.19/S25/LT 
 
Julaikha : “Ya. So just?” Literal Translation It must be “so, what will we 
do there?” 
126 04/MUSc2/19.07.19/S26/LT 
 
Silvia : “What dance what 
dance?” 
Literal Translation 
(what dance what dance? : what did 
you dance?) 
She used Indonesia form 
127 04/MUSc2/19.07.19/S27/LT 
 
Silvia : “Try try” Literal Translation 
(try try : try it) 
She used Indonesia form 
128 04/MUSc2/19.07.19/S28/LT 
 
Silvia : “What for me, what for 
me?” 
Literal Translation 
(what for me, what for me? : what 
did you do with the ToA for us?) 
She used Indonesia form 
129 04/MLSc2/19.07.19/S29/LT 
 
Aulia : “What song what 
song?” 
Appeal for Help She was enthusiatic with 
her friend explanation about 
her last night performance 
130 04/MLSc2/19.07.19/S30/WC 
 
Aulia : “Bases” Word Coinage She meant that her friend is 
become “bas player” 
131 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S31/LT 
 
Siti F : “Beautiful beautiful. 
We two go front” 
Literal Translation She overused the word 
“beautiful” while she can 
just said “yes, you were” 
132 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S32/LT 
 
Siti F : “Beautiful beautiful. We 
two go front” 
Literal Translation 
(we two go front : we were stepping 
forward) 
She was using the words 
she knew without caring the 
grammatical structure 
133 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S33/CSW 
 
Siti F : “Hadroh” Code Switching she was using “hadroh” for 
Islamic musical instrument 
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because she did not know 
the word “hadroh” in 
English 
134 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S34/LT 
 
Siti F : “You follow or not?” Literal Translation 
(youfollow or not? : you watched me, 
don‟t you?) 
Indeed, she just wanted to 
make sure that her friend 
was watched her 
performance or not, but she 
did not take a look on her 
grammatical aspect 
135 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S35/NLM 
 
Siti F : “Oh! praktek praktek” Use of Non-Linguistic Means She was feeling enthusiasm 
with what her friend was 
telling about 
136 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S36/CSW 
 
Siti F : “Oh! praktek praktek” Code Switching She was switching her 
language because of her 
unconsciousness and her 
enthusiasm 
137 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S37/NLM 
 
Siti F : “WOW...” Use of Non-Linguistic Means She was feeling surprised 
with what her friend was 
telling about 
138 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S38/APW 
 
Siti F : “Because the...(what is 
it) what? sound 
system? 
Use of All-Purpose Words She was not sure with thing 
she wanted to say 
139 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S39/LT 
 
Siti F : “The maincover to 
program” 
Literal Translation Indee, she wanted say “the 
main thing of the 
performance” 
140 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S40/NLM 
 
Siti F : “Yaaahhhh... Go front 
you can loh” 
Use of Non-Linguistic Means  That word was to express 
her disappointment 
141 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S41/LT 
 
Siti F : “Yaaahhhh... Go front 
you can loh” 
Literal Translation 
(go front you can : you went stepping 
forward) 
That words were to express 
her disappointment 
142 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S42/CSW 
 
Siti F : “Yaaahhhh... Go front 
you can loh” 
Code Switching The word “loh” was can be 
changed into “by the way” 
or making question tag with 
that, it will become “you 
went stepping forward, 
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did‟nt you?” 
143 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S43/CSW 
 
Siti F : “Ohpawai” Code Switching “oh pawai” in English is 
same with “I see.... parade”, 
but she was unconscious 
that pawai is Indonesia 
form 
144 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S44/LT 
 
Siti F : “Not, I don’t” Literal Translation in English, to say no it can 
use “No, I don‟t”. Because 
the parade was ended up, so 
it can be “No, I didn‟t 
145 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S45/LT 
 
Siti F : “I am bring ToA” Literal Translation  She could say “I brought 
ToA”, and that is enough 
146 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S46/LT 
 
Siti F : “Come on come on, go 
front go front!. Like 
that” 
Literal Translation 
(go front : come forward) 
She was using her 
knowledge about “maju ke 
depan”, maju 
“go/walk/come”, and 
“depan” for “front” 
147 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S47/CSW 
 
Siti F : “Konsumsi?” Code Switching She was using her reflection 
in saying that word because 
her friend was asking “how 
about the konsumsi?” 
148 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S48/CSW 
 
Siti F : “The drink? Water is 
produksi Ta‟mirul 
Islam, so nice” 
Code Switching (produksi : produced by) 
149 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S49/LT 
 
Siti F : “Because you are not go 
to CW” 
Literal Translation 
(you are not go to CW : you are not 
CW‟s member) 
She was using her 
knowledge in talking 
without checking the 
grammatical aspect 
150 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S50/LT 
 
Siti F : “Becausein there is, 
there is agenda” 
Literal Translation 
(because in there is, there is agenda : 
because we have some to do lists 
there) 
She was using her 
knowledge in talking 
without checking the 
grammatical aspect 
151 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S51/CSW 
 
Siti F : “You are just have 
making making maskot 
maskot...” 
Code Switching  Mascot: /mæskǝt/ 
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152 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S52/LT 
 
Siti F : “You are just have 
makingmaking 
maskot maskot...” 
Literal Translation 
(you are just have making making 
maskot maskot : you just have to 
embellish the mascot) 
She was not knew the word 
to continue her words. Then 
her friend was added 
“beautiful” and she was 
agreed with that 
153 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S53/MA Siti F : “You are just have 
making making maskot 
maskot...” 
Message Abandonment She was stopped her words 
154 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S54/LT 
 
Siti F : “Beautiful. Have 
making they, what?” 
Literal Translation 
 
Those words are new with 
empty lexical. It should be 
“we have to make them” 
155 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S55/LT 
 
Siti F : “You may not sleeping, 
ya, you can sell to the 
CW” 
Literal Translation  
(you may not sleeping ya, you can 
sell to the CW : you will lose your 
sleep time, but you can sell your 
maskot on CW” 
She was using her 
knowledge in talking 
without checking the 
grammatical aspect 
156 05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S1/LT 
 
Aulia : “Who the name? Who 
her name?” 
Literal Translation 
(who the name? Who her name? : 
who is the name?) 
She used her knowledge to 
make sentence withput 
caring the grammatical 
aspect 
157 05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S2/LT 
 
Aulia : “This is this is? 
(pointing picture) 
beside down beside 
down” 
Literal Translation 
(this is this is? Beside down beside 
down : how about this? The one on 
the down side) 
She used her knowledge to 
make sentence withput 
caring the grammatical 
aspect 
158 05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S3/LT 
 
Aulia : “You follow or not the 
one this is?” 
Literal Translation  
(you follow or not the one this is? : 
do you know this one guy?) 
She used Indonesia form 
159 05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S4/LT 
 
Aulia : “Why? He is your 
brother yes?” 
Literal Translation 
(he is your brother yes? : he is your 
brother, isn‟t he?) 
She used Indonesia form 
160 05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S5/LT 
 
Aulia : “Why you not follow 
graduation?” 
Literal Translation  
(why you not follow graduation? : 
why you didn‟t come to his 
graduation? 
She used Indonesia form 
161 05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S6/CSW Aulia a : “Ho’oh. When your Code Switching “yes” 
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 sister, Wahyu, when 
your sister, Ustadzah 
Haliza come to here?” 
 
162 05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S7/LT 
 
Aulia : “Ho‟oh. When your 
sister, Wahyu, when 
your sister, Ustadzah 
Haliza come to here?” 
Literal Translation 
(When your sister, Wahyu, when your 
sister, Ustadzah Haliza come to 
here? : Wahyu, when will your sister, 
Ustadzah Haliza, come here?) 
She used her knowledge to 
make sentence withput 
caring the grammatical 
aspect 
163 05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S8/AFH 
 
Aulia : “So...” Appeal for Help She rose her intonation in 
order to ask her friend 
indirectly about what 
should word she should use 
164 05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S9/LT 
 
Aulia : “When when? This is 
when?” 
Literal Translation 
(when when? This is when? : when 
was the date?) 
She used Indonesia form 
without caring the 
grammatical aspect 
165 05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S10/LT 
 
Aulia : “You follow or not?” Literal Translation 
(you follow or not? : do you want to 
join it?) 
She used Indonesia form 
166 05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S11/LT 
 
Aulia : “What do in there?” Literal Translation 
(what do in there? : what we do 
there?) 
She used her knowledge to 
make sentence 
167 06/MUSc2/20.07.19/S1/LT 
 
Silvia : “How many this is?” Literal Translation 
(how many this is? : how does it 
cost? 
She used Indonesia form 
168 06/MUSc2/20.07.19/S2/LT 
 
Silvia : “Six six six. Why you 
just buy one?” 
Literal Translation 
(six six six : it is about six thousand)   
She used Indonesia form 
169 06/MUSc2/20.07.19/S3/LT 
 
Silvia : “There is no!” Literal Translation 
(there is no! : there isn‟t chocolate 
inside) 
She used Indonesia form 
170 06/MUSc2/20.07.19/S4/FHD 
 
Silvia : “Oh...” Use of Fillers/Hesitation Devices She used filler in order to 
say that she understood 
with what her friend said 
171 06/MUSc2/20.07.19/S5/LT 
 
Silvia : “Meatball geprek, 
promise promise (give 
her little finger to Siti 
Literal Translation 
(promise promise : promise?) 
She used Indonesia form 
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F)” 
172 06/MUSc2/20.07.19/S6/NLM 
 
Silvia : “Meatball geprek, 
promise promise (give 
her little finger to Siti 
F)” 
Use of Non-Linguistic Means She acted to give her little 
finger as the sign of 
promising 
173 06/MLSc1/20.07.19/S7/LT 
 
Zulaikha : “I think you guess to 
get that” 
LiteraTranslation  
(I think you guess to get that : I think 
you had guess before) 
She used her knowledge to 
make sentence withput 
caring the grammatical 
aspect 
174 06/MLSc1/20.07.19/S8/FHD 
 
Zulaikha : “Oh...” Use of Fillers/Hesitation Devices She used filler to express 
that she understood what 
her friend talk 
175 06/MLSc1/20.07.19/S9/LT 
 
Zulaikha : “So open” Literal Translation 
(so open : just open it now) 
She used her knowledge to 
make sentence withput 
caring the grammatical 
aspect 
176 06/MLSc1/20.07.19/S10/LT 
 
Zulaikha : “This is try yes, come 
on friend. Thank you Fahra” 
Literal Translation 
(this is try yes : may I try now? 
She used her knowledge to 
make sentence withput 
caring the grammatical 
aspect 
177 06/MLSc1/20.07.19/S11/LT 
 
Zulaikha : “She must be store” Literal Translation  
(she must be store : she has a store 
by the way) 
She used her knowledge to 
make sentence withput 
caring the grammatical 
aspect 
178 06/LSc1/20.07.19/S12/LT 
 
Siti F : “Want want want. 
Open open open. This 
is oh.... Sari Gandum, 
so nice... then we must 
open” 
Literal Translation 
(want want want. Open open open : I 
want this, just open now, OK) 
She used the Indonesia 
form 
179 06/LSc1/20.07.19/S13/FHD 
 
Siti F : “Want want want. Open 
open open. This is oh.... 
Sari Gandum, so nice... 
then we must open” 
Use of Fillers/Hesitation Devices She used filler because she 
surprised when read the 
name of its product 
180 06/LSc1/20.07.19/S14/LT 
 
Siti F : “What color yes? This 
is...” 
Literal Translation 
(what color yes? : what is the color 
She used the Indonesia 
form 
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of this biscuit?) 
181 06/LSc1/20.07.19/S15/AFH 
 
Siti F : “What color yes? This 
is...” 
Appeal for Help She stopped because she 
asked her friend to give clue 
about the color of the 
biscuit  
182 06/LSc1/20.07.19/S16/LT 
 
Siti F : “difficult difficult 
difficult” 
Literal Translation 
(difficult difficult difficult : it‟s 
difficult to be opened) 
She used the Indonesia 
form 
183 06/LSc1/20.07.19/S17/LT 
 
Siti F : “Yes try try come on 
come on come on. Try 
yes try yes” 
Literal Translation 
(yes try try try come on come on. Try 
yes try yes :Ok, try it now) 
She used the Indonesia 
form 
184 06/LSc1/20.07.19/S18/LT 
 
Siti F : “This this” Literal Translation 
(this this : take it) 
She used the Indonesia 
form 
185 06/LSc1/20.07.19/S19/LT 
 
Siti F : “(reciting the pray). So 
nice so nice so nice. Do 
you want?” 
Literal Translation 
(so nice so nice : this is delicious) 
She used the Indonesia 
form 
186 06/LSc1/20.07.19/S20/FHD 
 
Siti F : “Hmm” Use of Fillers/Hesitation Devices She used filler because she 
had been answered her 
friend that she mustn‟t talk 
while eating 
187 06/LSc1/20.07.19/S21/AFH 
 
Siti F : “Chocolate peanut 
and....” 
Appeal for Help She stopped because she 
asked her friend to give clue 
about the biscuit 
188 06/LSc1/20.07.19/S22/LT 
 
Siti F : “It must 2000” Literal Translation 
(it must 2000 : it is 2000) 
She used Indonesia form of 
“harganya 2000” 
189 06/LSc1/20.07.19/S23/LT 
 
Siti F : “It is small, and the 
insert just three” 
Literal Translation 
(the insert just three : it‟s only three) 
She used Indonesia form 
190 06/LSc1/20.07.19/S24/LT 
 
Siti F : “Yes yes yes, mine mine 
mine. You don’t 
want? (pointing Ega). 
Ok ok never mind” 
Literal Translation 
(yes yes yes mine mine mine. You 
don‟t want? Ok ok never mind : yes, 
those all mine. Ega, you don‟t want 
to go to my home? Ok never mind 
She used Indonesia form 
191 07/USc1/22.07.19/S1/FHD 
 
Nafa‟a : “Em... How are you 
today?” 
Use of Fillers/hesitation Device She confused to start the 
conversation 
192 07/USc1/22.07.19/S2/LT Nafa‟a : “Yes. Yesterday Literal Translation She used the Indonesia 
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 shecame back, what 
because, because she 
came back?” 
(yesterday, shecame back : she was 
back home) 
form to say kemarin dia 
pulang” 
193 07/USc1/22.07.19/S3/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “Yes. Yesterday she 
came back, what 
because, because she 
came back?” 
Literal Translation 
(what because, because she came 
back? : what causes she‟s coming 
home?) 
She used the Indonesia 
form to say “apa yang 
menyebabkan dia pulang?” 
194 07/USc1/22.07.19/S4/CSW 
 
Nafa‟a : “Ha? Sick? What kind 
of sick? Oh that 
because yesterday she 
say like aaaa 
(imitating Siput‟s talk 
style was) what 
happend?” 
Code Switching “Ha” same with a “What?” 
195 07/USc1/22.07.19/S5/FHD 
 
Nafa‟a : “Ha? Sick? What kind 
of sick? Oh that 
because yesterday she 
say like aaaa 
(imitating Siput‟s talk 
style was). What 
happend?” 
Use of Fillers/Hesitation Device She remind that she talked 
with Siput‟s style to talk 
yesterday  
196 07/USc1/22.07.19/S6/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “Ha? Sick? What kind 
of sick? Oh that 
because yesterday she 
say like aaaa 
(imitating Siput‟s talk 
style was). What 
happend?” 
Literal Translation 
(yesterday she say : yesterday she 
was 
What happened? : what has 
happened?) 
She used Indonesia form in 
making sentence 
197 07/USc1/22.07.19/S7/NLM 
 
Nafa‟a : “Ha? Sick? What kind 
of sick? Oh that 
because yesterday she 
say like aaaa 
(imitating Siput’s 
talk style was). What 
happend?” 
Use of Non-linguistic Means She imitated Siput‟s style in 
talking 
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198 07/USc1/22.07.19/S8/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “So take by (practice in 
brushing teeth)” 
Literal Translation 
(take by : So, it should take with 
toothpick) 
She used her knowledge in 
making sentence 
199 07/USc1/22.07.19/S9/NLM 
 
Nafa‟a : “So take by (practice in 
brushing teeth)” 
Use of Non-Linguistic Means She practiced how to brush 
teeth) 
200 07/USc1/22.07.19/S10/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “Haaa? Do you ever 
tootache? (turning to 
Julaikha)” 
Literal Translation 
(do tou ever tootache? :have you ever 
tootache?) 
She should use phrase in 
talking, not only words 
201 07/USc1/22.07.19/S11/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “How is the feel? I 
never feel” 
Literal Translation 
(how is the feel? : how is the 
feeling?) 
She should care with what 
word, verb, or else she used 
202 07/USc1/22.07.19/S12/APW 
 
Nafa‟a : “If I see person 
personatthis 
moment, could like 
thismoment (touching 
cheeck) could big like 
that yes?” 
Use of All-Purpose Words She overused of the bold 
words while the words 
didn‟t add meaning there 
203 07/USc1/22.07.19/S13/NLM 
 
Nafa‟a : “If I see person person 
at this moment, could 
like this 
moment(touching 
cheeck) could big like 
thatyes?” 
Use of Non-Linguistic Means She acted like she had 
tootache 
204 07/USc1/22.07.19/S14/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “If I see person person 
at this moment, could 
like this 
moment(touching 
cheeck) could big like 
that yes?” 
Lliteral Translation 
(Could big like that yes? : their 
cheeck will big, right?) 
She used Indonesia form  
205 07/USc1/22.07.19/S15/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “I never see, eh do you 
ever tootache?” 
Literal Translation  
(I never see : I have never seen 
someone wiho has tootache) 
She used Indonesia form 
206 07/USc1/22.07.19/S16/FHD 
 
Nafa‟a : “I never see, eh do you 
ever tootache?” 
Use Fillers/Hesitation Device She used filler in order to 
change her statement 
207 07/USc1/22.07.19/S17/LT Nafa‟a : “Do you ever? Maybe Literal Translation She used her knowledge in 
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 you always buying 
candy” 
(maybe you always buying candy? : 
do you like candy the most?) 
making sentence without 
caring phrases or clauses 
208 07/USc1/22.07.19/S18/MA 
 
Nafa‟a : “Maybe that because.... 
what?” 
Message Abandonment She forgot the thing causes 
tootache 
209 07/USc1/22.07.19/S19/LT Nafa‟a : “That could be who 
make hole” 
Literal translation 
(wo make hole : something which 
makes hole) 
 She used her knowledge in 
making sentence without 
caring phrases or clauses or 
even only a conjunction too 
210 07/USc1/22.07.19/S20/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “That could be who 
make hole” 
Literal Translation 
(that could be who make hole : that 
makes hole inside) 
She used Indonesia form 
211 07/USc1/22.07.19/S21/NLM 
 
Nafa‟a : “She‟s after being healty 
as it sounds like meow 
(Imitating cat’s 
voice)” 
Use of Non-Linguistic Means She imitated Siput‟s talk 
like a cat because she won‟t 
be little bit quite, Siput is 
talk active 
212 07/USc1/22.07.19/S22/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “When Siput come 
here?” 
Literal Translation 
(When Siput come here? : when will 
Siput come to the boarding?) 
She used Indonesia form 
213 07/USc1/22.07.19/S23/FHD 
 
Nafa‟a : “Oh last night. So how 
is she now? Has she 
been healthy the 
teeth?” 
Use of Fillers/Hesitation Device She used filler in order to 
express that she just know if 
Siput does already come 
214 07/USc1/22.07.19/S24/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “Oh last night. So how 
is she now? Has she 
beenhealthy the 
teeth?” 
Literal Translation 
(has she been healty the teeth? : has 
the tootache healed?) 
She used Indonesia form 
215 07/USc1/22.07.19/S25/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “Then go to DKT taken 
by only. Em... does 
she never wash...” 
Literal Translation 
(taken by only :just to takes 
medicine) 
She just translate the words 
from Indonesia to English 
without caring the 
Grammatical aspect 
216 07/USc1/22.07.19/S26/FHD 
 
Nafa‟a : “Then go to DKT taken 
by only. Em... does 
she never wash...” 
Use of Fillers/hesitation Device She used filler in order to 
start questioning 
217 07/USc1/22.07.19/S27/MA 
 
Nafa‟a : “Then go to DKT taken 
by only. Em... does 
Message Abandonment She forgot the word “teeth”, 
that‟s why she stopped 
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she never wash...” 
218 07/USc1/22.07.19/S28/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “Oh yes, tomorrow we 
have passing scout, oh 
My God” 
Literal Translation 
(oh yes : I remember) 
She used Indonesia form 
“oh ya”, and indeed, it 
should be “I remember” 
219 07/USc1/22.07.19/S29/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “Oh yes, tomorrow we 
have passing scout, 
oh My God” 
Literal Translation 
(we‟re going to have KMD (scout) 
tomorrow) 
She used Indonesia form 
220 07/USc1/22.07.19/S30/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “Ceremony here?” Literal Translation 
(ceremony here?  The ceremony is 
here?) 
She used Indonesia form 
221 07/USc1/22.07.19/S31/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “Who will give?” Literal Translation 
(who will give? : who will give the 
material?) 
She used Indonesia form 
222 07/USc1/22.07.19/S32/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “So, along day we will 
in GSR like that?” 
Literal Translation The bold words aren‟t 
needed there, and those give 
no meaning there 
223 07/USc1/22.07.19/S33/CSW Nafa‟a : “Ha’a?” Code Switching It is same with “is it right?” 
224 07/USc1/22.07.19/S34/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “Oh My God, hey in 
room only so like 
this like this, in GSR 
what become?” 
Literal Translation 
(hey in room only so like this like 
this, in GSR what become? : we 
moveless inside the room, then what 
will be in GSR?) 
She used Indonesia form 
225 07/USc1/22.07.19/S35/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “Oh... So cool” Literal Translation 
(so coll : so cold) 
She wanted say that if they 
are in GSR, they will 
feeling cold 
226 07/USc1/22.07.19/S36/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “You want go there?” Literal Translation 
(you want go there? : do you want to 
go there?) 
She used Indonesia form 
227 07/USc1/22.07.19/S37/FHD 
 
Nafa‟a : “Hmmm... Have what? 
There is no bathroom 
“ 
Use of Fillers/Hesitation Device She used filler in order to 
start questioning 
228 07/USc1/22.07.19/S38/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “Hmmm... Have what? 
There is no bathroom 
“ 
Literal Translation 
(have what? : what it has?) 
She used Indonesia form 
229 07/USc1/22.07.19/S39/LT Nafa‟a : “Walking tomorrow?” Literal Translation She used Indonesia form 
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 (Walking tomorrow : will we walk 
tomorrow?) 
230 07/USc1/22.07.19/S40/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “How if I, if I, that isI 
have been tired? 
Moment you all 
bring me” 
Literal Translation 
(how ifI have been tired? Moment 
you all bring me : how if I‟m tired? 
You all will bring me, right?) 
She used Indonesia form 
231 44 07/USc1/22.07.19/S41/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “What will do in 
there? We to cross 
country like that?” 
Literal Translation 
(What will do in there? We to cross 
country like that? : What will we do 
there? Are we will crossing country? 
She used Indonesia form 
232 07/USc1/22.07.19/S42/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “The meaning up to 
us” 
Literal Translation 
(the meaning up to us? : It means it 
depends on us) 
She used Indonesia form 
233 07/USc1/22.07.19/S43/LT 
 
Nafa‟a : “Oh My God. Let’s go 
to GSR yes. Let’s go 
becauseUstadzah 
Yatmi wait us” 
Literal Translation 
(Let‟s go to GSR yes. Let‟s go 
because Ustadzah Yatmi wait us : 
Let‟s go to GSR because Ustadzah 
yatmi is waiting for us)  
She used Indonesia form 
234 07/USc2/22.07.19/S44/LT 
 
Julaikha : “Fine” Literal Translation 
(fine : I‟m fine) 
She used Indonesia form 
235 07/USc2/22.07.19/S45/LT 
 
Julaikha : “Yes, ever” Literal Translation 
(yes, ever : yes, I have) 
She used Indonesia form 
236 07/USc2/22.07.19/S46/LT 
 
Julaikha : “The feel is so sick” Literal Translation  
(the feel : the feeling) 
She used her knowledge to 
make sentence without 
checking the grammatical 
aspect 
237 07/USc2/22.07.19/S47/LT 
 
Julaikha : “Maybe one night” Literal Translation 
(maybe one night : maybe she 
forgets brushing her teeth in a night) 
She used her knowledge to 
make sentence without 
checking the grammatical 
aspect 
238 07/USc2/22.07.19/S48/LT 
 
Julaikha : “Therefor be silent” Literal Translation 
(therefor be sient : that causes she 
quites now) 
She used her knowledge to 
make sentence without 
checking the grammatical 
aspect 
239 07/USc2/22.07.19/S49/LT Julaikha : “Maybe KMD with Literal Translation She used her knowledge to 
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 all yes” (maybe KMD with all yes : maybe 
all of us will join KMD” 
make sentence without 
checking the grammatical 
aspect 
240 07/USc2/22.07.19/S50/CSW 
 
Julaikha : “Aduh..” Code Switching “Oh My God” 
241 07/USc2/22.07.19/S51/NLM 
 
Julaikha : “Masaran huhu 
(crying)” 
Use of Non-Linguistic Means She acted crying 
242 07/USc2/22.07.19/S52/LT 
 
Julaikha : “Go to where?” Literal Translation 
(go to where? : where to go?) 
She used her knowledge to 
make sentence without 
checking the grammatical 
aspect 
243 07/USc2/22.07.19/S53/LT 
 
Julaikha : “There is” Literal Translation 
(there is : there is bathroom there) 
She used Indonesia form 
244 07/USc2/22.07.19/S54/LT 
 
Julaikha : “If boy in camping” Literal Translation 
(if boy in camping : boys are in 
camp) 
She used her knowledge to 
make sentence without 
checking the grammatical 
aspect 
245 07/USc2/22.07.19/S55/LT 
 
Julaikha : “This is class six is 
go there” 
Literal Translation 
(this is class six is go there : class 
six is going to Masaran now) 
She used her knowledge to 
make sentence without 
checking the grammatical 
aspect 
246 07/USc2/22.07.19/S56/LT 
 
Julaikha : “Maybe we are the 
last” 
Literal Translation She meant that maybe they 
will be the last, but she 
didn‟t use future tense 
247 07/USc2/22.07.19/S57/CSW Julaikha : “Joki Joki” Code Switching “jockey” 
248 07/USc2/22.07.19/S58/LT 
 
Julaikha : “He say want to 
bring you” 
Literal Translation 
(he say want to bring you : he says 
that he wants bring you)  
She used her knowledge to 
make sentence without 
checking the grammatical 
aspect 
249 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S59/LT 
 
Aulia : “I‟m from GMA. What 
are you talk about?” 
Literal Translation 
(what are you talk about? : what are 
you talking about?) 
It should be “what are you 
talking about?”  
250 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S60/FHD 
 
Aulia : “Last morning, eh last 
night last night” 
Use of Fillers/Hesitation Device She used fillers in order to 
correct her words 
251 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S61/LT Aulia : “I saw her after Literal Translation She was using Indonesia 
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 fromDKT” (I saw her after from DKT : I saw 
her from DKT) 
form of “aku tadi lihat dia 
dari DKT” 
252 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S62/CSW 
 
Aulia : “He’um” Code Switching “He‟um” is unable in 
dictionary, and “he‟um” is 
same with “Ya” 
253 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S63/FHD 
 
Aulia : “Check up, totally come, 
em totally comes” 
Use of Fillers/Hesitation Device She used fillers in order to 
correct her words 
254 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S64/LT 
 
Aulia : “At night she always 
wash” 
Literal Translation The structure should be 
“She always wash her teeth 
every night” 
255 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S65/CSW 
 
Aulia : “Hiperaktif haha, can‟t 
silent” 
Code Switching Hyperactive 
256 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S66/LT 
 
Aulia : “Hiperaktif haha, can’t 
silent” 
Literal Translation 
(can‟t silent : she couldn‟t be little 
bit quite) 
She used Indonesia form of 
“gak bisa diam” 
257 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S67/LT 
 
Aulia : “First, ceremony” Literal Translation 
(First, ceremony : We‟ll have 
ceremony first) 
She used her knowledge 
and Indonesia form of 
“pertama, kita upacara 
dulu” 
258 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S68/LT Aulia : “When indoor GSR, 
three days” 
Literal Translation She meant that they will in 
GSR for indoor agenda 
259 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S69/LT 
 
Aulia : “Follow follow reading 
Quran” 
Literal Translation  
(Follow follow reading Quran : we 
will follow the reciting of Holy 
Quran) 
She was using her 
knowledge of “kita nanti 
ikut baca Quran” 
260 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S70/LT 
 
Aulia : “Yes, we sleep in class” Literal Translation  
(we sleep in class : we will sleep 
inside of classroom) 
She used Indonesia form to 
say “kita nanti tidurnya di 
ruang kelas” 
261 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S71/LT 
 
Aulia : “Meet Ustadz Malik” Literal Translation  
(Meet Ustadz Malik : We‟ll meet 
Ustadz Malik) 
In making a sentece, it 
should be Subject inside 
262 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S72/LT 
 
Aulia : “There is” Literal Translation 
(there is : There is bathroom there) 
She used Indonesia form of 
“ada”. But that isn‟t 
enough to say that 
bathroom is able there 
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263 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S73/FHD 
 
Aulia : “No no camping, eh 
tomorrow tomorrow go 
there” 
Use of Fillers/Hesitation Device “eh” used to correct her 
words before   
264 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S74/LT 
 
Aulia : “No no camping, eh 
tomorrowtomorrow 
go there” 
Literal Translation 
(no no camping, eh tomorrow 
tomorrow go there : no camp, but 
tomorrow they will go there) 
She said with future tense, 
so it should add “will”, and 
she only used the Indonesia 
form  
265 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S75/CSW 
 
Aulia : “Nah. Class five before 
subuh maybe” 
Code Switching “Nah” in English is same 
with “no”, slang word. But 
she used “nah” to say her 
agreement 
266 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S76/LT 
 
Aulia : “Nah. Class five before 
Subuh maybe” 
Literal Translation 
(Class five before Subuh maybe : 
Maybe the fifth class will strat 
before Subuh comes) 
She wa used Indonesia 
form while Indonesia and 
English have different form 
to make a sentence 
267 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S77/LT 
 
Aulia : “But Ustadzah Upik 
period from here until 
Masaran” 
Literal Translation 
(But Ustadzah Upik period from 
here until Masaran :  But 
UstadzahUpik want us to walk from 
here until Masaran) 
She wa used Indonesia 
form while Indonesia and 
English have different form 
to make a sentence 
268 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S78/LT 
 
Aulia : “May be may not, you 
will become with pick up 
like that” 
Literal Translation She meant that maybe they 
will be helped by some 
drivers there, but maybe 
they will not 
269 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S79/LT 
 
Aulia : “May be may not, you will 
become with pick up, 
like that” 
Literal Translation 
(you will become with pick up, like 
that : maybe you will be helped by 
pick up) 
She should care with the 
English Gramatical aspect 
to make a sentence 
270 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S80/LT 
 
Aulia : “How is the smell” Literal Translation 
(how is the smell : I can‟t imagine 
how the smell is) 
She should care with the 
English Gramatical aspect 
to make a sentence 
271 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S81/LT 
 
Aulia : “In there, we are 
mencari jejak” 
Literal Translation 
(in there, we are mencari jejak : we 
will search the scout traces) 
She should care with the 
English Gramatical aspect 
to make a sentence, here is 
the structure and the verb 
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she used 
272 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S82/CSW 
 
Aulia : “In there, we are mencari 
jejak” 
Code Switching “Mencari jejak” in English 
is “seaching traces”  
273 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S83/LT 
 
Aulia : “Up to us, when in the 
morning check check 
check” 
Literal Translation 
(when in the morning check check 
check : we can check when the 
morning comes) 
She should care with the 
English Gramatical aspect 
to make a sentence 
274 07/LSc2/22.07.19/S84/LT Arika : “She sick” Literal Translation 
(she sick : she is sick) 
She used Indonesia form 
275 07/LSc2/22.07.19/S85/LT 
 
Arika : “Not” Literal Translation 
(not : no, she isn‟t) 
“yes/no” question shoudn‟t 
be answered with “yes/no” 
only 
276 07/LSc2/22.07.19/S86/LT 
 
Arika : “Yes, come here” Literal Translation It should be “Yes, she has” 
277 07/LSc2/22.07.19/S87/LT 
 
Arika : “What do you come 
from?” 
Literal Translation It should be “Where do you 
come from?” 
278 07/LSc2/22.07.19/S88/LT 
 
Arika : “At night, she wash?” Literal Translation 
(at night, she was : she always brush 
her teeth at night) 
She used Indonesia form 
279 07/LSc2/22.07.19/S89/LT 
 
Arika : “Last night” Literal translation 
(last night : for the last night) 
She used Indonesia form 
280 07/LSc2/22.07.19/S90/LT 
 
Arika : “There is” Literal Translation 
(there is : there is bathroom there) 
She used Indonesia form 
281 07/LSc2/22.07.19/S91/LT 
 
Arika : “Walking yes” Literal Translation  
(Walking yes : we‟ll walk tomorrow) 
She used Indonesia form 
282 07/LSc2/22.07.19/S92/LT 
 
Arika : “We are not, but we are 
not full” 
Literal Translation 
(We are not : we won‟t) 
She used Indonesia form 
without checking the 
Englsih correct structure 
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NO 
Coding Types of CS 
Reason 
True False 
1 01/USc1/16.07.19/S1/FHD √ 
  
2 01/USc1/16.07.19/S2/FHD √ 
  
3 01/USc1/16.07.19/S3/LT √ 
  
4 01/USc1/16.07.19/S4/FHD √ 
  
5 01/USc1/16.07.19/S5/LT √ 
  
6 01/USc1/16.07.19/S6/CSW √ 
  
7 01/USc1/16.07.19/S7/LT √ 
  
8 01/USc1/16.07.19/S8/LT √ 
  
9 01/USc1/16.07.19/S9/LT √ 
  
10 01/USc1/16.07.19/S10/LT √ 
  
11 01/USc1/16.07.19/S11/LT √ 
  
12 01/USc1/16.07.19/S12/FHD √ 
  
13 01/USc1/16.07.19/S13/LT √ 
  
14 01/USc1/16.07.19/S14/LT √ 
  
15 01/USc1/16.07.19/S15/NLM √ 
  
16 01/USc1/16.07.19/S16/LT √ 
  
17 01/USc1/16.07.19/S17/LT √ 
  
18 01/USc1/16.07.19/S18/LT √ 
  
19 01/USc1/16.07.19/S19/LT √ 
  
20 01/USc2/16.07.19/S20/LT √ 
  
21 01/USc2/16.07.19/S21/LT √ 
  
22 01/USc2/16.07.19/S22/AP √ 
  
23 01/USc2/16.07.19/S23/LT √ 
  
24 01/USc2/16.07.19/S24/LT √ 
  
25 01/USc2/16.07.19/S25/AP √ 
  
26 01/USc2/16.07.19/S26/LT √ 
  
27 01/USc2/16.07.19/S27/FHD √ 
  
28 01/USc2/16.07.19/S28/LT √ 
  
29 01/USc2/16.07.19/S29/LT √ 
  
30 01/USc2/16.07.19/S30/AFH √ 
  
31 01/USc2/16.07.19/S31/LT √ 
  
32 01/USc2/16.07.19/S32/LT √ 
  
33 01/USc2/16.07.19/S33/LT √ 
  
34 01/USc2/16.07.19/S34/LT √ 
  
35 01/USc2/16.07.19/S35/CSW √ 
  
36 01/USc2/16.07.19/S36/LT √ 
  
37 01/USc2/16.07.19/S37/LT √ 
  
38 01/USc2/16.07.19/S38/LT √ 
  
39 01/USc2/16.07.19/S39/LT √ 
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40 01/USc2/16.07.19/S40/LT √ 
  
41 01/USc2/16.07.19/S41/LT √ 
  
42 01/USc2/16.07.19/S42/NLM √ 
  
43 01/USc2/16.07.19/S43/LT √ 
  
44 01/USc2/16.07.19/S44/NLM √ 
  
45 01/USc2/16.07.19/S45/NLM √ 
  
46 01/USc2/16.07.19/S46/LT √ 
  
47 01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S47/LT √ 
  
48 01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S48/FHD √ 
  
49 01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S49/LT √ 
  
50 01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S50/LT √ 
  
51 01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S51/LT √ 
  
52 01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S52/APW √ 
  
53 01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S53/CSW √ 
  
54 01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S54/LT √ 
  
55 01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S55/LT √ 
  
56 01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S56/LT √ 
  
57 01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S57/LT √ 
  
58 01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S58/NLM √ 
  
59 01/MUSc1/16.07.19/S59/LT √ 
  
60 01/LSc1/16.07.19/S60/LT √ 
  
61 01/LSc1/16.07.19/S61/FHD √ 
  
62 01/LSc1/16.07.19/S62/LT √ 
  
63 01/LSc1/16.07.19/S63/LT √ 
  
64 01/LSc1/16.07.19/S64/FHD √ 
  
65 01/LSc1/16.07.19/S65/CSW √ 
  
66 01/LSc1/16.07.19/S66/LT √ 
  
67 01/LSc1/16.07.19/S67/CSW √ 
  
68 01/LSc2/16.07.19/S68/LT √   
69 01/LSc2/16.07.19/S69/MA √   
70 02/LSc2/19.07.19/S1/LT √   
71 02/LSc2/19.07.19/S2/NLM √   
72 02/LSc2/19.07.19/S3/LT √   
73 02/LSc2/19.07.19/S4/LT √   
74 02/LSc2/19.07.19/S5/LT √   
75 02/LSc2/19.07.19/S6/CSW √   
76 03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S1/MA √   
77 03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S2/LT √   
78 03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S3/LT √   
79 03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S4/CSW √   
80 03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S5/CSW √   
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81 03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S6/FHD √   
82 03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S7/LT √   
83 03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S8/LT √   
84 03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S9/CSW √   
85 03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S10/CSW √   
86 03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S11/LT √   
87 03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S12/CSW √   
88 03/MUSc1/18.07.19/S13/CSW √   
89 03/MUSc2/18.07.19/S14/LT √   
90 03/MUSc2/18.07.19/S15/LT √   
91 03/MUSc2/18.07.19/S16/LT √   
92 03/MUSc2/18.07.19/S17/CSW √   
93 03/MUSc2/18.07.19/S18/LT √   
94 03/MUSc2/18.07.19/S19/LT √   
95 03/MUSc2/18.07.19/S20/CSW √   
96 03/MLSc1/18.07.19/S21/CSW √   
97 03/MLSc1/18.07.19/S22/LT √   
98 03/MLSc1/18.07.19/S23/LT √   
99 03/MLSc1/18.07.19/S25/LT √   
100 03/MLSc1/18.07.19/S26/LT √   
101 04/USc2/19.07.19/S1/LT √   
102 04/USc2/19.07.19/S2/CSW √   
103 04/USc2/19.07.19/S3/NLM √   
104 04/USc2/19.07.19/S4/LT √   
105 04/USc2/19.07.19/S5/LT √   
106 04/USc2/19.07.19/S6/NLM √   
107 04/USc2/19.07.19/S7/AFH √   
108 04/USc2/19.07.19/S8/LT √   
109 04/USc2/19.07.19/S9/NLM √   
110 04/USc2/19.07.19/S10/LT √   
111 04/USc2/19.07.19/S11/LT √   
112 04/USc2/19.07.19/S12/LT √   
113 04/USc2/19.07.19/S13/LT √   
114 04/USc2/19.07.19/S14/FHD √   
115 04/USc2/19.07.19/S15/LT √   
116 04/USc2/19.07.19/S16/LT √   
117 04/USc2/19.07.19/S17/LT √   
118 04/USc2/19.07.19/S18/LT √   
119 04/USc2/19.07.19/S19/LT √   
120 04/USc2/19.07.19/S20/MA √   
121 04/USc2/19.07.19/S21/CSW √   
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122 04/USc2/19.07.19/S22/LT √   
123 04/USc2/19.07.19/S23/CSW √   
124 04/USc2/19.07.19/S24/LT √   
125 04/USc2/19.07.19/S25/LT √   
126 04/MUSc2/19.07.19/S26/LT √   
127 04/MUSc2/19.07.19/S27/LT √   
128 04/MUSc2/19.07.19/S28/LT √   
129 04/MLSc2/19.07.19/S29/LT √   
130 04/MLSc2/19.07.19/S30/WC √   
131 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S31/LT √   
132 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S32/LT √   
133 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S33/CSW √   
134 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S34/LT √   
135 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S35/NLM √   
136 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S36/CSW √   
137 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S37/NLM √   
138 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S38/APW √   
139 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S39/LT √   
140 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S40/NLM √   
141 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S41/LT √   
142 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S42/CSW √   
143 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S43/CSW √   
144 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S44/LT √   
145 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S45/LT √   
146 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S46/LT √   
147 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S47/CSW √   
148 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S48/CSW √   
149 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S49/LT √   
150 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S50/LT √   
151 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S51/CSW √   
152 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S52/LT √   
153 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S53/MA √   
154 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S54/LT √   
155 04/LSc1/19.07.19/S55/LT √   
156 05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S1/LT √   
157 05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S2/LT √   
158 05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S3/LT √   
159 05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S4/LT √   
160 05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S5/LT √   
161 05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S6/CSW √   
162 05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S7/LT √   
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163 05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S8/AFH √   
164 05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S9/LT √   
165 05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S10/LT √   
166 05/MLSc2/20.07.19/S11/LT √   
167 06/MUSc2/20.07.19/S1/LT √   
168 06/MUSc2/20.07.19/S2/LT √   
169 06/MUSc2/20.07.19/S3/LT √   
170 06/MUSc2/20.07.19/S4/FHD √   
171 06/MUSc2/20.07.19/S5/LT √   
172 06/MUSc2/20.07.19/S6/NLM √   
173 06/MLSc1/20.07.19/S7/LT √   
174 06/MLSc1/20.07.19/S8/FHD √   
175 06/MLSc1/20.07.19/S9/LT √   
176 06/MLSc1/20.07.19/S10/LT √   
177 06/MLSc1/20.07.19/S11/LT √   
178 06/LSc1/20.07.19/S12/LT √   
179 06/LSc1/20.07.19/S13/FHD √   
180 06/LSc1/20.07.19/S14/LT √   
181 06/LSc1/20.07.19/S15/AFH √   
182 06/LSc1/20.07.19/S16/LT √   
183 06/LSc1/20.07.19/S17/LT √   
184 06/LSc1/20.07.19/S18/LT √   
185 06/LSc1/20.07.19/S19/LT √   
186 06/LSc1/20.07.19/S20/FHD √   
187 06/LSc1/20.07.19/S21/AFH √   
188 06/LSc1/20.07.19/S22/LT √   
189 06/LSc1/20.07.19/S23/LT √   
190 06/LSc1/20.07.19/S24/LT √   
191 07/USc1/22.07.19/S1/FHD √   
192 07/USc1/22.07.19/S2/LT √   
193 07/USc1/22.07.19/S3/LT √   
194 07/USc1/22.07.19/S4/CSW √   
195 07/USc1/22.07.19/S5/FHD √   
196 07/USc1/22.07.19/S6/LT √   
197 07/USc1/22.07.19/S7/NLM √   
198 07/USc1/22.07.19/S8/LT √   
199 07/USc1/22.07.19/S9/NLM √   
200 07/USc1/22.07.19/S10/LT √   
201 07/USc1/22.07.19/S11/LT √   
202 07/USc1/22.07.19/S12/APW √   
203 07/USc1/22.07.19/S13/NLM √   
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204 07/USc1/22.07.19/S14/LT √   
205 07/USc1/22.07.19/S15/LT √   
206 07/USc1/22.07.19/S16/FHD √   
207 07/USc1/22.07.19/S17/LT √   
208 07/USc1/22.07.19/S18/MA √   
209 07/USc1/22.07.19/S19/LT √   
210 07/USc1/22.07.19/S20/LT √   
211 07/USc1/22.07.19/S21/NLM √   
212 07/USc1/22.07.19/S22/LT √   
213 07/USc1/22.07.19/S23/FHD √   
214 07/USc1/22.07.19/S24/LT √   
215 07/USc1/22.07.19/S25/LT √   
216 07/USc1/22.07.19/S26/FHD √   
217 07/USc1/22.07.19/S27/MA √   
218 07/USc1/22.07.19/S28/LT √   
219 07/USc1/22.07.19/S29/LT √   
220 07/USc1/22.07.19/S30/LT √   
221 07/USc1/22.07.19/S31/LT √   
222 07/USc1/22.07.19/S32/LT √   
223 07/USc1/22.07.19/S33/CSW √   
224 07/USc1/22.07.19/S34/LT √   
225 07/USc1/22.07.19/S35/LT √   
226 07/USc1/22.07.19/S36/LT √   
227 07/USc1/22.07.19/S37/FHD √   
228 07/USc1/22.07.19/S38/LT √   
229 07/USc1/22.07.19/S39/LT √   
230 07/USc1/22.07.19/S40/LT √   
231 07/USc1/22.07.19/S41/LT √   
232 07/USc1/22.07.19/S42/LT √   
233 07/USc1/22.07.19/S43/LT √   
234 07/USc2/22.07.19/S44/LT √   
235 07/USc2/22.07.19/S45/LT √   
236 07/USc2/22.07.19/S46/LT √   
237 07/USc2/22.07.19/S47/LT √   
238 07/USc2/22.07.19/S48/LT √   
239 07/USc2/22.07.19/S49/LT √   
240 07/USc2/22.07.19/S50/CSW √   
241 07/USc2/22.07.19/S51/NLM √   
242 07/USc2/22.07.19/S52/LT √   
243 07/USc2/22.07.19/S53/LT √   
244 07/USc2/22.07.19/S54/LT √   
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245 07/USc2/22.07.19/S55/LT √   
246 07/USc2/22.07.19/S56/LT √   
247 07/USc2/22.07.19/S57/CSW √   
248 07/USc2/22.07.19/S58/LT √   
249 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S59/LT √   
250 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S60/FHD √   
251 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S61/LT √   
252 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S62/CSW √   
253 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S63/FHD √   
254 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S64/LT √   
255 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S65/CSW √   
256 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S66/LT √   
257 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S67/LT √   
258 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S68/LT √   
259 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S69/LT √   
260 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S70/LT √   
261 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S71/LT √   
262 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S72/LT √   
263 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S73/FHD √   
264 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S74/LT √   
265 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S75/CSW √   
266 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S76/LT √   
267 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S77/LT √   
268 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S78/LT √   
269 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S79/LT √   
270 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S80/LT √   
271 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S81/LT √   
272 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S82/CSW √   
273 07/MLSc2/22.07.19/S83/LT √   
274 07/LSc2/22.07.19/S84/LT √   
275 07/LSc2/22.07.19/S85/LT √   
276 07/LSc2/22.07.19/S86/LT √   
277 07/LSc2/22.07.19/S87/LT √   
278 07/LSc2/22.07.19/S88/LT √   
279 07/LSc2/22.07.19/S89/LT √   
280 07/LSc2/22.07.19/S90/LT √   
281 07/LSc2/22.07.19/S91/LT √   
282 07/LSc2/22.07.19/S92/LT √   
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